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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

-

(10:02 a.m.)

2

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

3

Good morning.

Today we are

4

holding hearings in Docket No. MC2006-3 to receive

5

testimony of witnesses supporting the Postal Service's

6

request for an opinion and recommended decision on a

7

proposed baseline negotiated service agreement with

8

Washington Mutual Bank.
Two witnesses are scheduled to appear today.

9

10

They are Witnesses Ayub and Rappaport. Does anyone

1;

have any procedural matters to discuss before we begin

1
:

today?
(No response.)

13
7

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

*

il

Mr. Alverno, would you

15

please identify the Postal Service witness so I can

16

swear him in?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. ALVERNO:

17
18

Postal Service calls Mr. All Ayub.

19

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

20

Whereupon,
ALI AYUB

21

having been duly sworn, was called as a

22
23

witness and was examined and testified as f o l l o w s :
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

24
25

Raise your right hand.

Please be seated.

//
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

1

BY MR.. ALVERNO:

2

3

Q

Please introduce yourself.

4

A

I'm Ali Ayub, and I work in the Office of

5

Pricing Strategy for the U.S. Postal Service.
MR. ALVERNO:

6

Mr. Ayub, earlier I handed you

7

two copies of a document entitled "Direct Testimony of

8

All Ayub on behalf of the U.S. Postal Service," marked

9

as USPS-T-1. I have now given those two copies to the

10

reporter.
(The document referred to was

1
:
12

marked for identification as

13

Exhibit No. USPS-T-1.)
BY MR. ALVEFUJO:

11

15

16

Q

Did you have a chance to examine those

copies?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And was t h i s testimony prepared by you or

19

I have examined those copies.

under your direction?
I t was prepared under my direction.

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And does that testimony include errata that

and June 8, as well as

22

you filed on June

23

supplemental testimony filed on June 8, and errata

24

filed on June 13?

25

A

7

Yes, it does.
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1
2

Q

Do you have any other changes or corrections

to make?

3

A

No, I do not.

4

Q

And if you were to testify orally today,

S

6
7

would your testimony be the same?
A

Yes, my testimony would be the same.
MR. ALVERNO:

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the

8

direct testimony of Ali Ayub on behalf of the U.S.

9

Postal Service, marked as USPS-T-1, be received as

10

evidence at this time.

11

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

-.-.
--

(No response. )

13

CHAIP."

OMAS:

Is there any objection?

Hearing none, I will direct

-7

counse; to provide the reporter with two copies of the

-* >
c

corrected direct testimony of Ali Ayub.

16

testimony is received into evidence.

17

consistent with Commission practice, it will not be

18

transcribed

That

However,

(The document referred to,

19

20

previously identified as

21

Exhibit No. USPS-T-1, was

22

received in evidence.)

23

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Mr. Ayub, have you had an

24

opportunity to examine the packet of designated

25

written cross-examination that was made available to
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1

you in the hearing room this morning?
Yes, I have.

2

THE WITNESS:

3

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

If the questions contained

4

in that packet were posed to you orally today, would

5

your answers be the same as those previously provided

6

in writing?
THE WITNESS:

3

8

Mr. Chairman, we have two

corrections to make.
The first is OCA USPS-T1-12,Subpart C.

9

10

correct entry should read:

11

Mutual Bank will mail in the range of 590 million

12

first-class mail. marking pieces in Year 1 . “

“1 believe Washington

In OCA 34, the correct answers should be

13
14

“Revenue at 490 million pieces is $250,000,“not

15

$25,000.

16

The

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Counsel, would you please

17

provide two copies of the corrected designated written

18

cross-examination of Witness Ayub to the reporter?

19

That material is received into evidence and is to be

20

transcribed into the record.

21

(The document referred w a s

22

marked for identification as

23

Exhibit No. OCA USPS-T1-12

24

and was received in

25

evidence. )
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Desiqnatinq Parties

VPIUSPS-T1-13
VPIUSPS-T1-14
VPIUS PS-T 1- 15
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VPIUSPS-T1- 17
VPIUSPS-T1-18
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS AYUB TO
INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

OCNUSPS-TI -1. Please refer to your testimony at page 15, lines 9-1 0. You
identify rising interest rates and a weaker economy as market conditions that
inhibit mail volume growth in the credit card industry.
a.
Do changes in expected future interest rates or in the expected future
state of the economy affect the solicitation mail volume of credit card
companies? If so, please explain how.
For each year of the proposed NSA, please state your beliefs as to the
b.
direction of change of interest rates and the direction of change of the
state of the economy.
Did your beliefs (as to changes in interest rates or in the state of the
c.
economy over the term of the NSA) change during the course of
negotiations with WMB? If so, how did your changing beliefs affect
volume estimates, the final level of discounts, or thresholds adopted?
If interest rates or the state of the economy actually differ from current
d.
expectations during the term of the NSA, will after-rates volumes differ
from forecasts? Please explain your response.

RESPONSE:
a ) Changes in "expected future interest rate or in the expected future state of the
economy" may impact solicitation volumes. However, the impact of these
variables on mail volume cannot be evaluated independently of other market

conditions such as: consolidation within the industry, lower response rates,
legislative changes, market saturation, and increases in postage costs. Ceteris

paribus. rising interest rates generally tend to create downward pressure on total
credit card solicitation volumes. Similarly, declines in economic activity in could
also result in reductions in mail volumes.

b) I did not independently forecast either interest rates or the state of the
economy in developing the analysis. With respect to interest rates, upon raising
the short-term interest rates on March 28, 2006 to 4.75%, the Federal Open
Market Committee stated as follows:
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INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

The Committee judges that some further policy firming may be
needed to keep the risks to the attainment of both sustainable
economic growth and price stability roughly in balance. In any
event,the Committee will respond to changes in economic
prospects as needed to foster these objectives.

This appears to imply that short-term interest rates may continue to rise or will
remain at current rates. However, other people may interpret these signals
differently.
c) Neither factor standing alone resulted in a change in our evaluation of the
volume estimates. Over the course of our discussions with WMB, we analyzed

WMB initial volume estimates using the tools and analytical methods described in
my testimony
d I If a variable causes a change in the before-rates forecast, holding all other
factors equal, i t should have a similar impact in the same direction on the afterr a t r s forecast

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS AYUB TO
INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

Please provide your understanding of the process that
OCNUSPS-TI-2.
generates "lift." Include an explanation of why two pieces that differ only in
indicia should have different response rates.

RESPONSE: Generally speaking, it is my understanding that the indicia, speed
of service, and forwarding services are factors that independently or combined
may contribute to "lift". For example, the forwarding service offered for FirstClass Mail provides a lift over a Standard Mail piece because a recipient is more
likely to receive a First-class solicitation if he or she has moved and a forwarding
order is on file. In addition, lift may occur based on the subjective judgments of
recipients. The open and read rates for First-class Mail tend to be higher than
Standard Mail. For more discussion on the lift from First-class Mail, please see
Witness Buc's testimony in Docket No. MC2004-3.
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS AYUB TO
INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

OCNUSPS-TI-3. Please explain why volumes eligible for discounts are not
capped at WMB’s after-rates volume estimates. Include an explanation of how
such a cap would alter WMB’s mailing behavior.

RESPONSE: Volumes eligible for discounts are not capped at WMB’s afterrates volume estimates because that could potentially discourage additional

growth of WMB First-class Mail marketing volumes.
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INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

OCNUSPS-TI-5. Please refer to your testimony at page 1, lines 11-12
a.

b.

c.

Please confirm that the Postal Service’s first and second Data
Collection Reports for the Capital One NSA, filed with the Commission
on January 31, 2005, and February 7, 2006, respectively, were
prepared by you or under your supervision. If you do not confirm,
please explain. If you participated in any capacity in the preparation of
these Data Collection Reports, please identify the enumerated
requirements in the reports in which you participated and your
capacity.
Please confirm that the Postal Service’s first Data Collection Report for
the Bank One NSA, filed with the Commission on February 7, 2006,
was prepared by you or under your supervision. If you do not confirm,
please explain. If you participated in any capacity in the preparation of
this Data Collection Report. please identify the enumerated
requirements in the report in which you participated and your capacity.
Please confirm that the Postal Service’s first Data Collection Report for
the Discover NSA, filed with the Commission on February 7, 2006, was
prepared by you or under your supervision. If you do not confirm,
please explain. If you participated in any capacity in the preparation of
this Data Collection Report, please identify the enumerated
requirements in the report in which you participated and your capacity

RESPONSE:
:I.

Confirmed I was responsible for collecting information and
providing analyses for the Data Collection Report.

I).

Confirmed. I was responsible collecting information and providing
analyses for the Data Collection Report

c.

Confirmed. I was responsible collecting information and providing
analyses for the Data Collection Report
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RESPONSE OF USPS WITNESS AYUB TO INTERROGATORIES
OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE
OCNUSPS-TI-6. This interrogatory seeks information that could assist in the
evaluation of financial risk to the Postal Service from the proposed NSA.
a. Article II, Paragraph F, of the NSA refers to a "published figure" for
"domestic active credit card accounts."
i. Where is this figure published?
ii. Please provide this figure for 2003, 2004, and 2005.
b. Article 11, Paragraph C , subparagraph 3, of the NSA states that
correspondence with non-cardholders will count toward thresholds.
i. Did you or the Postal Service inquire of WMB as to previous
annual volumes of such correspondence? If so, what was the response? If not,
why not?
ii. Please provide the annual volumes of such correspondence for
2003, 2004, and 2005.
iii. Is such correspondence considered "customer mail" or
"solicitation mail" for purposes of Article II, Paragraph K, subparagraph 1, of the
NSA?
iv. Does such correspondence count toward the volume
commitment of Article 11, Paragraph J, of the NSA?
v. Is such correspondence included in the graph on page 18 of your
testimony? If so, where?
c. Article II, Paragraph J, of the NSA is entitled "Solicitation Mail Volume
Guarantee." It includes the sentence, "If. in any year, Washington Mutual fails to
meet this commitment, the Postal Service may ferminafe fhis agreement, and
Washington Mutual will pay the Postal Service $250,000." (Emphasis added.)
Docket No RfC2006-3 - 3 i. Is the payment of $250,000 contingent on the Postal Service's
terminating the agreement?
ii. Why is there a termination clause here, given the unconditional
right of the Postal Service to terminate at any time under Article IV, Paragraph F,
of t h e NSA?
d . Article IllI Paragraph D, of the NSA requires WMB to pay $250,000 if it
fails to mail at least 375 million First-class Mail pieces in Year 1.
I. Is this $250.000 in addition to the $250,000 penalty in Article II,
Paragraph J . of the NSA? If not, why not?
ii. Why is there no termination clause in Article Ill, Paragraph D,
given that there is such a clause in Article II, Paragraph J, of the NSA?
iii. If WMB fails to mail at least 375 million First-class Mail pieces in
Year 1 and the Postal Service terminates the agreement, would WMB owe
$500,000 to the Postal Service? If not, why not?
iv. If WMB mails 490 million First-class Mail pieces in Year 1 and
the Postal Service terminates the agreement, how much would the Postal
Service make from the agreement? Please provide all calculations and sources
used.
v. What is your current estimate of the likelihood that WMB will fail
to mail at least 375 million First-class Mail pieces in Year I ?
vi. What is your current estimate of the likelihood that WMB will fail
to meet its commitment under Article II, Paragraph J, of the NSA?
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vii. What is the expected value to the Postal Service of the two
$250,000 penalty clauses in the NSA?
e. Article II, Paragraphs F, G, and I, of the NSA contain threshold
adjustment clauses.
i. Are there any other threshold adjustment clauses in the NSA? If
so, please identify them.
ii. If WMB were to mail 900 million First-class Mail pieces in Year 1,
would this volume, by itself, trigger a threshold adjustment for Year 2? If so,
how?
f. Are there risk mitigation provisions in the NSA other than those
previously discussed in this interrogatory? If so, please identify them.

RESPONSE:
a ) i). This figure will be provided each year to the Postal Service by WMB.

ii). Based on previous Providian Annual Reports, the figures are as follows:

2003 - 10.4 million
2004 - 10.2 million
2005 - 10.0 million (estimated)
The Postal Service also uses data from industry reports produced by Synovate,
Card Data. Forrester. CompereMedia. In addition, we evaluate data from
regulatory filings with the SEC, FTC. and other government agencies
b) i ) W e discussed the volume of such correspondence and determined that this

correspondence represented less than one percent of WMB total First-class Mail
volume This factor is consistent with observations from other NSA discussions.

ii.)The volume represented by this portion is less than one percent of total
volume for 2003, 2004 and 2005. Because this volume is associated with
permits that comprise mail to existing card holders, the Postal Service does not
have information that would allow it to provide the requested information
iii.) Such correspondence is considered customer mail.
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iv.) No

v.) No.
c) i,)The penalty is contingent on the Postal Service terminating the agreement.
ii) Article 11, Paragraph J , describes a special situation where the Postal Service
terminates for cause and provides a unique remedy in conjunction with the
exercise of that authority. In this sense, it is distinct in purpose from the
provtsions and remedies for termination in Article IV, paragraph F
d) i.) The penalties in Article 111, Paragraph D, are independent from those in
Article II, Paragraph J. If WMB mail volume is less than 375 million First-class
Mail pieces in Year 1, but the percentage of First-class Mail marketing pieces is
greater than 90 percent, then the only penalty that will be applied is the $250,000
penalty identified in Article Ill, Paragraph D.
11)

The unconditional right to terminate under Article IV, Paragraph F, provides for

ttLrrnin,itiov .Ind a special termination clause for this provision was not
negotiated
iii )

No Please see response to (d)(i) above

iv ) An estimate

of value based only on total First-class Mail pieces could not be

made without knowing the proportions of volume classified as marketing and

customer mail
v ) We do not possess any estimates of the likelihood that

WMB will fail to mail at

least 375 million First-class Mail pieces in Year 1. Based on the testimony of
Witness Rapaport. I believe that there is a solid basis to conclude that WMB will
mail more than 375 million pieces
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OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE
vi). The Postal Service has filed this NSA with the expectations that WMB will be
able to meet the commitment in Article 11, Paragraph J.
vii). The value of penalty clauses to the Postal Service is to ensure that NSA
customers are committed to the NSA process. The penalty clauses respond to
objections raised in other NSA proceedings

e) i.) No
ii.) No.

f) Risk mitigation in the NSA process consists of addressing risks in contract
performance. Risks can also be mitigated by performing the type of in-depth
analysis we used to in our evaluation of the data used to develop the NSA
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OCNUSPS-TI-IO. This interrogatory seeks information that could be used to reduce
financial risk to the Postal Service from the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA.
Please refer to your response to OCNUSPS-TI-la. In this response you say that "the
impact of these variables on mail volume cannot be evaluated independently of other
market conditions such as: consolidation within the industry, lower response rates,
legislative changes, market saturation, and increases in postage costs." Please
consider a situation where several variables other than postage costs differ in the future
from expectations during negotiations.
a
Could such differences cause actual after-rates volumes to differ from forecasted
after-rates volumes? If not, why?
Does the possibility of such differences create financial risk for the Postal Service
b
from the WMB NSA? If not, why?
C
Do you understand the expression "risk management"? If so, please describe
your understanding and explain how the Postal Service generally manages the
risk of interest rates' or gas prices' differing in the future from current
expectations
d
Do you know whether firms in the credit card industry engage in risk
management? If so, please describe how such firms might manage the risk of
interest rates' differing in the future from current expectations.
Do you understand there to be a difference between "risk management" and "risk
e
mitigation," as the latter terrn is used at page 29, line 17, of your testimony? If
so. IS it possible to manage a risk that cannot be mitigated? If so, how?
f
YOL have stated in your testimony at page 29, lines 15-17 that "part of the Postal
Service analysis is to identify the sources of variability, whether technical or
iinnricial. and to manage and reduce the variability." Please list all "sources of
variability" that you have identified with respect to the WMB NSA.
Yo(: have stated in your testimony at page 28, lines 4-5 that "the Postal Service
(;
tins attempted to point to exogenous factors that might affect mail volumes . . . _ "
Please list all such factors of which you are aware.
II
Under the terms of the proposed NSA, and assuming that WMB fulfills all other
terms of the NSA. does WMB have the right, but not the obligation, to purchase
unlimited quantities of First-class solicitatton mail? Please provide the basis for
your response, including citations to DMCS and/or N S A provisions where
appropriate.

RESPONSE:
a)

Generally speaking, when used in financial terms, the term "risk" is synonymous

with variation. Thus, the financial risk inherent in NSAs is that the actual value will vary
(in either direction) from the expected value. If expressed in terms of mail volume, the
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risk is that the actual volumes will vary from the projected volumes. The question
appears to suggest that variance from the volume projections of any kind is to be
avoided at all costs, and that positive and negative variances are undesirable. In this
instance, it should be pointed out that the financial impacts of these two kinds of
variance are asymmetrical. In general, if volumes exceed expectations, there is some
probability that the Postal Service will have paid out more in NSA incentives than
planned; however, the Postal Service could gain substantial contribution that will exceed
any incentives that are paid. On the other hand, if volumes fall short of projections, then
the Postal Service could pay less in incentives than planned, but could be worse off
financially because of the loss of high contribution First-class Mail.
It should be pointed out that forecasts - even those relating to fairly simple
phenomena - often vary from actual experience. When projecting mail volumes over a
three year horizon, where many variables interact, the probability of having a perfectly
accurate forecast is. in our experience, small. Consequently, such differences could
C ; ~ L J S Factual
:

after-rates volumes to differ from forecasted after-rates volumes.

b ) Under the terms of the WMB NSA. every piece of mail - even among those that
receive the highest possible discount

- is expected to yield positive contribution.

This is

because WMB volume in each discount tier exceeds the attributable cost of workshared
First-class Mail. If the after-rates volume is higher, there will be a positive financial
impact on the Postal Service. However, if the after-rates forecast is less than projected,
then the estimated financial value to the Postal Service is lower, but may still be
contribution positive and therefore beneficial to the Postal Service.

RESPONSE OF USPS WITNESS AYUB TO INTERROGATORIES
OF THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE

c) My understanding of the concept of risk management is the use of tools and
processes by an organization to manage uncertain variables. Additionally, risk
management involves identifying which assets to “risk” in order to create value.
Effective management of risk is necessary because fear of risk can mask the
opportunity to create more value or threaten the value already being created. Finally,
risk management is not only used

to address economic risk, but also operational,

market, and other types of risk. The challenge is to manage processes and assets in
such a way so as to continue create value in the face of changing customer needs in a
changing environment. I am not involved in developing risk mitigation strategies for the
Postal Service in connection with changes in interest rates or gas prices, and cannot
speak to the process used to manage those variables. However, I note that page 36 of
the USPS 2005 Annual Report states:
In the normal course of business, we are exposed to market risk from
changes in commodity prices, certain foreign currency exchange rate
fluctuations. and interest rates. With the limited exception explained on the
following page, we do not use derivative financial instruments to manage
market risks.

d) It is my understanding that many firms in the credit card industry engage in risk
management However. not every company manages risk in the same manner

Generally speaking, it is my understanding that firms in the industry manage risk
through a variety of economic and management tools, such as interest swaps, futures,
options, and adaptive customer management processes. One means by which credit
card firms manage risk is by having a very large base of customers. Portfolio theory
counsels that diversification reduces risk; thus, having a large number of assets for
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which returns are not positively correlated reduces the variance in outcomes of the
whole. Interestingly. the NSA process that exists today - by limiting the financial
viability of NSAs through protracted and costly litigation - serves to limit the Postal
Service’s ability to manage risk in this way.
e) My understanding of the concept of risk management is that it consists of the process
of managing unknown variables. Risk mitigation is the usually the ultimate objective of
risk management, whereby the adverse effects of unknown variables are understood,
reduced, andlor neutralized.
f) Some of the variables we have looked at include: prime rate, federal funds rate,

treasury rates, outstanding credit, unemployment indexes, wage rates, consumer price
index, total consumption, inflation indexes, bankruptcy rates, consumer credit
outstanding, employment cost index. charge-off rates, response rates, housing starts,
personal income. household financial assets, percent of disposable income, producer
price index. net income. number of cards outstanding, GDP, marketing spends/budgets,
total credit card solicitation volume. type of cards, annual fees, card interest rates,
consumer expenditure, number of card customers, delinquency rates, charge-off rates,
and allowance for loss.
g ) Exogenous factors may include the variables identified above. Moreover, it also

includes regulatory and market factors that cannot be quantified. Examples of these
factors are changes in bankruptcy laws, changes in interest rate laws, allowances for
bad debt, market consolidation, and life-cycle position. Interestingly, one of the
variables that the Postal Service cannot control is time. When negotiating an NSA, the
Postal Service and its customer must make assumptions about when an NSA will be
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implemented. Because of lengthy and unpredictable litigation times, it is difficult to
predict an implementation date, thereby reducing our ability to manage risk given the
variables identified above
h) WMB has the right to purchase unlimited quantities of mail under the terms of the
agreement at contribution-generating rates for its credit card-related mailings. The
agreement is not capped
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OCNUSPS-T1-12. This interrogatory seeks to find a volume cap that would be
satisfactory to the Postal Service. Please refer to your response to OCNUSPS-TI-3.
Your response reads,
Volumes eligible for discounts are not capped at WMB‘s after-rates
volume estimates because that could potentially discourage additional
growth of WMB First-class marketing volumes.
a.

b.
c.
d.

If after-rates volume forecasts are accurate, given current expectations for
variables other than postage costs, what would cause actual after-rates volumes
to differ from forecasted after-rates volumes?
Is it not the case that actual after-rates volumes in excess of forecasted afterrates volumes must be “anyhow volume”? Please explain your response.
Do you expect WMB to mail in excess of 593 million First-class solicitation
pieces in Year l ?
If WMB mails fewer than 593 million First-class solicitation pieces in Year 1,
would a 593-million-piece cap for Year 1 have an adverse effect on the Postal
Service or WMB? If so. how?

RESPONSE:
a ) The factors identified in OCA/USPS-Tl-lO(f) could cause this result

b ) No. It is not the case that actual after-rates volumes in excess of forecasted after-

rates volumes “must be anyhow volumes.“ NSAs are a new tool that will impact the
marketing decision processes of our customers. Currently, customers have very limited
experience in utilizing these incentives After implementing the NSA, customers may
discover that they can expand the use of the new postage rates to target markets they
previously had not considered in their forecast.

c) I believe WMB will mail in the range of 590’million pieces in Year 1
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d) It would depend on the circumstances that resulted in WMB mailing less than 593
million pieces. If WMB volume in Year 1 was 580 million pieces, and WMB refrained
from sending a 25 million piece marketing campaign in the absence of a pricing
incentive, then the cap would produce adverse effects for the Postal Service because it
would not benefit from the additional positive contribution of the 25 million additional
First-class Mail pieces. Moreover, WMB could be adversely affected by a cap because
it would not be able to gain revenue through any new business it could acquire through

t h e mailing
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OCNUSPS-T1-14. This interrogatory seeks information that could be used to reduce
financial risk to the Postal Service from the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA.
Please refer to the Commission's unanimous concurring opinion in the Bank One case.'
[Blank one has argued that it might send even more First-Class Mail than
it currently forecasts if unlimited discounts are available to it. This
potential benefit is insufficient to justify providing special discounts to any
individual mailer.

a.
b.

c.

Does "[tlhis potential benefit" exist with respect to the WMB NSA? If so, what is
the current expected value of "[tJhispotential benefit" to the Postal Service?
Please show all calculations and source all numbers used.
Is the existence of "[tlhis potential benefit" consistent with a claim that volume
forecasts "accurately reflect the environment within which [WMB] is operating"?
USPS-T-1, page 23, line 23. Please provide the basis for your response.
Is the existence of "[tlhis potential benefit" consistent with a "total postage
expenditure" of $160 million? Id., page 24, line 12. Please provide the basis for
your response.

RESPONSE:

a ) This "potential benefit" exists in the WMB NSA, in that we expect WMB to mail more
contribution-generating First-class Mail volume under the proposed discount
structure than under the existing rate schedule. The Postal Service has not
calculated the expected value of this potential benefit
b ) The forecasts of the NSA are based on the current operating environment. We

expect that the NSA will affect WMB's operating environment. In particular, we
believe that the rate incentives and penalties in the NSA will be successful in
converting or encouraging new First-class Mail marketing volume. This is
consistent with the notion that the NSA would give rise to a potential benefit, in the
form of new First-Class Mail volume that would not have been mailed but for the
existence of the NSA

'

Docket No MC2004-3. December 17. 2004. at 4
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c) A potential benefit is, by definition, an outcome that has potential, but is not a
certainty. The potential postage expenditure of $160 million referenced on page 24
of my testimony is an estimate of the amount of WMB’s estimated marketing budget
that could.be committed to postage. In this sense, a portion of the $160 million
figure represents a potential benefit in that it includes an amount that WMB could
spend on postage, including First-class Mail, that it would not otherwise have spent
absent the NSA.
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OCNUSPS-TI -15. This interrogatory seeks to determine how the WMB NSA differs
materially from the Capital One NSA. Please list all elements of the WMB NSA, as
proposed, that are functionally different from the Capital One NSA, as proposed.

RESPONSE:

The following contractual elements of the WMB NSA as proposed differ from
corresponding provisions in the Capital One NSA
Annual Threshold Adjustment, Section I I , Part F, of the contract
Merger, Acquisition or Purchase of a Portfolio, Section II, Part G , of the contract.
Solicitation Mail Volume Guarantee, Section I I , Part J, of the contract
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OCNUSPS-TI -16. This interrogatory seeks to determine how the WMB NSA differs
materially from the Bank One NSA. In its opinion in the Bank One Case, the
Commission stated,*
m h e risk of losses from discounts on mail that would have been sent
without the agreement, given the record of this docket, is a continuing
concern.
Please identify all elements of the WMB NSA as proposed, that are functionally different
from the Bank One NSA,as proposed.

RESPONSE:

The WMB NSA is distinguished from the Bank One NSA in that the former includes a
Solicitation Mail Volume Guarantee in Section II, Part J, of the agreement. This sets the
WMB NSA apart from all other prior NSAs, and serves to mitigate risk.

’

PRC Op MC2004-3 at 4
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OCNUSPS-T1-19. This interrogatory seeks information to clarify the Postal Service's
estimate of unit revenue for the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA. Please refer to
your testimony, Appendix A, page 3, cell A58. which states, in part,
WMB mail operations volume consisted of 170 million pieces,
however they were commingled mail volumes of WMB card
services mail pieces and mail from other Postal Service customers.
a. Please explain how "cornmingled mail volumes" from "other Postal Service
customers" can be described as "WMB mail operations volume."
b. Please explain why "the Postal Service could not identify the exact breakdown
based on this commingling."
c. Please explain what is meant by the sentence, "We believe WMB operations mail
volume will reflect this average."

RESPONSE:
a. The mail service providers' (MSPs) data, permit information, and entry point data

provided by WMB for its operations volume indicate 170 million pieces.
However, because that volume is tendered to the USPS through MSPs, and not

by WMB. volume statistics derived from the mail service providers' data can
include mail from other customers within that mailing. In the future, we can
control for this because the WMB NSA requires that for future mailings, a unique
permit be utilized for WMB's mail volume. The footnote in my testimony was not
intended to imply that all 170 million pieces were WMB mail pieces. WMB
identified and documented that its volume from these permits was 120 million
pieces The remaining 50 million pieces are not WMB mail volume; rather, the
pieces originate from other customers of the MSPs and are commingled with

WMB mail volume

b. Please see my response to Part (a)
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c. The revenue and cost estimates for operations mail volume is based on the 170
million pieces. Without knowing the exact breakdown of the number of pieces
that originated from WMB at the time of mailing, I believe that using the average
revenue and cost estimates for those 170 million pieces should reflect the
average rates and costs for WMB's 120 million pieces.
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OCAIUSPS-TI -24. This interrogatory seeks information on the proposed Data
Collection Plan (DCP) for the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA. Please refer to
your testimony, Appendix C, "WMB Financial Services NSA Proposed Data Collection
Plan." Please identify and explain the rationale for any material changes in the
proposed DCP from the Data Collection Plan recommended by the Commission in
Docket No.MC2004-3. the BankOne NSA.

RESPONSE:
The data collection plan proposed in this docket is similar to those proposed by the
Postal Service in previous NSAs with credit card issuers in First-class Mail. There are
a few differences, however. The differences between the proposed data collection plan

in this docket and the Bank One data collection plan include the following:
In the Bank One case, the Commission imposed a cap and additional data
requirements on the Bank One Agreement. The Postal Service is not
proposing a cap in this case.
Some additions to the data collection plan in the Bank One case were
incorporated as part of settlement discussions with interveners in Docket No.

MC2004-3

In the case of Bank One, there were special provisions for marketing flats
which are not at issue in the WMB NSA
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OCNUSPS-TI-25. This interrogatory seeks to carry out the “Panzar” test for the
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA. Please refer to your testimony at page 25-29,
the “Value FactorslElements.”
Please provide the First-class own-price elasticity of demand for WMB. If
a.
you are unable to provide WMB’s own-price elasticity of demand, please have
WMB provide it. Please show all calculations, including inputs to all
calculations and citations to any references used.
Please provide the cross-price elasticity of demand for letters migrating from
b.
Standard Mail to First-class Mail for WMB. If you are unable to provide
WMB’s cross-price elasticity of demand, please have WMB provide it. Please
show all calculations, including inputs to all calculations and citations to any
references used.
c.
If you or WMB is unable to provide the own-price or cross-price elasticity of
demand requested in subparts (a) and (b), above, please provide the ownprice or cross-price elasticity of demand that you recommend be used in the
“Panzar” test. Also, please explain your reasoning in recommending the ownprice or cross-price elasticities recommended.

RESPONSE:

a,-c. I believe that the relevant elasticities are the own-price elasticity for WMB’s FirstClass Mail and the elasticity of WMB’s First-class Mail with respect to the discount
between First-class Mail and Standard Mail (rather than the cross-price elasticity).

To calculate these elasticities, we would like to solve the following equation:

where Qo is the before-rates First-class Mail volume (450 million)

Q, is the after-rates First-class Mail volume (713 million)
Po is the before-rates average marginal price (.324)
Pd

~

-

is the after-rates average marginal price (.274)

~~

’ See Opinion and Further Recommend Decision, Docket No
MGI.
at 29
’ Chapter
V An Alternative Model, at 36

MC2004-3, Chapter V, An Alternative
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do is the before-rates average marginal discount between First-class Mail and
Standard Mail (. 12)
dd is the after-rates average marginal discount (.07)

cP is the own-price elasticity
&d

is the discount elasticity

However, because we have only one equation, it is impossible to calculate these
elasticities. According to witness Rapaport's testimony, WMB makes mailing decisions
based primarily on the relative prices of First-class Mail and Standard Mail (WMB-T-1,
p. 7 et seq.),which seems to indicate that the discount elasticity is a larger factor in

WMB's mailing decisions, but this is the only guidance we have.
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OCNUSPS-TI-26. This interrogatory seeks information that could be used to reduce
financial risk to the Postal Service from the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA.
Please refer to your testimony, Appendix A, the following charts entitled “Net Increase in
USPS Contribution and Total WMB Discounts” for Years 1, 2, and 3 of the WMB NSA,
and the accompanying electronic Excel file ”OCA Exhl-Panzar Test-WMB.”
a.

In Year 1, for volumes up to 596 million or between 651 million and 655
million, please confirm that the Postal Service will not lose First-class Mail
contribution under the WMB NSA, according to the Panzar test. If you do
not confirm, please explain, and show all calculations and all sources
used.
-

-

Year 1
Net Increase in U S P S Contribution and Total WMB Discounts

Total WMB Discaunls

~-

NPI Change in LISPS Cuntnplion

/

b

~

~-

In Year 2, for volumes up to 599 million or between 651 million and 657
million. please confirm that the Postal Service will not lose First-class Mail
contribution under the WMB NSA. according to the Panzar test. If you do
not confirm, please explain. and show all calculations and all sources
used.
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Year 2
Net Increase in USPS Contribution and Total WMB Discounts
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In Year 3, for volumes up to 596 million or between 651 million and 654
million, please confirm that the Postal Service will not lose First-class Mail
contribution under the WMB NSA. according to the Panzar test. If you do
not confirm, please exphin. and show all calculations and all sources
used
Year 3
Net Increase in USPS Contribution and Total WMB Discounts

r

el Cnsnqe In USPS Conlnbullco

Actual Volume (million)
~
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RESPONSE: Confirmed that the calculations in the attached worksheet appear to have
been performed correctly. However, the conclusions that have been drawn from
these calculations depend completely on a set of underlying assumptions that
are impossible to support. For example, the model supplied uses the own price
elasticity of First-class Mail presort as a proxy for Washington Mutual Bank’s
(WMB’s) price elasticity for all points along WMB’s demand curve. This is
unlikely for several reasons: WMB uses First-class Mail for several different
purposes - acquisition, billing, and customer communication - each of which is
likely to havea different own-price elasticity. Furthermore, as WMB’s volume
increases, the relative proportions of the different types of First-class Mail will
change, thereby affecting the overall weighted average own-price elasticity.
Thus. an elasticity based on some type of weighted average, if one were to

attempt to develop such an estimate, would vary with volume. The attached
,ivorkstieet to this interrogatory does not account for these potential volume shifts
rInti tneir

effect on own-price elasticity.
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OCNUSPS-TI -27. This interrogatory seeks information on the application of the
“Panzar” test in order to identify technical issues involving the use of cross-price
elasticities. Please provide a “Panzar” test based upon WMB’s before rates and after
rates volumes under the proposed NSA, including the use of any cross-price elasticities
of demand (if applicable). Also, please provide an explanation of your understanding of
how cross elasticities would be applied in the ”Panzar” test.

RESPONSE:
I have not performed a “Panzar test” on the WMB NSA, and it is not immediately

obvious how such an analysis could be carried out.
As proposed by the Commission, the “Panzar test” requires testing for the
inequality:

where p is price, c is marginal cost, Q is volume. The subscripts 0,l ,T, and d refer,
respectively, to before-rates, after-rates, threshold, and discount.

See Opinion and

Further Recommend Decision, Docket No. MC2004-3 at 28. Equation 1, however,
i-lpplies orily where there

IS

no migration between rate categories or subclasses that

would affect the value of NSA. In the WMB NSA. such a migration is an important part
of the deal so we wouldneed a modified version of Equation 1 that takes into account
the conversion of Standard Mail letters to First-class Mail:

where the additional subscripts F and S indicate, First-class Mail and Standard

2 eliminates the ”double
Mail The additional element “ - ( ~ S - C S ) X ( Q ~ O - in
QS
Equation
~)”
counting” of contribution from Standard Mail that is converted to First-class Mail as a
result of the NSA
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The Commission proposes testing the basic inequality expressed in Equation 1
by calculating:

(where E represents elasticity) for a wide range of Q j .

See Opinion and Further

Recommend Decision, Docket No. MC2004-3 at 28. Generalizing this form to account
for migration of pieces, however, is not straightforward. From Equation 2, it is obvious

that in the WMB case, it will be necessary to estimate not only the before-rates volume
of First-class Mail, QFo, but also the change in Standard Mail, Qso-Qs,.

Equation 3

cannot provide any such estimate using cross-price elasticities. Using a discount
elasticity, similar to the one used by Witness Thress in Docket No. R2006-1 to model

shifts between First-class presort mail and Standard Mail regular (Docket No. R2006-1,
Testimonv of Thomas Thress. USPS-T-7. at 19), Equation 3 can be expanded to:

where d represents the average discount between the price WMB pays for FirstClass Mail letters and Standard Mail letters. This form does make more explicit the fact
that First-class Mail volumes change because of the change in the relationship between
the prices for First-class Mail and Standard Mail, but it fails to provide any information

about the corresponding volume change in Standard Mail. Thus, in my opinion, the
"Panzar test" cannot be easily generalized to account for cross-price effects.
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OCAlUSPS-TI-29. This interrogatory seeks information on the price elasticity for
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB). Please refer to your response to
OCNUSPS-T 1-25(a)-(c).
Please confirm that 100 percent of the incremental volume estimated for Years 1,
a.
2, and 3 of the Washington Mutual NSA will be converted from Standard Mail to
First-class Mail. If you do not confirm, please explain.
Because 100 percent of Washington Mutual's incremental volume is derived from
b.
Standard Mail, please confirm that for purposes of estimating Qo, the own-price
elasticity for First-class Mail is irrelevant; Le., the elasticity equak 0. If you do not
confirm, please explain.
Assuming the own-price elasticity for First-class Mail is 0, the equation in your
C
response should be written as follows:
Equation 1

d

If you do not confirm, please explain.
Assuming the own-price elasticity for First-class Mail is 0, please confirm that the
"discount elasticity," Ed,the only unknown, can then be solved as follows:
InQ,

=

InQ,

+E, In

Equation 2

E~= -0.8538
If you do not confirm. please explain, show all calculations, and provide citations
to all sources used.
e

f

9

h

I

1

Please confirm that this "discount elasticity," Ed,can only be derived from the
point volume estimates and average revenue specific to the Washington Mutual
NSA. a n d therefore serves only to validate the point volume estimates that are
inherent in the NSA as negotiated. If you do not confirm. please explain.
Please confirm that this "discount elasticity,'' Ed. does not represent an
independent, a priori estimate of Washington Mutual's elasticity of demand for
Standard Mail with respect to a change in price of First-class Mail. If you do not
confirm. please explain.
Please confirm that this "discount elasticity," Ed. includes exogenous factors that
would affect Washington Mutual's volume response and, therefore, does not
"assure that the additional mail volume is caused by the incentive to mail
additional volume (because of the mailer's demand characteristics), and not
because of exogenous factors *' See PRC Op. MC2004-3, para. 3006, Opinion
and Further Recommended Decision. If you don't confirm, please explain.
Assuming the own-price elasticity for Washington Mutual's First-class Mail is 0,
please provide the "discount elasticity,'' Ed, that excludes exogenous factors that
would affect Washington Mutual's volume response.
Please provide a definition for "cross-price'' elasticity, and give a citation to the
source for your definition. Please compare and contrast your "discount elasticity"
to the definition you cite.
Please confirm that do, the "before rates average marginal discount between
First-class Mail and Standard Mail," of $0.12 represents the difference between
Washington Mutual's First-class marketing mail average revenue per piece of
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$0 324 and its Standard Mail average revenue per piece of $0.204 If you do not
confirm, please explain
RESPONSE:
a

As noted in my testimony (at page 25, lines 16-17), I assumed that 100 percent
of the growth in First-class Mail resulted from conversion of Standard Mail for the
purposes of estimating the financial value of the NSA.

b

Although I assumed 100 percent of the growth in First-class Mail resulted from
conversion of Standard Mail for the purposes of estimating the financial value of
the NSA, as stated in my response to part (a), it is highly unlikely that
Washington Mutual's First-class Mail volume has an own-price elasticity of
demand equaling zero. See my response to OCNUSPS-TI-30.

c

Confirmed that, if Washington Mutual's First-class Mail volume had an own-price
elasticity of demand equaling zero, the equation as written would apply.

d

Confirmed that, if Washington Mutual's First-class Mail volume had an own-price
elasticity of demand equaling zero, the given equation could be solved as stated,
within rounding

t-

Confirmed. assuming that the question is asking if Washington Mutual's revealed
preferences need to be taken into account when calculating their firm-specific
elasticities

f

Confirmed, assuming that the question is asking if Washington Mutual's revealed
preferences were taken into account when calculating this firm-specific elasticity.

9

Not confirmed. Since the marginal price of Washington Mutual's First-class Mail

volume is the only change between the before-rates and after-rates scenarios
presented. it seems safe to assume that "the additional volume is caused by the

incentive to mail additional volume."
h

Assuming that Washington Mutual's First-class Mail volume had an own-price
elasticity of demand equaling zero, the discount elasticity would be that posited in
the equation in part (d) of this interrogatory.

I.

Cross-price elasticities, also called a cross elasticities of demand, "measure the
percentage increase or decrease in the demand for a good in response to
L
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changes in the prices of other goods." (Samuelson and Nordhaus, Economics,

13'hed., 1989, p. 429) Discount elasticities measure the percentage increase or
decrease in the demand for a good in response to changes in differences
between the price of that good and the prices of other goods. For more
discussion of discount elasticities and their use in Postal Service demand
modeling, see the testimony of Witness Thress (USPS-T-7) in R2006-1.

J.

Confirmed, within rounding, that do represents the difference between
Washington Mutual's before-rates First-class Mail marketing volume average
revenue per piece and its Standard Mail average revenue per piece.

3
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OCNUSPS-TI-30. This interrogatory seeks information on the price elasticity for
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB). Please refer to your response to OCNUSPS-TI-26.
Please provide the different own-price elasticities for Washington Mutual's First-class
Mail used for acquisition, billing, and customer communications.
RESPONSE:
I have not computed own-price elasticities for the various types of mail
Washington Mutual sends, but some inferences about their relative magnitudes can be
made.
Billing mail has a very low own-price elasticity because of its non-discretionary
nature, and because of content restrictions that require bills to be sent via First-class
Mail. Although customers can opt to receive their bills electronically, Washington Mutual
does not provide an incentive to switch to electronic bill presentment, nor a disincentive
to abandon mailed bills As a result, the decision to receive bills through the mail is

made by Washington Mutual's customers, in whose decision the price of postage
receives little weight. presumably.
Because it also contains personal information, customer communications mail is
also restricted to First-class Mail. However, the own-price elasticity of this mail should
be somewhat higher (in absolute value) than that of billing mail, because Washington
blufual has more discretion over how to disseminate this information. For instance,

customer communication could be included in a bill or statement instead of being sent
separately. or it could be delivered via telephone or e-mail in some cases.

In c:ontrast to billing and customer communication mail, Washington Mutual has
easy access to an alternative method for sending acquisition mail (Standard Mail), as
well as marketing alternatives that bypass the mail stream entirely. Therefore, one
would expect Washington Mutual's First-class Mail acquisition volume to be more pricesensitive than billing or customer communication volume.
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OCNUSPS-TI-31. This interrogatory seeks information on the price elasticity for
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB). Please refer to your response to OCNUSPS-TI-27
Also, please refer to Appendix A of your testimony.
Refer to your response where it states, "In the WMB NSA, such a migration
a.
[between rate categories or subclasses] is an important part of the deal,. . . ." With
respect to Washington Mutual's incremental volume, please confirm that the
migration of Standard Mail to First-class Mail is the only relevant volume the
Postal Service is willing to measure. If you do not confirm, please explain and
quantify any other additional incremental volume to be generated by Washington
Mutual, and identify its origin.
Refer to Equation 2 in your response. Please confirm that the portion of Equation
b.
2 that "eliminates the 'double counting' of contribution from Standard Mail that is
converted to First-class Mail." referred to as the "additional element," should be
written as follows: - (ps - c,) x (QSo- Qsl). If you do not confirm, please explain.
Refer to the "additional element," - (ps - c,) x (Q,o - Q$I),in your response, and
C.
Appendix A of your testimony. Please show in Appendix A where you eliminate
the "double counting" of contribution from Standard Mail that is converted to FirstClass Mail for the Washington Mutual NSA.
Refer to Appendix A, worksheet tab "USPS value," which gives the Year 1
d.
Contribution from New Volume for Marketing Mail Letter - Converted Volume
from Standard Mail of $28,099,973, Please confirm that the $28,099,973 in
contribution has not elimipated all the "double counting" of contribution from
Standard Mail that is converted to First-class Mail (/.e.. with respect to the 51
million Standard Mail pieces discussed below). If you do not confirm, please
explain, show all calculations, and provide citations to all sources used.
Refer to Appendix A, worksheet tab "USPS value," which gives the Year 1
e
Contribution from New Volume for Marketing Mail Letter - Converted Volume
from Standard Mail of $28,099,973 Please confirm that the $28,099,973 in
contribution is based upon 263 million (593 million - 330 million) Standard Mail
pieces converting to First-class Mail. If you do not confirm, please explain. show
all calculations. and provide citations to all sources used.
Refer to Appendix A. worksheet tab "USPS value," which gives the Year 1
f
Contribution from New Volume for Marketing Mail Letter - Converted Volume
from Standard Mail of $28.099.973 Please confirm that the $28,099,973 in
contribution does not take into account the reduction in Standard Mail
contribution from the loss of 51 million (314 million - 263 million) pieces of
Standard Mail in Year 1 (After Rates). If you do not confirm, please explain, show
all calculations, and provide citations to all sources used.

RESPONSE
OCNUSPS-T1-31

a. The agreement with Washington Mutual is designed to induce conversion of

marketing mail from Standard Mail to First-class Mail. For the purpose of
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presenting a representative and easily understood analysis, my worksheet
assumes that all of the First-class Mail "produced" by the Washington Mutual
NSA will have been converted from Standard Mail. In reality it is unlikely - and

beyond incontrovertible proof - that there will not be other effects. For instance,
with a lower marginal price for First-class Mail letters, I fully expect that
Washington Mutual will send some First-class Mail that would not have
otherwise been sent as Standard Mail. On the other hand, our agreement allows
for Washington Mutual to send some Standard Mail, despite the fact that
Washington Mutual's expressed intent is to convert their marketing programs to
First-class Mail. The reasons for this are relatively straightforward; if Washington
Mutual were to identify customer acquisition opportunities that were profitable
using Standard Mail, but that were not at the still higher NSA First-class Mail
prices. it would be imprudent and ultimately detrimental to the interests of all
postal customers to forestall such opportunities, thus my worksheets contain an
assumption that Standard hlail will continue to be used up to the levels allowed
by the contract

I would point out that these worksheets have been provided in

electronic form so as to allow substitution of a wide range of alternative
assumptions that would, of course, produce slightly different results.
b

Confirmed

c

In my appendix. I did not attempt to conduct the Panzar test.

d-f Please see my response to part a.

2

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS AYUB TO
INTERROGATORY OF THE OFFICE OF THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE
OCNUSPS-TI-32. This interrogatory seeks information on the price elasticity for
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB). Please refer to your testimony at page 17-24, “C.
USPS Analysis of WMB Before Rates Forecast,” and the Request, Attachment F, which
reproduces the original Negotiated Service Agreement Between United States Postal
Service and Washington Mutual Bank (herein “original NSA”).
a. At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the
Postal Service request from WMB an estimate of WMB’s own-price elasticity of
demand for First-class acquisition, billing, or customer communications mail, or a
weighted-average thereof? Please explain.
b. At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the WMB
provide an estimate of WMB’s own-price elasticity of demand for First-class
acquisition, billing, or customer communications mail, or a weighted-average
thereof? Please explain. If yes, provide the own-price elasticity of demand.
c. At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the
Postal Service estimate an own-price elasticity of demand for WMB’s First-class
acquisition, billing, or customer communications mail, or a weighted-average
thereof? Please explain. If yes, provide the own-price elasticity of demand.
RESPONSE:

a . No. Based on past experience, the Postal Service does not expect mailers to have
calculated, econometrically or otherwise, the own-price elasticity of their mail
volume. either for the whole or for any particular subset.

b

No

c

No. While the Postal Service performed analysis of WMB’s volumes, none of this

analysts led to a useful estimate of the own-price elasticity of WMB’s volume
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OCAIUSPS-TI-33. This interrogatory seeks information on the price elasticity for
Washington Mutual Bank (WMB). Please refer to your testimony at page 17-24, "C.
USPS Analysis of WMB Before Rates Forecast," and the Request, Attachment F, which
reproduces the original Negotiated Service Agreement Between United States Postal
Service and Washington Mutual Bank (herein "original NSA").
a. At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the
Postal Service request from WMB an estimate of WMB's cross-price elasticity of
demand for Standard Mail with respect to a change in price of First-class Mail?
Please explain.
b. At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the WMB
provide an estimate of WMB's cross-price elasticity of demand for Standard Mail
with respect to a change in price of First-class Mail? Please explain. If yes, provide
the cross-price elasticity of demand.
c At any point prior to the signing of the original NSA on March 16, 2006, did the
Postal Service estimate WMB's cross-price elasticity of demand for Standard Mail
with respect to a change in price of First-class Mail? Please explain. If yes, provide
the cross-price elasticity of demand.
RESPONSE:
a

No Based on past experience, the Postal Service does not expect mailers to have

calculated. econometrically or otherwise, the cross-price elasticity of their mail
volume. either for the whole or for any particular subset
ti

NO

c

No While the Postal Service performed analysis of WMB's volumes, none of this
;tnnlysis led to a useful estimate of the cross-price elasticity of WMB's volume,
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OCAIUSPS-TI -34. This interrogatory seeks information that could be used to reduce
financial risk to the Postal Service from the Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) NSA.
Please refer to your testimony, Appendix A, the following charts entitled "Net Increase in
USPS Contribution and Total WMB Discounts" for Years 1, 2, and 3 of the WMB NSA
[sic],and the accompanying electronic Excel file "OCA Exh2-Panzar Test-WMB." In
Year 1, for volumes up to 551 million, please confirm that the Postal Service will not
lose First-class Mail contribution under the WMB NSA, according to the Panzar test. If
you do not confirm, please explain, and show all calculations and all sources used.
Year 1
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RESPONSE:
In answering this interrogatory, I am assuming that the 'FC Wksh Cross-Price Elasticity'

in the attached worksheet refers to Witness Thress' Average Standard Regular Letters
Discount (Relative to First Class) elasticity
Please also note that at 490 million pieces, the net increase in USPS contribution is
$2!5.€JOO. See paragraph IIJ of the Negotiated Service Agreement between the United

States Postal Service and Washington Mutual Bank.
The chart above is true if the following conditions are met:
1 The own-price elasticity of WMB's First-class Mail is zero;

2 The discount elasticity of WMB's First-class Mail (relative to Standard Mail) is

equal to the system-wide average of -.I
15;
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:3. The discount elasticity and volume as a proportion of total marketing mail of
WMB's Standard Mail conform to the following limits:
WMB After-rates
First-class Mail Volume
490,000.001-505,000,000
505,000,001-520,000,000
520,000,001-560,000,000
560,000.001+

Minimum Standard Mail
Discount Elasticity
0.869
0.851
0.832
0.814

Maximum Before-rates
Standard Mail proportion
12.8%
13.3
13.8
14.3

In other cases. not confirmed
Also it seems inappropriate to perform a Panzar analysis using a systemwide average

cross-price elasticity (rather than a cross-price elasticity calculated from WMB data) and
an own-price elasticity of zero, apparently based upon WMB's testimony Consistently
using systemwide elasticities or WMB elasticities would result in a higher estimate of the
volume above which USPS would lose First-class Mail contribution under the Panzar
analysts

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS AYUB TO
INTERROGATORIES OF VALPAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC.,
AND VALPAK DEALERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.
VP/USPS-T1-I. Please refer to your testimony at page 3, lines 18-21.
a. At the time the Postal Service filed Docket No. MC2002-2, the Capital One
Services, Inc. NSA, did the Postal Service then view the cost savings mechanism
contained in that NSA as an integral part of that NSA?
b. If your response to preceding part a is affirmative, does the Postal Service
continue to regard the cost savings mechanism as an integral part of the Capital
One NSA?
c. If your answer to preceding part a is not an unqualified affirmative, please
explain the Postal Service's current position with respect to the cost savings
mechanism contained in the Capital One NSA.
d. Is this the first NSA in which the Postal Service has concluded that "additional
worksharing on the mailer's part is not a necessary element of a successful
NSA" (11. 20-21)? If not, please explain when the Postal Service reached the
decision that all savings elements could be completely decoupled from NSAs
with declining block discounts.
e. If "additional worksharing on the mailer's part" is not necessary, what was the
rationale for including it in thE NSA with Washington Mutual Bank ("WMB")?
VPIUSPS-TI -1 Response
a

Yes

b Yes
c

NIA

e

The Bookspan NSA (Docket No. MC2005-3) does not contain a cost
savings component and employs declining block rates

e The Postal Service considers utilization of ACS by First-class Mail
customers

-

particularly those that employ First-class Mail as an

advertising medium to be advantageous for a number of reasons and
elected to incorporate that requirement in the WMB contract. In a similar
vein. the Capital One requirement specifies that Capital One will maintain
and expand its commitment to MPTQM despite the fact that the benefits of
doing so were not quantified or considered to be "integral" in the sense
implied here
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VPIUSPS-TI -2.
Please refer to your testimony at page 3, lines 15-18, and lines 21-22, where you
discuss the Postal Service's desire to use NSAs to achieve additional volume
and contribution to institutional cost.
a. When the declining block discount for First-class Mail serves only to convert
existing Standard Mail to First-class status, would you agree that net new
volume of mail (i.e., First-class Mail and Standard combined) is not a
consideration in the evaluation of that NSA? If not, please explain why not.
b. When the mailer that is party to the NSA, WMB in this case, in fact reduces its
total c:ombined volume of Standard and First-class Mail, would you agree that in
such a circumstance the NSA involves a trade-off between change in volume and
contribution to institutional cost? That is, would you agree that in order for the
Postal Service to obtain the increased contribution to institutional cost, it will
realize a reduction in the total volume of mail entered by the mailer? Please
explain any disagreement.
c. Under circumstances such as that discussed here, are not references to
"additional volume" somewhat academic and irrelevant? If not. please explain
why not
VPIUSPS-TI -2 ResDonse

a

The scenario in the question is confirmed, but I note that in this case, we
do not project an absolute increase in the number of total pieces

b

I would generally not describe this effect as a trade off as the term implies

an intentional exchange I would describe the reduction in Standard Mail
as a byproduct of the intended result of the NSA: an increase in First-

Class Mail sent by WMB
c

No That particular section of the testimony refers - in a general sense -

to the Postal Service's policy position on NSAs and not to the particular
features of any one contract

"academic and irrelevant"

In that regard, the reference is anything but
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VPIUSPS-TI -4.
At page 4, lines 3-8, of your testimony, you discuss using NSAs as a tool to
convert Standard Mail to First-class. thereby increasing "the proportion of
relatively high contribution First-class Mail volume ..." (I. 9).
a. Is it the Postal Service's intention to use NSAs to create within First-class Mail
a de facto subclass of First-class bulk solicitation mail limited to a few mailers?
Please explain any negative answer.
b. Even if it is not the Postal Service's design or intention to create within FirstClass Mail a de facto subclass of First-class bulk solicitation mail limited to a few
mailers, will not that be the effective result of this NSA, along with the
Capital One, Bank One, Discover, and HSBC NSAs? Please explain any
negative answer.
c. Instead of using a mailer-by-mailer approach to creation of such a subclass,
would not it be more fair and more sensible for the Postal Service to file a
request to create a bulk solicitation subclass within First-class Mail? Unless you
agree, please explain why not.
d . Why is a series of NSAs. each of which is exclusive to an individual mailer,
and which may exclude many similarly-situated mailers, more fair and superior to
a niche classification or a new First-class bulk solicitation subclass?
e. Please explain fully all reasons why the three conditions on page 12, lines 6-8,
of your testimony could not be incorporated into a set of requisite conditions for
either a niche classification or a new First-class bulk solicitation subclass.
VP'USPS-TI -4 Response

a

No The Postal Service has not considered whether the different demand

characteristics associated with First-Class Mail advertising are sufficient to
warrant separate subclass treatment.
b

See response to part a. Moreover, I do not agree that NSAs have to be
"limited" to a few mailers: the functional equivalency provisions of the
Commission's rules enable similarly situated mailers to participate in
NSAs once a baseline is established In my opinion, the high transaction
costs associated with bringing NSA cases to the Commission serve as a
barrier to prevent widespread usage among mailers for NSAs
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c. The Postal Service and WMB have negotiated a contract that includes a
number of safeguards designed to ensure that the incentives achieve the
intended result. These safeguards would be more difficult to standardize
in a subclass. For instance, the contract with WMB (as with all of the
other NSAs) prohibits WMB from using its incentives to mail on behalf of
other customers. This is intended to ensure that the NSA does not serve
to breed consolidation and the inadvertent payment of incentives for mail

that merely is transferred from one company to another.
d The purpose of my testimony

IS

to establish that the Washington Mutual

NSA conforms to the pricing and classification criteria of the Act, and to

quantify the expected financial results of the contract. I did not attempt to
evaluate the relative superiority of the NSA relative to alternative
approaches Moreover, similarly situated customers are able to avail
ttiernselves of functionally equivalent agreements if they choose to, and
thus are not excluded

e I have not attempted to identify all of the conditions that would have to
exist to support the creation of a niche classification as herein described.
Nor have I attempted to design prices for a subclass of this kind. I would
point out that for the most part, prices in all other subclasses are uniform
with respect to quantity
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VPIUSPS-TI -5.
Your testimony at page 4, lines 6-8, points out that the contribution of First-class
Mail is relatively high in comparison to the contribution of Standard Mail.
a. Would you agree that the effect of the block discounts for First-class Mail
contained in the NSA is to reduce, but not equalize, the difference in
contribution? If you do not agree, please explain why not.
b. Would you agree that, within the context of an NSA, a discount for First-class
Mail is the only way to narrow the difference in contribution between First-class
Mail and Standard Mail? If you do not agree, please indicate other ways of which
you are aware that the Postal Service, as a practical matter, could narrow the
difference in contribution between First-class Mail and Standard Mail in an NSA.
c. Would you agree that within the context of an omnibus rate case the difference
in contribution also could be narrowed by increasing the contribution on Standard
Mail relative to the contribution on First-class Mail? If you do not agree, please
explain why not.
VPIUSPS-TI -5 Response
a. Yes

b

No. I would not For instance. a customer may be willing to pay a

premium over existing Stacdard Mail rates that would have the same
effect

c All other things being equal, the hypothetical approach contained in this
question would have the effect described
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VPIUSPS-T1-6.
At page 5, line 23, of your testimony, you refer to “functionally equivalent”
mailers.
a. Could any user of Standard Mail potentially be a “functionally equivalent”
mailer? Please explain why or why not.
b. Could any Standard mailer that enters letter-shaped mail potentially be a
functionally equivalent mailer? Please explain why or why not.
c. Unless your answer to preceding parts a o r b is affirmative, please explain
what distinguishes Washington Mutual Bank from other Standard mailers - at
least those with volumes at least equal to those of WMB.
VPIUSPS-TI -6 Response

a-c.

Theoretically, any Standard Mail customer willing to accept the same

terms as WMB might be functionally equivalent. I am not aware of Standard Mail
customers that have come forward to do so. however
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VPIUSPS-TI-7.
At page 7, lines 6-1 1, you discuss the address correction element contained in
the WMB agreement. Also, at page 11, lines 11-13, you discuss Postal Service
benefits from replacing the physical return of First-class Mail with electronic
notice.
a. Does the Postal Service have any plans to equalize the rates charged to all
users of discounted First-class Mail for electronic address correction and
physical return of Undeliverable as Addressed (“UAA”) pieces?
b. Please explain why the Postal Service relies solely on NSAs to obtain the
benefits of replacing physical return with electronic notice.

VPIUSPS-TI -7 Response
a-b. Please refer to the testimony of Drew Mitchum (R2006-1, USPS-T-40, p.6)
which addresses the Postal Service’s proposed revision to ACS pricing.
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VPIUSPS-TI -8.
At page 32, lines 17-18, you refer to “any similarly situated company.” Please
explain all characteristics of those companies that you believe to be similarly
situated.

VPIUSPS-T1-8 Response
In general, similarly situated companies would be those who currently send

Standard Mail advertising and who may be interested in switching their volumes
to First-class Mail with appropriate rate incentives
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VPIUSPS-TI -9.
a.
Please confirm that your USPS-T-1, Appendix A, page 1, assumes that
the average return rate for all First-class Mail is 1.23 percent. If you do not
confirm, please provide the correct figure.
Please define “return rate” as you use that term in your Appendix A. In
b.
particular, explain whether the return rate refers to all undeliverable as
addressed (“UAA”) mail, or only that portion of UAA mail that is returned
(electronically or physically) because it cannot be forwarded.
If the average “return rate” for First-class Mail is 1.23 percent, what is the
c.
percentage of First-class Mail that also is UAA. but is forwarded to
addressees instead of being returned?
d.
Please confirm that, for WMB’s solicitation mail, the return rate assumed
in your Appendix A, pages 5 and 6, is 4.5 percent. If you do not confirm,
please provide the correct figure.
Please provide the source of the 4.5 percent return rate for WMB mail
e.
shown in your Appendix A, pages 5 and 6, and explain whether the
percentage is based on actual returns of First-class solicitation mail or
Standard solicitation mail sent by WBM (including its predecessor,
Providian). If the return rate is based on experience with Standard
solicitation mailings, please explain its derivation, since Standard mail
normally is not returned.
f
If the return rate for WMB mail shown in your Appendix A, pages 5 and 6,
refers only to that poition of WMB’s UAA mail that must be returned
because 11 cannot be forwarded, what is the estimated percentage of
WMB’s solicitation mail that is UAA - /.e..mail that is UAA and is
forwarded. as well as returned (electronically or physically) when it cannot
be forwarded?

RESPONSE:

a

The average return rate for all First-class Mail is 1.23 percent.
However, in the updated Appendix A, which includes data from Docket
No. R2006-1, the return rate used is 1.70 percent, which corresponds
to the UAA rate for automation and presort First-class Mail.

b.

It refers to the all volume that is returned to sender because it is UAA.

C.

Please see Witness Sam Cutting’s testimony in Docket No. R2006-1,
specifically, LR-L-62 and LR-L-61.
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d.

The 4.5 percent rate is used only for First-class Mail marketing
purposes. The 1.O percent rate is used for First-class Mail operational
pieces

e.

It is based on historical data provided by WMB on their First-class mail

marketing volume

f.

We do not have an estimate of WMB’s UAA volume that is forwarded.
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VPIUSPS-TI -10.
With respect to FY 2005, what is the Postal Service's estimate of (i) the
a.
total volume of First-class UAA mail, and (ii) the total cost of handling
such UAA mail?
For all First-class Mail in FY2005, what is the ratio of the volume of UAA
b.
mail forwarded to the volume returned?
In FY 2005, what was the unit cost to:
C.
(i) forward a piece of UAA mail?
(ii) physically return a piece of UfU mail?
(iii) supply the sender with an electronic address correction for a piece
of UAA mail?

RESPONSE:
(a-c) Please see Witness Sam Cutting's testimony in R2006-I, specifically, LR-L-62 and

LR-L-61
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VPIUSPS-TI-11.
Please confirm that one goal of the Postal Service’s Strategic
a.
Transformation Plan 2006-2010 (September 2005) is to reduce the
volume of UAA mail, and confirm that goal is stated in the Transformation
Plan at p. 59. If you cannot confirm, please explain.
Are you aware that Postmaster General Potter reiterated the importance
b.
of the Transformation Plan goal to reduce the volume of UAA mail in his
keynote address to the National Postal Forum in Orlando, Florida, April 3,
2006?
Please state whether you agree with the PMG Potter’s assessment of the
c.
importance of the Transformation Plan goal to reduce the volume of UAA
mail.
When negotiating NSAs that encourage the conversion of Standard Mail
d.
to First-class Mail, what consideration, if any, do you give to the goal of
reducing the volume of UAA mail when the mailing lists used for such
solicitation mail are known to contain percentages of UAA mail that far
exceed lhe average in First-class?

RESPONSE:
;
i

Confirmed

!

Confirmed

(:

I agree with this principle. and also believe it is important for the Postal
Service lo grow revenue and manage its cost structure efficiently.

(!

The NSA encourages the conversion of mail that results in a higher
overall net contribution to the Postal Service. We balanced against the
risk of higher UAA costs, however, by including provisions in the NSA
to reduce the amount of UAA mail. Furthermore, NSAs of this type
have been helpful in lowering the UAA rate of our ACS customers,
which benefits both Standard Mail and First-class Mail. It is never the
intent of any customer to send mail that is incorrectly addressed and
which will create little or no value for the customer. Moreover. the
additional address hygiene requirements of the NSA aid in lowering the
UAA rate.
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VPIUSPS-TI -12.
Please explain how giving discounts to encourage conversion of Standard
solicitation mail with a relatively high percentage of UAA mail (i.e., “dirty” mail) to FirstClass Mail furthers the Transformation Plan’s goal of reducing the volume of UAA mail
in the First-class mailstream.

RESPONSE:
The Postal Service does not consider UAA Standard Mail solicitation to be “dirty” mail
As discussed in my response to VP/USPS-TI -11, WMB will be taking steps to decrease

the risk of UAA mail by utilizing e!ectronic ACS and updating their address lists
Moreover the NSA increases the overall contribution to the Postal Service by
encouraging the conversion of Standard Mail to more profitable First-class Mail, which
benefits all customers of the Postal Service
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VPIUSPS-TI-13.
Would you agree that the benefits to the Postal Service from the proposed
a.
NSA with WMB are attributable almost entirely to the volume of Standard
Mail that converts to First-class Mail in response to the declining block
discounts? If you do not agree, please explain fully.
Would you agree that the volume of Standard solicitation mail that WMB
b.
converts to First-class in response to the declining block discounts are a
reflection of WMB's cross-elasticity of demand between Standard and
First-class? If you do not agree, please explain fully.

RESPONSE:
a.

The benefits, as quantified in the filing, are largely attributed to the
conversron of Standard Mail solicitations to First-class Mail. However,
the additional benefits are that the NSA:
i. lowers the UAA rate on current First-class Mail solicitations,

thereby increasing the amount of net contribution from this mail:
..

it.

encourages new First-class Mail volume that is not converted from
Standard Mail;

iii. increases visibility of First-class Mail as an acquisition medium;

and
iv. increases contribution of existing First-class Mail pieces by

converting current UAA mail to electronic returns.

b

The volume of Standard Mail solicitation that WMB converts to FirstClass Mail in response to the declining block discounts could be used
as a proxy for the cross-price elasticity of demand between First-class
Mail marketing and Standard Mail. However, this would assume that all
Standard Mail pieces and current First-class Mail pieces are exactly
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the same in terms of the expected value of the prospective customer
and other profitability variables.
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VPIUSPS-TI -14.
Please refer to your testimony at page 20, lines 8-9, where you state that “the
quality of a credit card company’s mailing list highly correlates with the class of mail
chosen for marketing.”
Please define, or describe more completely, what you mean by the
a.
expression “quality of a _ . _mailing list,” as you use that expression in this
part of your testimony. In particular, please distinguish between “quality”
as it might relate to (i) the percentage of positive responses expected to
be received from the mailing, (ii) the number of pieces in the mailing that
are expected to be UAA. and (iii) any other aspects of quality you care to
include in your response.
b.
When a credit card company - e.g., one such as WMB - uses a list for a
solicitation, how does it determine a priori the “quality” of the list? Does it
test a segment of the list?
c.
Does your above-cited statement mean that a credit card company
somehow determines the quality of a list and then knowingly assigns “lowquality’’ lists to be entered as Standard Mail, while assigning “high-quality”
lists to be entered as First-class Mail? Regardless of whether your answer
is affirmative or negative, please elaborate on what you intend by the
above-cited statement regarding the correlation between quality of a
mailing list and the class of mail chosen for marketing.
RESPONSE:
n

The quality of mailing lists. as I describe in my testimony, is meant to
include the value of a prospective customer and also an estimate of
response rates, which impacts the value calculation. The factors that
influence the calculation of the value of a prospective customer can
include demographic and economic factors, such as income and credit
scores. The estimate of response rate also varies based on certain
factors, such as the source of the list and the demographics of the
prospective customers

b

It is my understanding that card issuers consider a variety of factors

when attempting to calculate the value of a list. The factors are similar
to those identified in my response to Part (a) of this interrogatory
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C

Not necessarily; as indicated above, the “quality” of a list is closely tied
to the value of a prospective customer, and response rates. The

decision between choosing either First-class Mail or Standard Mail
comes down to a cost-benefit analysis of the response rate and cost
differential between the two classes of mail. If the response rate of a
targeted list is the same between First-class Mail and Standard Mail, in
all probability the marketer will use Standard Mail as the preferred
acquisition medium But if First-Class Mail has a higher response rate,
then the expected value is compared to the increased cost of FirstClass Mail, and the marketer must decide if the higher investment in
First-class Mail is Justified by the higher expected value.
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VPIUSPS-TI-15.
Please refer to your testimony beginning at page 21, line 13, and extending to
page 22, line I O . In particular, please refer to your statements that (i) historically,
Providian focused on “higher risk and generally underserved customers who might not
ordinarily qualify for credit cards, including customers with past credit card problems or
limited credit history,” (ti) the company has stated that it is “currently refocusing our
business on the middle and prime market segments,” and (iii) the statement that FirstClass Mail was used to solicit accounts from customers who were known to be high-risk
and to have had past credit card problems, while solicitation of potential customers in
“the middle and prime market segments” makes improbable “any large-scale migration
back to First-class Mail as a marketing channel.”
Please state your understanding of why First-class Mail would be the
a.
marketing medium of choice for potential customers are known to be high
risk, either by virtue of past credit card problems, or for any other reason.
Please state your understanding of why Standard Mail would be the
b.
marketing medium of choice for potential customers who are considered
to fall in the middle of prime market segments. In particular. what are the
primary factors that make Standard Mail the marketing medium of choice
for this more upscale market segment, and why is an NSA with declining
block discounts a necessary and desirable way to overcome the factors
lhat make Standard Mail the preferred medium?

RESPONSE:
<i

I1 is our understanding from previous NSA discussions and research

that the targeted lists for potential customers who are assumed to be
high risk generally have higher response rates to First-class Mail. The
factors that influence the higher response rates vary across issuers.
The variables could include pricing of the card, fee structure, credit
limits. address sources, and other demographics
b

The middle-markets for issuers like WMB primarily are customers who
have established relationships with the issuer or one of their
competitors. It is our understanding that for this segment of the market,
the cost-benefit analysis for WMB is that Standard Mail is a preferred
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medium even though First-class Mail may have a higher response rate.
This is because the cost of First-class Mail acquisition is significantly
higher than Standard Mail. The NSA is an effective and desirable tool
in making First-class Mail the preferred acquisition medium because
we can identify the price-point at which customers will use First-class
Mail over Standard Mail.
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VPIUSPS-TI -16.
Please refer to your testimony at page 12, lines 11-12, and page 20, lines 11-12.
At page 20, you note that “Card Services will intensify its focus on cross-selling products
to other WMB customers.” and at page 12 you state that another term and condition
beneficial to the Postal Service is that the subject matter of the agreement is limited to
WMB’s credit card products and credit card services.
Please list all other services of which you are aware that WMB offers to its
a.
customers, (e.g.,mortgages, home-equity lines of credit, insurance of any
kind (life, title, credit, etc.), checking accounts, savings accounts and CDs,
mutual funds, stock brokerage services, etc.) that might be ”cross-sold” by
Card Services to other WMB customers.
For purposes of this proposed NSA. are all of the other services listed in
b.
your response to preceding part a considered to be “card products,” or
“credit card services?” If not, please indicate which items would be
considered to fall under either of these two terms, and which would be
excluded from falling under either of these two terms.
c.
To what extent does the above-cited limitation mentioned on page 12 (11.
11-12) of your testimony restrict Card Services from cross-selling WMB
products that are not “card products” or “credit card services?” Please give
examples of WMB products that could not be cross-sold by solicitation
mail entered under this proposed NSA agreement.

RESPONSE:

a

The NSA agreement only covers mail that is associated with the credit
card services. It is my understanding that the card service group does
not cross-sell mortgages, home equity, life insurance. and other
financial products They are involved only with credit card offerings,
such as balance transfers, new cards, or rewards.

b

Please see the answer to Part (a)

C

The cited limitation limits the NSA to credit card mailings. which does
not include life insurance and other types of financial products.
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VPIUSPS-TI -17.
Please refer to your testimony at page 23, lines 5-6, where you state that “the
average response rates for a credit card solicitation fall between 0.3 and 0.4 percent,
according to our data sources.”
a.
Do your data sources for response rates for credit card solicitations
distinguish between the response rates for solicitations sent via FirstClass Mail and those sent via Standard Mail?
Please indicate the level of detail about response rates that is available to
b.
the Postal Service for its evaluation of volume forecasts by NSA
applicants. For example, do your data sources provide you with (i) the
range of response rates experienced by various credit card mailers, and/or
(ii) one or more measures of dispersion around the average response
rate?

RESPONSE:
a

Our data sources do not distinguish between First-Class Mail and
Standard Mail

b

The data cannot De broken down by provider or by spectftc campaign
mailings There are no measures of dispersion around the average
response rates

a7
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VPIUSPS-TI -18.
Please refer to footnote 11 on page 27 of your testimony, where you (i) discuss
the possibility of a rate increase during the term of this agreement, (ii) indicate that such
an increase has not been accounted for in the revenue calculations, and (iii) state that
ignoring any future revenues from future rate increases may undercount revenues in the
out-years, thereby giving greater credence to the conservatism of any assumption.
In light of the Postal Service’s filing in Docket No. R2006-1, made on May
a
3, 2006, would you agree that, during the life of this proposed NSA
agreement, at least one omnibus rate increase appears likely? Please
explain any disagreement.
When you state that “revenues in the out-years have been undercounted,“
b.
are you referring to (i)the gross revenues from mail expected to be
entered at proposed First-class rates, (ii) the gross revenues from mail
that would have been entered at proposed Standard rates, (iii) the net
revenues from WMG’s Standard mail that is expected to convert to FirstClass, or (iv) the net contribution to Postal Service overhead? Please
explain.
Please revise and submit relevant pages of your Appendix A showing the
c.
effect on revenues and contribution to overhead under the NSA from rates
proposed by the Postal Service in Docket No. R2006-1.
Please explain how the failure to consider the effect of higher rates gives
d
greater credence ... to the conservatism of any assumption.”

RESPONSE:

;3

I am not privy to the decision regarding the next omnibus filing, and in

any event, such a decision would have to be made by the Board of
Governors.
b

I am referring to the fact that ”gross-revenues” at the time of the filing

did not include the proposed increased rates in Docket No. R2006-1.
C.

Please see the revised Appendix A.
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d.

Appendix A assumes that all costs increase on a yearly basis by 4
percent. However, we do not assume any changes in the prices,
thereby decreasing the estimated contribution in the out-years.
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VPIUSPS-TI -19.
Please refer to your testimony at page 30, lines 8-15, where you discuss the
increased costs of UAA mail from converted Standard Mail, and state that those costs
are included in the After-Rates First-class Mail solicitation unit cost estimates.
a.
Did your computations include the cost for forwarding UAA mail that is
forwardable?
How many times does WMB send solicitation mail to the same list of
b.
addressees? In your response, please distinguish between (i) in-house
lists of existing WMB customers, and (ii) rented lists used strictly for
solicitation.
When WMB receives electronic address corrections for a list or lists that it
C.
no longer intends to use for its own purposes, why should it make any
effort to correct such lists? Please explain how correcting a list that WMB
no longer intends to use might be expected to add value for the Postal
Service, for WMB, or for anyone else.
For WMB solicitation UAA mail that is forwarded, does the proposed NSA
d.
agreement provide that the Postal Service will supply WMB with an
electronic address correction for such mail? If so, what is the Postal
Service's cost to provide each electronic address correction for forwarded
mail?
Please explain why the Postal Service agrees to provide free electronic
e
address correction service ("ACS")for mail that is being heavily
discounted by the proposed NSA agreement. That is, why does not the
Postal Service make any kind of return. whether it be physical return or
electronic return, an option which the mailer with declining block discounts
could obtairr only by paying an appropriate cost-based fee? That is, if the
mailer neither cares nor desires to receive any kind of return or electronic
address correction. in lieu of the endorsement for electronic ACS, the
mailer would indicate "No address correction required.''
f
( I ) To what degree does WMB send its solicitation mail to rented lists
which are used only once?
(ti) Why would WMB want physical return or electronic address correction
on those occasions when i t makes only a single use of rented lists?
( 1 1 1 ) Why would the Postal Service want to expend funds to provide WMB
with electronic address correction which would not be used by WMB to
improve the quality lists used for mailings?
If WMB currently does not care to purchase electronic return for its
9
solicitations sent as Standard Mail. why would WMB want or need to
obtain electronic address correction for its anticipated First-class Mailings
under the NSA?
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RESPONSE:
a.

We did not include either the cost-savings or costs associated with
forwards in our calculations. This is consistent with previous NSA
filings.

b.

I do not have this level of information

C.

There is a high probability that addresses are repeated across a variety
of lists, and it is highly unlikely that an address will only be targeted

once. Furthermore, the card-service groups may use the corrected
addresses for other purposes; for example, they may share the
corrected addresses with the parent organization.
d

Under the OneCode environment, this cost is less than $0.002 per
notice

F:

The incentives in this proposal are not linked to the savings associated
with the electronic address correction service The incentives are used
to encourage conversion of Standard Mail to First-Class Mail The
adoption of electronic ACS is an additional requirement that lowers our
costs of handling WMB UAA mail volume.

f

(I) I do not have this information
(11)

WMB total markeling volume

IS greater

than 500 million pieces, and

with only 144 million delivery points in FY05, there is a high probability
that WMB mailed multiple times to the same delivery point.
(iii) There is no evidence to suggest that the data will not be used in

future mailings
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9.

WMB has entered into this mutually beneficial arrangement, and WMB
agreed to this provision, which should lower USPS costs and provide

WMB with updated address information.
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V P / l ISPS-T 1-20.
I’lcasc refer to your response to VPIUSPS-TI -2(c). In your response, you refer to the
“Postal Service’s policy position on NSAs ....”
a . I f you h a \ e a hard copy statement of the Postal Senice’s policy position
on NSAs, please provide a copy.
b. If no such hard copy exists. please state and explain the Postal Service’s
policy position on NSAs. In your response, please explain the policy position
with respect to increased volume and increased contribution, as \vel1 as any
other pertinent factors.
c Please :issume that an NSA presents the Postal Service with a trade-off in the
form o f achieving more of one desirable objective and less of another desirable
objecti\.e. as docs the Washington Mutual Bank NSA. What criteria has the
I’ostnl S e n i c e established. o r what cnteria does i t use, to determine that
exceptions to the Postal Service’s policy position on NSAs are acceptable. or
d c \ i rahlc”

RFSPOSSE:
<i-b

.I I i i r m i l

\, i i i ~ l i i . i t c i t

i

s u m m a n - of‘ltic Pc,stal Serwce’s policy

i t i i o i i ~ l i o u i;ill

i i i i i i i i i i \ c i l t o t c \ i i i i g ;I

on NSAs has not been written In

h u c h tilinps. the Postal Senice’s position is that NSAs ol’fer

r;iiiye 0 1 approaches designed to gcncrrite

;I

net gain in contribution

\.I\ I I I ~ L I \iiicreniental
.
volume gronth. o r \onic combination of such factors
L

\ V t i i l c . I do

ricit

consider the \\‘a4iiiigioii hlutual presents the kind o f trade-off positcd

t>\ t h i \ interrugiitory such a trade-ol‘l‘u o i i l d conlorm lo the policy

rcsponie

to

p:ii-ts

3

~

a s articulated in my

& b. i f t h e trude-ofl.produced a net gain in contribution and was

other\\ I\C consisleiit with the pricing and classification cnteria established in the Acl
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\~F’KISPS-Tl-Z 1
I’lcasc refer 10 your response to VPIIJSPS-1-1-4.
a . In your response to 4(d), you state that “siniilarly situated customers are able to
avail thcmselves o f functionally equivalent agreements if they choose to ....” In
yoiir response to 4(b), you state that “high transaction costs associated with
bringing NSA cases to the Commission serve as a barrier to prevent widespread
usage Lirnong mailers for NSAs.” Please explain how you can concurrently
maintain (I) the existence o f high barriers to entry and (ii) ready availability of
fiinctionally equivalent NSAs to other mailers.
b I n >our response to 4(c). you note that “the contract with WMB (as with all o f
Ihc other NSAs) prohibits WMR from using its incentives to mail on behalf of
other ciistomers.”
I . 15 this provision intended to prevent arbitrage, in the form ofpreventing
m3iI i n :I high-cost part of the market from transfemng to and taking
< i ( l \ antagc o f 3 IoLver-cost market? I f not, please explain the necessity
tiir t t i i h p r o \ i s i o n . especially as i t pertains to discnmination against other
iii.iiIci, \\ ti0 iiiiyht \\ant i o iiike advaniagc of the special discount
~ . \ t ~ ~ i i ~to
l c .tliosc
d

\\

tio arc Iloored

prci\i\ion he iicce
1 Service. in lieu of
c.lassilicatioii.; cipen IO a11 qualified mailers?
. 111 \ o i i : ic,poii\c i o J ( c ) . >.ou “point O U I t1i:it for the most part. prices in all
~ ~ l \ti i t i> L~l,i,,c>
~ i
< i r L . Liiiitiirin \ \ i t t i respect I O quantity.” I ) o you consider prices
i1i.11
.ii: iiiiit41nii \ \ iili r ~ ~ ~ top cliianiii>.
c ~ ~ i ; i n undes:rrihle feature of most Postal
y. :
I.
0 1 1 1 I ills, ’ It - 0 p 1 c . i ~c\pl:iiii
~
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I
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II
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b

Thi5

i

pro\ ijion

I\

intended to ensure that the incentives embodied

in

the

declining block stmcture \vork a s intended, and to prevent WMB - in this instance

from attaining larger thresholds by acting as a mail consolidator. I am not aware
that any floor exists preventing similarly situated customers from seeking similar

temis
II

Such a condition would bc in~onipatiblewith niche classification However.

creation o f a niche classification that vaned pnces based on customer volumes
~ c i u l dprownt other implementation challenges
c

I

dtr

not consiilcr list prices t h u t do not vary Lvith respect to volume to be
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VpiliSPS-TI -22
Please refer to your response to VPfJSPS-TI -5(b), where you indicate that "a customer
may tic willing to pay a premium w e r existing Standard Mail rates that would have the
same cff'ect '* Please expl:iin. both iil general and with specific examples, what the Postal
Sen,ic:c could offer iisers of Standard Mail that uould induce them to pay a premium over
existing Standard hlail rates.

RESPONSE:
f I~-potheticallyspeaking. the Postal Service could offer Standard Mail with

eiih:lncements that cause
\\

it

t o more closely resemble Standard Mail for customers

h o f;ivorc.il .;pccific characteristics i.e. tonvarding. seal against inspection, return

o l ~ ~ i i i d cc.r;ihlc
l i ~ iii:iil.

ii1id

inipro\ cd servicc that currently s e n e to distinguish
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VP/tJSPS-T 1-23
Please refer to your response to VPKJSPS-TI-8.
a . Please explain lvhether. in your opinion, it nould be reasonable to consider, or
think of, the First-class Mail ("FCM") product as a "brand" o f the Postal
senice

b. Would you agree that the value o f t h e f-CM brand would be enhanced by the
fact that FCM is regarded by most mail recipients a s containing items that are o f
personal interest to them (e.g., correspondcncc), or that concern them
personally (e.g., bank statements, or statements o f account).
e . Would you agree that most mail recipients generally have lower regard for
unsolicited mail then they do for FCM? Please discuss what the Postal Service
knows in this regard
d I f yoti succeed i n using rate incentives to induce a large volume of Standard
klail atiwxtising to s\vitch to P-Chl, could the Postal Service run the risk of
eroding the esteem for. and cheapening. i t s FCM brand? If not, please explain
\\

IlY

not

c

I

i;in iiot

confinii. a n d I suspct't 1 1 u 1 rncasuring the relative levels of regard that

rcc'ipiciit.; h a v e

d

li)r spccific Iirnil\ til-iiicssages is an imprecise science at best

I do not b e l i c \ e that changiiic ilic indicid o f mail pieces that are otherwise
idcntic.il Iron1 the perspecti\c 0 1 the recipient will have a meaningful impact on

thc percci\ et1 brand

b L i I i i c 01'

t.ir\t-('lass Mail for prospective senders. Moreover,

I \\ciuld point out ihat in F'I' 2005 there were more than 98 billion pieces of First-
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Class Mail It is unlikely that the WBhl agreement will have a measurable impact
on the perceived brand value of such a massive product
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VP/I.JSPS-TI-24
Please refer to your response to VPIUSPS-TI - 1 1.
a. In your response to 1 I (c), you say that you agree with the Postmaster General’s
goal of reducing the volume of UAA mail. At the same time, you indicate a
belief that you consider it important for the Postal Service to grow revenue,
even if the means to such revenue growth is encouraging a significant increase
in the volume of First-Class U.4A mail. Please explain which of these two
goals you think i s more important.
b. In your response to 1 l(d), you say that you “reduce[d] the amount of UAA
mail“ and that “the additional address hygiene requests o f t h e NSA aid in
lowenng the U A A rate ‘‘
I . Please explain the benchmark from which you reduced the amount of
I!AA mail. Did y o u reduce i t below the average for all FCM? If not,
then below what levcl”
11. Please explain the benchmark for “lowering the UAA rate ....” Did you
loxvcr tlic IIAA rate of Washington Mutual Rank’s solicitation mail
belo\\. thc rate for a11 FC‘M’’ Ifnot, then hclo\v what le\-el?

K E s [’OS s F::
;I.

I

1i;ii

c riot r;inhcd tlic

tlic I’(ikt.il her\ ii’c

importance ot.thcsc

I lo\\ e\ el-. irisol:ir

ttic total quantit\ of [ I A A mail.

the Postal Service. a true
h

\\

lis

t\\(i

this

or o f tho many other

~

goals of

intci-rogatory implies that the goals

tiilc at the s a i i i c t i m e growing the revenues of

\vin-~iii

M y rcmarh5 relcrred to the

[I)\)\

ratc for the NSA customers as compared with

rates prior to thc agreements A s the \liashinj$on Mutual NSA is not yet
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effect,
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Please refer to your response to VPIUSPS-TI-19. In your response to 19(0. you note
that Washington Mutual Bank’s total marketing volume exceeds 500 million pieces, and
“with only 144 million delivery points in FY 05. there is a high probability that WMB
mailed multiple times to the same delivery point.”
a. What is the probability that Washington Mutual Bank reuses and mails to the
same third-party list more than one time within a six- to twelve-month period?
b. If- Washington Mutual Bank receives an address correction for someone on
rented list A, and that same person also happens to appear on rented lists B and
C (and at the same address as on list A), and Washington Mutual Bank
subsequently decides to mail to lists €3 and C, what is the probability that
Washington Mutual Bank w i l l use the address correction(s) applicable to list A
to correct lists €3 and C’.)

RESPONSE:
I do not knot\ the frequent)
p;ii~ty11\1”. n o r do I bclievc

\\

1111 \\

I { 15

hich Washington Mutual uses the same “third

possible to accurately estiixitc such a fi-equency
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5. Please refer to the Revised Testimony of Michael Rapaport. WMB-T-I, page 3, lines
:I; 2.where he states that "(bly 2004, Providian's 'turnaround' was largely successful
and the company's new marketing strategy was fully implemented " Given that the
maiketing restructuring implemented by Providian was completed by 2004, would it be
more appropriate to begin a n analysis of Before Rates volume trends with the year
2004, rather than include earlier years7 If not, why not7
RESPONSE:

No Although the changes to Washington Mutual's account acquisition studies affected
the both the absolute and relative levels of Standard Mail and First-class Mail
advertising that Washington Mutual sent, and therefore need to be taken into account in
any analysis of their volume data, there is still valid information about their mailing

habits in their historical data. In addition, the Postal Service feels that its analysis should
make use of as much valid data as is available
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6. Please refer to page 8, Table E, of the Supplemental Testimony of Ah Ayub
(USZS r-I) Please provide the formula, data sources, and data values, used to
calculate the value for the cell found at the intersection of "column 680.000.000" and
row 80 00%''
RESPONSE:

The formula is column head x (row stub
x

x

average FCM price + (1 - row stub)

average Standard Mail price), where the average FCM price and the average

Standard Mail price are taken from Appendix A of my testimony (sheets "Mktg unit rev"

and

SM rev calcs' respectively) The value has been rounded to the nearest million

dollars
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7. Article Ill. D. of the original NSA states that “[ilf by the end of the first year of this
Agreement, Washington Mutual mails less than 375 million First-class mail
pieces Washington Mutual agrees to pay $250.000.” The Amendment to the
Negotiated Service Agreement (“Amended NSA”) between the United States Postal
Service (“USPS”) and Washington Mutual Bank (“WMB”) has increased the First-class
mail volume thresholds at which WMB would begin to obtain incremental discounts by
50 million first class mail pieces.
a Please confirm that the Amended NSA does not adjust the minimum volume of FirstClass mail that WMB must mail during the first year of the agreement before being
required to pay the Postal Service $250,000.
b If confirmed, please explain if and how the incentives provided by this provision have
changed given the revisions to the volume estimates and rate schedule volume
block levels

RESPONSE:
a

Confirmed

b

There are no significant changes to the incentives provided by this provision
because both the original and the revised volume history and projections for
Washington Mutual indicate a negligible risk that their First-class Mail volume will
fall below this threshold
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8. This question concerns the appropriateness of the Postal Service's method of

calculating the after-rates average marginal price and the after rates average marginal
discount in its response to OCNUSPS-TI-25a-c.
a Please confirm that the after-rates average marginal price of $.274 is equal to the
marginal price of First-class mail at the volume tier that receives the $.05 discount
b Please confirm that the after-rates average marginal discount of $.07 is equal to the
difference between the marginal price of First-class mail at the volume tier that
receives the $ 05 discount and the Standard mail price of $.204.
c Please explain why the after-rates average marginal price and the after rates
average marginal discount were not calculated as rates weighted by the volume of
mail in each discount tier

RESPONSE:
a

Confirmed

b

Confirmed

c

Because the relevant price for these calculations is the price paid by the marginal
piece
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QUESTION:
a . Have the co-proponents considered the impact of the recently issued Bank

One and Bookspan Opinions on the Washington Mutual Bank Negotiated
Service Agreement Request?
b What concerns and issues expressed by the Commission in the Bank One

and Bookspan Opinions, including but not limited to the application of the
Alternative Model for Negotiating Volume Discounts, have the coproponents considered?
c. Of the issues considered in l ( b ) above, what were the results of any analysis
performed. and what were the conclusions drawn from the analysis?
d What modifications have the co-proponents proposed to be made to the
Washington Mutual Bank Negotiated Service Agreement Request after
consideration of the analysis performed and conclusions drawn as
referenced in l ( c ) above?

RESPONSE:
;I

Yes, the Poslal Service and WMB have discussed the potential impact of the
recently issued Bank One and Bookspan opinions on the current NSA. The
structure and development of the WMB NSA was completed prior to the
recently issued Bank One and Bookspan Opinions. However, the Postal
Service relied on Commission rulings in the Bank One filing that were issued
prior to the WMB NSA filing

b Both parties gave thoughtful consideration to the Commission's perspectives
on caps, the "Panzar" test. mailer-supplied volume data, and the multiplier-

effect After consideration of these issues, however, the parties decided to
proceed wilh the case as filed
c After thoughtful consideration of this issue, the parties decided not to submit a
supplemental evidentiary submission applying Dr. Panzar's test ("Panzar
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test”). The parties decided that there were too many open questions raised
by that approach, such as how to incorporate cross-price and own price
elasticities into the equation. The areas of concern with the Panzar test were
addressed in my responses to OCNUSPS-TI-25, -26 and -27. Moreover, the
process of calculating the elasticity as described in the Panzar test does not
appear to have practical applications in the developing NSAs. For example,
the alternative model provides a basis for evaluating the after-rates response,
but it does not provide guidance on the data needed to support the beforerates forecast It also does not resolve issues raised by the variability in the
before-rates volume Further, we note that the Commission in its Bank One
reconsideration opmion did not foreclose other devices io protect against
financial harm In this case, the Postal Service submits that the use of
penalties in the NSA with WMB. the termination-at-will clauses, and the high
thresholds for the first discount tier provide the Postal Service with the
r i m cssnry tools
(!

it

needs to protect its financial best interests.

Afttsr ltiouqtitfu and careful consideration. the parties decided not to make
tiiotlificattons lo the WMB NSA
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CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1

2

Is there any additional

written cross-examination for Witness Ayub?

3

THE WITNESS:

N o , there is not.

4

MR. ALVERNO:

Mr. Chairman, could we have

5

just a minute to add those changes and give them to

6

the reporter?

7

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

a

(Pause.)

9

MR. ALVERNO:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIWLW OMAS:

10

Absolutely.

This brings us to oral

11

cross-examination. The only participant that

12

requested oral cross-examination is Val-Pak Dealers

13

Association, Inc., and Val-Pak Direct Marketing

1.1

Systems, Inc .
Mr. Olson, would you please begin?

15

CROSS-EXAMINATION

16

BY MR. OLSON:

17
18

Q

Than!? you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr.
I want to ask you to begin by turning to page

19

Ayub.

20

12 of your testimony, and if you could look at lines

2
:

18 through 22 where you say that "over time, the

22

Postal Service has learned a considerable amount about

23

the factors that influence demand for mail in the

24

credit card industry.

25

this area through its own independent research, its

It has developed expertise in
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experience with other NSAs, such as the Cap 1 and Bank

2

One agreements, and a multitude of discussions with

3

other banks and financial firms.

4

A

Yes, I do.

5

Q

Okay.

Do you see that?

Let me ask - - I was curious - -

6

roughly how many discussions have you had that

7

constitute the multitude of discussions with other

8

banks and financial firms?

9

I cannot quantify that number at this time,

A

10

but we have met with many of the largest issuers

11

across the industry, and we have met with them

3 -

multiple times.

L L

.- >

I don't have a number for you

Q

Dozens of different - -

A

1 would say more than dozens.

Q

Based on that experience and study and

research, can you tell me when a mailer like WMB takes
a solicitation and sends it as first class rather than

standard, do you know whether they indicate first
class in bold l e t t e r s ,

f o r example, on t h e c a r r i e r

envelope or whether they don't say anything about
first class and j u s t have the first class indicia on
the piece?

A

We do not make that decision, and I'm not

privy to how that decision is made.

However, based on

the range of customers we've spoken to, some customers
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2

may, in fact, identify first class mail on the piece.

Q

Okay.

Just to be clear, I wasn't asking you

3

as to why they would make that decision, just as to

4

whether you knew if a mailer that converted a

5

solicitation from standard mail to first class,

6

whether the normal practice would be to put "first

7

class" in big 1et.ters on the carrier.

8

A

I do not know that.

9

Q

Okay.

When a mailer, such as WMB, takes a

10

solicitation and converts it from standard mail to

11

first class, dc; you know whether they change the

12

substance of the offer that they are making, substance

13

of the solicitation?

_ .

-2

15
15

A

Are you referring to the pricing of the card

and the customer that they are targeting?

Q

Well, I'm referring more to the form of the

17

enclosures and the inserts and the letters and such.

18

Is it basically just taking the same package and the

15

same inserts and sending it at first-class rates, or

20

is it a substantial change in the packet?

21

A

It's my understanding that it's the same

22

package and the same type of letter that is now

23

mailed, instead of standard mail, mailed through first

24

class.

25

Q

The purpose of solicitation mail is to get
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the addressee to respond, is it not?

2

A

That is correct.

3

Q

Okay.

And as part of that dynamic, I would

4

assume that the first thing you have to do is to get

5

the recipient to open the envelope, and that’s a

6

necessary predicate to reviewing the contents.

7

Correct?

8

A

That is correct.

9

Q

Okay.

10

11

I wouldn’t expect an unopened mailing

would get much response, would it?
A

I have heard it does sometimes.

It

12

generates brand awareness in the mail stream, so we

13

have heard, in discussions with other card issuers,

14

that this constant mailing does generate brand

15

awareness.

16

Q

17

Does it generate any responses if you don‘t

open the envelope?

18

A

I do not know that.

19

Q

Is a first-class solicitation more apt to be

20
21

opened than one sent as standard mail?
A

Based on my readings of the data that‘s

22

available, it appears first-class mail does generate a

23

higher response rate than standard mail.

24

25

Q

No, I didn’t ask that.

I asked whether it

was more apt to be opened.
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A

Well, response rates are correlated to open

2

rates, I would believe.

3

mail is responded to more than standard mail.

4

not know if that is because it reaches the recipient

5

in a greater speed time because of the forwarding or

6

because customers value first-class mail greater than

7

standard mail.

8
9

Q

Okay.

Now, we know that first-class
We do

Can I summarize your answer, then, by

saying you don't know whether first-class

10

solicitations are more likely to be opened than

11

standard, but you know that they have a higher

12

response rate?

13

A

That is correct.

1;

Q

Do you have any idea, since this is

15

important to this NSA, do you have any idea or insight

16

as to why solicitation mail that's sent as first-class

17

mail has a higher response rate or lift than standard

18

mail?

19

A

As I just mentioned previously, I believe

20

one of the issues that we believe - - the forwarding of

21

first-class mail pieces leads to a higher lift, the

22

speed of delivery leads to a higher lift, and I've

23

heard and read that there are some consumers who look

24

at mail pieces with first-class mail and open those

25

pieces compared to standard mail pieces.
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Q

So those are the three factors you can point

2

to as to why there is a lift for mailing a piece at

3

first class:

4

was the third?

forwarding, speed of delivery, and what

5

A

Customer perception of first-class mail.

6

Q

Customer perception.

7

Could you take a look

at your response to Val-Pak 15(a)?

8

A

Yes, I am.

9

Q

Okay.

Are you there?

In your response, you state that it's

10

your understanding that potential customers who are

11

assumed to be high risk generally have higher a

-..

response rate to first-class mail.

1

7

Correct?

13

A

That is correct.

-4

Q

Do you have any insight for us as to why

15

that would be true, why high-risk potential customers

16

would be more responsive to first-class mail than low-

7 . 7

risk potential customers?

18

A

Generally speaking, historically, first-

19

class mail has been the preferred medium for credit

20

card issuers targeting the sub-prime market.

11

characteristics of the sub-prime market are usually

22

customers who move more frequently than t h e prime and

23

super-prime markets.

24

first-class mail has been a perceived medium of

25

acquisition for that customer base.

The

Based on that information,
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Q

So you would say, of the three factors you

2

mentioned before for what you call the sub-prime

3

market, it's less customer perception and speed of

4

delivery and mainly the forwarding aspect.

5

A

I would not be able to speak for the sub-

6

prime market, what they believe to be the issues.

7

When we talk about here the use of first-class mail,

8

it is possible that the sub-prime market also values

9

first-class mail significantly to standard mail.

10

Q

So, in essence, it's the same three factors.

11

A

The same three factors.

12

Q

So you really don't have any insight as to

13

why the sub-prime market has a higher response rate

14

other than the forwarding issue.

15
16

17

A

As I just mentioned, I believe it's a

combination of all three factors.

Q

Yes, but it was a combination of a l l three
There is a

18

factors for the low-risk market, too.

19

difference, and I'm just asking you to give us insight

20

into the difference.
I think the weighting of all three is very

21

A

22

different.

23

important, maybe for the sub-prime market the

24

forwarding is more important than it is for, say, the

25

prime market, and the speed of delivery is less

I think maybe, while a l l three factors are
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important €or one market than it is for the other.

2

Maybe the weighting is different, but I believe all

3

three factors do play a role in the response rates.

4
5

Q

When you say llmaybe,'l
I assume you're

speculating, to a significant degree.

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Okay.

8

"First-class mail" is a registered

trademark of the U.S. Postal Service, is it not?

9

A

Yes, it is.

10

Q

Let me refer to a response that Val-Pak

11

received to an interrogatory in the rate case.

i2

are some of us in the room that are spending a fair

-

-.

amount of time on that, and I'm sure you necessarily

*-t

aren't, but I'll ask you just to assume my

>

-

. I
& .

There

representation is correct that Witness Pifer had a

-. -

response to one of our interrogatories, which was T-

17

18-9, where he defined "first-class mail" as being a

;e

product of the Postal Service.

19

comment on what he said, but I'm just starting my

'0

question with that predicate.

'3

Would you agree that first-class mail is one

21
22

I'm not asking you to

of the many products offered by the Postal Service?

23

A

Yes, it is.

24

Q

And t.his particular product has a registered

25

trademark, and I'm going to go into the commercial
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world with an analogy, and this is going to be the

2

predicate of my questions.

3

the owners of a trademark that is of great value is

4

Louis Vuitton.

I understand that one of

Are you familiar with that company?

5

A

My wife is familiar.

6

Q

For the record, I believe it's spelled V - U -

7

I-T-T-0-Nbut pronounced "Witon." Is that your

8

understanding?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Okay.

Many people understand that to be a

11

valuable trademark of a company that manufactures,

12

among other things, women's handbags and luggage and

13

watches and such.

Correct?

14

A

That is correct.

15

Q

And it has a distinctive "LV" incorporated

16

in the design.

Have you ever noticed that?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Let me ask you, have you ever heard the term

19

'I

junk mail"?

20

A

Yes, I've heard the term "junk mail."

21

Q

And as you look over the various products or

22

classes of mail offered by the Postal Service, do you

23

believe the term

24

for example, periodicals mail?

25

A

'I

junk mail" is generally applied to,

No, I do not.
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Q

Parcels?

2

A

No, I do not.

3

Q

Express mail?

4

A

No, I do not.

5

Q

Priority mail?

6

A

No, I do not.

7

Q

First-class mail?

8

A

No, I do not.

9

Q

Standard mail?

10

A

No, I do not.

I believe the junk mail term

11

exists in the industry, but I do not believe junk mail

12

is an appropriate term to be used to quantify and

13

explain what the value o f mail is to consumers.

14

Q

No.

I'm not asking you your opinion.

I

I'm trying to get at your

15

share your opinion.

16

understanding of what people use the term to refer to.

17

Maybe I have to go back and ask the question again.

18

I asked you if you had ever heard of the

19

term "junk mail," and I asked you, of the various

20

major c l a s s e s o r products o f f e r e d by t h e Postal

21

Service, do you believe that the term "junk mail" is

22

commonly applied to various classes, not whether you

23

think it's justified or reasonable or even responsible

24

to do such a thing.

25

But I'm trying to ask you what is commonly
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done in the literature. The Postal Service responds

2

to editorials all around the country whenever the term

3

appears, and it defends itself and says there is no

4

such thing.

5

A

I understand that's your position.

I think my understanding of it is where I've

6

read the term "junk mail," the people who are writing

7

about junk mail do not differentiate between first-

8

class mail, standard mail, periodical - - I won't say

9

packages but pel-iodicals, and they are referring to

10

the term llmail"as a whole.

11

it as first-class mail or standard mail at that time.

12

Q

They are not segmenting

That's your understanding of how the phrase

13

"junk mail" is used?

14

applied to express mail or first-class mail, or

15

standard mail.

16

A

It could be just as equally

I have never seen anywhere a differentiation

17

for junk mail differentiating first-class mail and

18

standard mail.

19
20

21
22

23

Q

So you think it could be any of the classes

of mail.
A

I think they are just referring to mail as

all mail.

Q

All mail.

Interesting. Do you believe that

24

the term "junk mail" has a connotation that is

25

complimentary or pejorative?
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A

Pejorative .

2

Q

Okay.

Now, let me ask you to look at your
Section A , and I

3

response to our Interrogatory

4

want to see if I understand what you said.

5

“Please explain whether, in your opinion, it would be

6

reasonable to consider or think of the first-class

7

mail product as a brand of the Postal Service.” And

8

your response says, Io’Brand’being a somewhat vaguely

9

defined concept, first-class mail may be thought of as

23,

We said,

10

a brand of the Postal Service and that it conveys a

11

number of possi.ble associations or attributes.”
Let me t r y to get at what you mean by

12

Do you consider the

13

“brand” being vaguely defined.

14

Louis Vuitton brand, with the IILV” on the handbags, to

15

be a vaguely defined concept?

16

A

No, I do not.

17

Q

It’s a readily identifiable product, is it

19

A

Correct.

20

Q

And how about first-class mail?

18

not?

Wouldn’t

21

that be a readily definable product and a brand of the

22

Postal Service?

23

A

The reason that I think we defined it as

24

vaguely - - in terms of mail, the reason first-class

25

mail is a brand is maybe not the correct analogy
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because we will be the brand for us is the U.S. Postal

2

Service, and some of our products are first-class

3

mail, standard mail, express mail, so we look at these

4

as products.
Now, there are instances where we do target

5
6

to the consumers parcel select and other shipments,

7

and those are brands, but usually, depending on who

8

the target market is, the brands are sometimes

9

expressed, and sometimes they are not emphasized.

10

Q

Well, when you’re talking to a mailer of

11

credit card solicitations, and you’re trying to

12

convince them to use first-class rather than standard

13

mail, the brand of first-class mail has significant

14

value, does it not?

15

A

That is correct.

16

Q

Okay.

17

And that’s the context of this NSA.

Correct?

18

A

That is correct.

19

Q

In that context, do you think the first-

20

c l a s s mail product i s a vaguely defined concept o r - -

21

A

In terms of NSA, it is not a vaguely - -

22

Q

If I could finish the question.

Do you

23

believe it to be a vaguely defined concept or a

24

readily identifiable product?

25

A

In the terms of the NSA, from our
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perspective, it is a brand.

2

customers, they are looking at it as a product.

3

Q

Okay.

In terms of the

Give me the distinction, then,

4

between brand and product so I understand how you're

5

using the terms.

6

A

First-class mail, from our perspective, is a

7

branded product of mail.

At the end of the day, all

8

mail, I believe, is mail, but first-class mail carries

9

certain characteristics and attributes, such as

10

forwarding, return, and premium delivery.

However,

11

when the customers look at it, they look at it in

12

terms of product: placement.

13

are looking at different products that the Postal

14

Service offers. One of the products we offer is

15

first-class mail and standard mail.

Mail is mail, and they

It's the same way with Louis Vuitton.

16

There

17

might be the tote bag or the large, carry-on back.

18

For Louis Vuitton, those might be different brands,

19

but from a consumer perspective, they are just

20

different products provided by the same manufacturer.

21

Q

Let me just take one more stab at this.

22

When you started your answer, you said that the Postal

23

Service was the brand, and first-class mail was the

24

product.

25

A

Correct.
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Q

And then as you went into your answer, you

2

said, first-class mail was a branded product.

3

give any clarity because I'm trying to understand how

4

you use these terms?

5

A

I apologize.

Can you

I think I might have

6

misspoken.

7

thought the question you defined later was, in terms

8

of the NSA, do you believe first-class mail is a

9

product?

10

11

I'm talking in terms of the NSA.

I

And the answer I thought I was answering

was, in terms of the NSA, first-class mail is a brand.

Q

And there is nothing in the domestic mail

12

classification schedule or in the DMM that is vaguely

13

defined about what first-class mail is, is there?

14

A

No.

15

Q

Okay.

Now, take a look at page 23 of your

16

testimony, lines 5 through

17

"Furthermore, the average response rate for a credit

18

card solicitation falls between 0.3 percent and 0.4

19

percent, according :o our data sources.'' Correct?

6,

and there you say,

20

A

That is correct.

21

Q

Would this be the general range that you

22

would expect for the solicitations being sent by WMB

23

in this NSA?

24

A

I would believe so.

25

Q

For bills or statements of account that are
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sent out by companies via first-class mail, would you

2

expect that fewer than one percent of the people

3

respond; that is to say that they pay their bills?

4

5

A

I would assume more than one percent respond

to their bills.

6

Q

Substantially more?

7

A

Substantially more.

8

Q

How about for bank statements that are sent

9

first-class mail?

Would you expect that fewer than

10

one percent open the statement and perhaps review it

11

and balance their checkbook?

12

A

That is correct.

13

Q

Fewer than one percent?

14

A

I'm wrry.

15

Q

Okay.

16

A

Substantially more than one percent.

17

Q

For brokerage statements that come out

More than one percent.

Substantially more than one percent?

18

first-class mail, when people open them up and look to

19

see how their investments are doing, would you expect

20

t h a t fewer than one p e r c e n t open them up and look a t

21

them in that way?

22
23

A

No, I do not.

I believe that it's more than

one percent.

24

Q

Substantially?

25

A

Substantially.
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Q

Well, let's go back to your response to 23,

2

and in 23(b) we ask you a similar question having to

3

do with bank statements and statements of account.

4

Let me read that question and answer.

5

say, "Would you agree that the value of a first-class

6

or FCM brand would be enhanced by the fact that FCM is

7

regarded by most mail recipients as containing items

8

that are of personal interest to them, e.g.,

9

correspondence, or that concern them personally, e.g.,

In 23(b), we

10

bank statements or statements of account?" Your

11

response is, "As I cannot confirm the premise embodied

12

in this interrogatory - - FCM is regarded by most mail

13

recipients as containing items that are of personal

14

interest to them - - I cannot agree with the

15

statement.I'
That's correct. That's your position?

16
17

A

That is correct.

18

Q

Okay.

Now, let me ask you to compare bank

19

statements and unsolicited advertisements that come,

20

to which fewer than one percent of the recipients

21

respond.

22

interested in or concerned with their bank statements

23

than they are with unsolicited advertisements?

24
25

A

Is it your opinion that people are no more

No.

I do not agree with that statement.

When we talk about the .3 to

.4

percent response rate,
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that doesn't mean that only .3 or

2

customers open the mail piece.

3

customers might open that credit card piece, and only

4

.3 or . 4 percent respond to that acquisition.

5

Q

.4

percent of the

Substantially more

Well, I ' m speaking of responses - - for

6

example, I understand that more might open it, but the

7

. 3 to . 4 is the people who respond and fill out the

8

application and ask to get a credit card.

Correct?

9

A

Correct.

10

Q

For example, with a bill, we're talking

11

about what percent of the people might get a bill from

12

some utility and might pay, and you agreed it's

13

substantially more than one percent.

14

to ask you to compare the recipients' interest in or

15

concern with bank statements compared with unsolicited

16

advertisements.

17

bank statement with an unsolicited advertisement that

18

has less than one percent of the people responding,

19

not opening but responding, is it your opinion that

20

people are no more interested in or concerned with a

21

bank statement than they are the solicitation?

22

A

And I ' m trying

Isn't it true that if you compare a

I have not seen any market research to

I believe that consumers now,

23

support that premise.

24

as we move into more targeted credit card mailings,

25

even though it's unsolicited, the issuers are now able
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to target offers more specifically to the individual

2

consumer, that consumers may, when they open that

3

piece, be interested in seeing what kind of pricing

4

and what kind of offers are available to them.

5

Q

So your testimony before the Commission is

6

that, in your opinion, based on your multitude of

7

contacts with banks and your independent research and

8

such that you discuss in your testimony, a recipient

9

is likely to be just as interested or concerned with

10

an unsolicited solicitation as he is a bank statement

11

or a brokerage statement or a bill that needs to be

12

paid.

13

A

Without seeing any market research, I cannot

14

specify exactly what consumers look at.

15

speaking, from what we have heard, while the response

16

rate will not mirror that of bank statements, it's not

17

meaningless.

18

they get, and they do look at the pricing and offers

19

within the solicitations.

20

Q

Generally

Customers do look at what statements

I'm trying to get to your response in 23(b)

21

were you deny the premise of the interrogatory, as you

22

put it.

23

by most mail recipients as containing items that are

24

of personal interest

25

Correct?

You deny that you think that FCM is regarded

and that's your position.
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A

M y position is that most recipients of

2

first-class mail value it for first-class mail.

3

I cannot speak to why they value first-class mail, but

4

there is a value apparently for first-class mail.

5

Q

Now,

And it's not based on the personal interest

6

in seeing their bills, seeing their bank statements,

7

seeing the brokerage statements they might get; it's

8

not that.

9

first-class mail.

10
11
12

A

It's something else that's inherent in the

It's something inherent in first-class mail.

I cannot speak to that fact.
Q

So is your answer you simply just don't

13

know, or are you saying that you believe that there is

14

no evidence that people are more interested in mail of

15

a personal interest that comes via first-class mail

16

than solicitations?

17

A

I cannot speak to why the response rates are

18

higher in first-class mail.

19

about, there are factors that lead to a higher

20

response rate in first-class mail, but there's no data

21

that I can point to that supports exactly why first-

22

class mail might generate a higher response rate or

23

generate a high open rate or why customers value it

24

more.

25

Q

Okay.

As I previously talked

Just to be clear, my question had
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1

nothing to do with response rates; it had to do with

2

the last point about whether customers have greater

3

value €or pieces that have personal interest to them,

4

like bank statements and brokerage statements and

5

invoices, and I take it, if you realize that's my

6

question, that your answer is the same, that you have

7

no reason to believe that people have a greater

8

personal interest in that kind of mail than they do in

9

unsolicited credit card solicitations.

10

A

I think customers have a greater interest in

11

that type of mail, but they are not looking at it in

12

terms of first and standard.

13

experience before I joined working for the Postal

14

Service, I couldn't have told you what the difference

15

between first-class mail and standard mail is, and

16

still, when I ask my wife, can you look at credit card

17

issuers, do you know which is first or standard?

18

see very few people recognizing that fact.

19

from personal experience.

From my own personal

I

So just

20

The data that we've seen, and we've talked

21

to banks, there is an inherent response rate lift in

22

first-class mail.

23

that is one of the reasons we've been told that first-

24

class mail has a high response rate is because

25

customers open it more.

The reason I keep coming back to

Now, we don't know what the
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reasons are, why the customer might open first-class

2

mail more than standard mail.
What your question is trying to get at is

3

4

why are customers opening up first-class mail?

What's

5

the value in it?

6

causes a customer to open a first-class mail piece and

7

not a standard mail piece?

8

don't know why a customer opens a first-class mail

9

piece and not a standard mail piece.

I think what you're asking is, what

My answer is, we really

What you're

10

talking about, that there might be more personal

11

correspondence, might be correct, but that might be

12

just one of the factors.

13

14

Q

But yonr testimony is that you don't know if

it's one of the factors or not.

15

A

That's correct.

16

Q

Could you look at your response to 23(c)

17

while we're here?

18

most mail recipients generally have lower regard for

19

unsolicited mail than they do for FCM?

20

what the Postal Service knows in this regard."

We asked you, 99Wouldyou agree that

Please discuss

Your response was, "I cannot confirm, and I

21
22

suspect that measuring the relative levels of regard

23

that recipients have for specific kinds of messages is

24

an imprecise science, at best."

25

Correct?

That's your response.
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A

That is correct.

2

Q

Does this mean that, in your work at the

3

Postal Service, that you have not seen, and you're not

4

aware of, any studies on the impact of mail?

5

A

Can you clarify your question?

6

Q

Sure.

It has to do with

23

(c).

We ask you,

7

"Would you agree that most mail recipients generally

8

have lower regard for unsolicited mail than they do

9

for FCM?" And you say that relative levels of regard,

10

the study of thst is an imprecise science, at best.

11

I'm asking you if you've never seen a study that deals

12

with how mailers perceive the mail

13

impact it has on them, whether it's by different class

14

of mail or anything else, and you say it's an

15

imprecise science. That's what I'm trying to get at.

16

A

That's correct.

that they get, the

I believe there are studies

17

out there that identify the mail movement and look at

18

what is the message in the mail, but I cannot speak to

19

those at this time.

20

21

Q

Do you think the Postal Service's marketing

department may have done such studies?

22

A

It is possible.

23

Q

Do you think the mailers and direct mail

24

firms may do such studies before they enter their mail

25

and design their mail pieces?
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1

A

It is possible.

2

Q

But you don't know, just possible.

3

A

I can't speak €or all mailers.

4

Q

I didn't ask you to speak €or all mailers,

5

6

just generally.
A

Generally, I think there is a high

7

probability that customers do that and within our

0

marketing department and finance department people

9

have looked at this issue.

10

Q

In your multitude of discussions with banks

11

and credit card offerors, have you ever heard the

12

subject discussed, studies that analyze the response

13

of mailers to different types of mail?
I have.

14

A

Yes,

15

Q

In fact, if the Postal Service is trying to

16

sell mailers on taking a piece of standard mail and

17

converting it to first-class mail, one would think you

18

might have some idea or even data explaining that the

19

mailer should expect a better response, a better

20

perception by the recipient.

Isn't that correct?

21

A

That is correct.

22

Q

Do you have such data?

23

A

No, we do not.

The way the NSA works

24

currently is I think first-class mail and standard

25

mail is different for each customer, so we would not
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be able to tell every customer that first-class mail

2

will lead to an increased response rate for each

3

individual customer.

4

for our aggregate, but for each individual customer

5

that we deal with, the economics and the marketing

6

strategies that they have, first-class mail and

7

standard mail, the strategy of choosing which class of

8

mail to use, in all probability, will be very

9

different.

Q

10

That might be true on the whole

So are you saying that the Postal Service

11

doesn‘t share information with them trying to urge

12

them to make that buy-up decision.
A

13

That is correct.

We look at what the

14

customer needs and how they drive.

15

Washington Mutual Bank NSA, we’ve, through discussions

16

with them, understood that they have an inherent value

17

in first-class mail, and the role of the agreement was

ia

to drive additional volume into first-class mail.

Q

19

In terms of the

Well, how would a bank, WMB or any other

20

credit card offeror, decide whether or not to trade

21

up?

22

study, some concrete analysis?

Wouldn’t they do that based on some data, some

23

A

That is correct.

24

Q

And so when you respond to our question and

25

say that this is an imprecise science, at best, is
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that a good description of what you're saying, or

2

would you like to modify that language?

3

A

I think you're talking about two different

4

issues here.

In the question you asked, you asked,

5

would most mail recipients have a generally lower

6

regard for first-class mail?

I

terms of what the definition of llregardll
is, but from

8

a customer perspective of, say, a Washington Mutual

9

Bank, and I cac't speak for exactly what their

Well, we're looking in

10

marketing strategies are, they understand that they

11

have different respcnse rates and lift rates from

12

first-class and standard mail.
We have not spoken to why they have those

13

14

different response rates and lift rates,

15

differentials, but they do see a differential.

16

there wasn't a differential in first-class mail

11

response rates and lift rates, the agreement, as such,

18

wouldn't really drive the value for Washington Mutual

19

Bank, I believe.

20

Q

If

Well, I guess, just to wrap it up, is it

21

fair to say that it may be an imprecise science, but

22

it's something that there are hard numbers that

23

mailers are relying on?

24

A

That is correct.

25

Q

Okay.

If you could think back on Louis
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Vuitton again and their brand that they protect

2

worldwide whenever they see - - have you ever seen

3

articles about them going after competitors around the

4

world or pirates who manufacture their goods?

5

A

Yes, I have.

6

Q

And they aggressively defend and protect

7

that trademark, do they not?

8

A

That is correct.

9

Q

Do you think that Louis Vuitton would

10

deliberately take actions that knowingly would cheapen

11

its brand

--

12

A

No, I do not.

13

Q

- - or its branded products?

14

A

No, I do not.

15

Q

In your opinion, should the Postal Service

16

take actions that likely would cheapen its branded

17

first-class mail product?

18

A

No, I do not.

19

Q

Let me ask you to turn to your response to

20

our Interrogatory 4 , Part E, when you get there.

21

A

Yes, I am there.

22

Q

I just want to clarify something. At the

23

end of the response, the last sentence, you say, "I

24

would point out that, €or the most part, prices in all

25

of their subclasses are uniform with respect to
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quantity.

Correct?

2

A

That is correct.

3

Q

What do you mean by "for the most part," out

4

5

of curiosity?
A

I'm not a rate level expert and if there are

6

any volume discounts anywhere else across the Postal

7

Service, but most of the products generally offered in

8

terms of mail do not offer quantity discounts in the

9

Postal Service.

10

11

Q

Any illustrations

you can give us in

standard mail of quantity discounts?

12

A

There are none except for the - - NSA.

13

Q

And that would be a case where quantity

14

discounts were introduced for standard mail.

Correct?

15

A

That's correct.

16

Q

So it's, in essence, the first such set of

17

rates within standard mail.

18

A

Correct .

19

Q

Okay.

Would you look at your response to

All of my questions deal with Val-Pak

20

21, Val-Pak 21?

21

interrogatories, I believe.

22

focused on here.

23

talk about prices in other subclasses being uniform

24

with respect to quantity.

25

prices that are uniform with respect to quantity an

Part C is what I ' m

This is a follow-up to 4(e) where we

We say, "Do you consider
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undesirable feature of most Postal Service offerings?

2

If so, please explain why you consider uniform prices

3

to be undesirable." You say, "I do not consider list

4

prices that do not vary with respect to volume to be

5

inherently undesirable."
There's there negatives in there, but I

6
7

think it's understandable. You're saying, just to

8

repeat it, "1 do not consider list prices that do not

9

vary with respect: to volume to be inherently

10

undesirable." Correct?

11

A

That is correct.

12

Q

Okay.

So is that sort of, as you people

Do you have an

13

say, damning with faint praise?

14

opinion about the desirability of list prices versus

15

negotiated prices?

16

A

I'm not sure I fully understand what you're

17

looking €or in terms of desirability. The Postal

18

Service doesn't believe discount - - it's not my

19

opinion that discount prices are not the best

20

mechanism for all of our customers. Discount prices

21

work best in an environment where we're able to

22

understand what the customer is using the mail volume

23

and better able to track and manage the system.

24

that reason, list prices that do not vary based on

25

quantity are applicable to some of the customer
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2

segments.

Q

Let me ask you this.

3

moment.

4

work best where you know how the mailer is using the

5

product.

6

the product?

7

A

Let me follow up.

I’ll get at that in a

You said the discounts

Don’t you know how most mailers are using

Specifically, no.

In terms of a discount,

8

it only works if yau’re able to generate greater

9

volume or an increased contribution for the Postal

10

Service.

11

all mailers, and it did not result in an increase

12

aggregate in volume, the Postal Service would be worse

13

off, and that would not be in the best interests of

14

the Postal Service or of all our customers.

15

Q

If we were to provide discounted prices to

So you’re talking about situations where

16

mailers have a higher-than-average elasticity of

17

demand, I take it.

18

A

Not necessarily.

It could also relate to

19

mail service providers who are not mailers but,

20

through discounted prices, can go and capture volume

21

that was existing at current rates and drive that into

22

their lower rates at higher volumes.

23
24

25

Q

But you’re including mailers that have a

higher-than-averageelasticity of demand.
A

That is correct.
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2

Q

Have you ever looked at the elasticities of

regular and standard ECR?

3

A

Yes, I have.

4

Q

And

wocld it be fair to say that the

5

unpriced elasticity of ECR is slightly above one, and

6

for standard regular it's about .3?

7
8

9

10

A

I cannot recall the exact numbers, but that

sounds correct.

Q

In other words, the elasticity of ECR is

about three times the elasticity of standard regular.

11

A

That is correct.

12

Q

When t.he Postal Service, in the first

13

instance in their request, and the Commission, in the

14

second instance in their opinion and recommended

15

decision, for whatever reason, set rates which do not

16

give strong recognition to elasticity of demand, don't

17

N S A s like this with declining discounts offer the

18

Postal Service a convenient way to end run the list

19

rates?

20

A

I do

not believe it's an end run to working

21

with list rates. The NSAs, as a mechanism, are used

22

to generate mail volume, and that is best done through

23

the NSA process and not through niche classifications.

24

25

Q

Well, what I'm trying to get at is, if the

list rates do not give strong recognition to different
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1

elasticities, isn't it true that you can negotiate NSA

2

rates that do, that take advantage of above-average

3

elasticities of certain mailers?

4

A

For certain mailers, that is correct.

5

Q

And other than the fact that it's not good

6

to do end runs around anyone, is there any reason you

7

can say that that's not an end run around the rates

8

the Commission recommends for the product as a whole?

9

A

I can't speak for how the Commission sets

10

rates, but what I do believe is the list rates offered

11

are the best rates for the entire segment of the

12

population of Postal Service customers.

13

a mechanism of driving additional volume for customers

14

who have elasticities, as you mentioned, different

15

than the average.

16

NSAs with customers who have higher elasticities than

17

maybe the average customer base, and generally an

18

additional contribution would require us to lower the

19

list rates for those customers.

20

Q

The NSAs are

Generally speaking, we are pursuing

And YOU have no problems

with the half of

21

customers that have higher-than-average elasticity

22

being able to be the beneficiary of NSAs, and the ones

23

that have lower-than-averageelasticities not.

24
25

A

I do not believe that's the correct way to

characterize this issue.

In terms of the NSA
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1

discount, Washington Mutual's spend will increase.

2

Contributions to the Postal Service will increase. If

3

the Postal Service could encourage other mailers to

4

increase their volumes and total contribution to the

5

Postal Service through lower rates, I believe that

6

would be a beneficial, win-win solution for both the

7

Postal Service and our customers.

8

believe providing discounted prices to every single

9

customer will result in a total aggregate increase in

10
11

However, I do not

volume for each individual customer.

Q

No.

I don't think anyone is suggesting

12

discounted rates for everyone, or else you just change

13

the rate schedule. Correct?

14

A

That's correct.

15

Q

Let me ask you this.

In this particular

16

NSA, there is an absolute decline in mail volume.

17

Correct?

18

A

That is correct.

19

Q

But the Postal Service still likes the NSA

20

because the conversion from standard to first class

21

results in an increase in contribution.

Correct?

22

A

That is correct.

23

Q

Aside from the possibility of increased

24

contribution, putting that increased contribution to

25

the overhead expenses of the Postal Service, what
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1

other advantages are there for the Postal Service of

2

offering declining block grants?
A

3

Some of the more specific issues are

4

identified in the contract.

If you would like, I

5

could point them out.

6

management-practice qualities; the conversion to the

7

ACS

a

within the terms of NSA were able to drive better

9

behavior into customer, identify maybe best practices

The improved address-

for Washington Mutual - - all of these issues

10

that can't be applied to all customers, but we can

11

apply to certain customers for them to obtain NSAs.

12
13

14

Q

So motivating them to clean up their lists

would be one of the benefits with selected mailers.
A

Washir.gton Mutual and many NSA customers

15

already do a very good job of cleaning their lists.

16

What we're trying to do is increase the frequency and

17

increase the processes they use on their mail.

ia

currently all exceed the standards of the Postal

19

Service in terms of UAA mail and address hygiene.

20

What the NSA allows us to do is better manage that

21

process on an individual customer level and see how we

22

can drive greater value.

23

Q

They

I'm going to get to that in a second about

24

comparing WMB's mail to the average.

25

to get at is if the Postal Service wanted to have

What I'm trying
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1

mailers take certain steps to decrease the Postal

2

Service's costs of handling it, could it not implement

3

some of those on a broader basis than just the

4

participant in the NSA?

5

A

I d o not know the process of how they would

6

implement this to all customers, but that is a

7

plausible explanation, to apply it to all customers.

a

Q

It's possible.

9

A

It is possible.

10

Q

Okay.

11

A

But there are, I believe, technical

12

limitations to sone customers' ability to do some of

13

the issues and some of the processes Washington Mutual

14

Bank agrees to perform in the NSA.

15

Q

Do you know what those specific steps are

16

that other mailers would not be able to

17

technologically handle or technically handle?

18

A

I'll talk specifically to Washington Mutual

19

Bank, but from what we've seen in our implementation

20

of all NSAs, issues such as updating your address list

21

with the ACS information within two weeks, I believe

22

it is; more frequent updates of NCOA running prior to

23

mailing; many of those issues have technical

24

limitations for many of our customers. Working

25

through NSA, those are requirements that require
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1

Washington Mutual to invest in some new resources to

2

use that data to update their list.

3

4

5

Q

You said 14 days.

Is that the one that's

now 90 days would reduce to 14?
A

I'm getting confused.

The ACS transaction; I think there is no

6

limitation - - currently there is nothing on that.

7

contract requires them to take ACS transactions and

8

update those within 14 days.

9

the NCOA run, which, I think, is every 90 days, and

10

Washington Mutual - - I can't exactly recall - - it's

11

either 30 days or 45 days that Washington Mutual is

12

committed to.

13

Q

All right.

The

The current 90 days is

Before we get to that point, let

14

me ask one other issue that grows out of Interrogatory

15

16, if you can turn to that, Section C.

16

discuss a limitation on the use of first-class mail

17

under the NSA to the bank, and you say, "The cited

18

limitation

19

else this isn't going to make sense.

20

--I1

And there you

I guess I have to read the question, or

The question has to do with to what extent

21

does the NSA restrict card services from cross-selling

22

products that are not card products or credit card

23

services. You say, "The cited limitation limits the

24

NSA to credit card mailings, which does include life

25

insurance and other types of financial products.Il
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1

Correct?

2

A

That is correct.

3

Q

So you’re saying that WMB cannot cross-sell

4

to its customers with solicitations for life insurance

5

or anything else other than a credit card.
They can use the mail, and I would hope they

A

6
7

would use the mail, for their other financial

8

products, but that mail volume cannot be charged to

9

the NSA.

10

Q

Exactly, not under the NSA.

11

A

Not under the NSA.

12

Q

Not at the discount rate.

13

A

Not at the discounted level.

14

Q

In fact, there are no content limitations on

15

WMB if

16

customers if they want to pay the full first-class

17

rates.

18

A

That is correct.

19

Q

And there are no content limitations if they

20

they were to want to cross-sell to these

wanted to pay the standard mail rates.

21

A

That is correct.

22

Q

But the restriction comes only under the

24

A

That. is correct.

25

Q

And so tell us, what is the purpose of

23

NSA .
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1

content restrictions on the first-class mail contained

2

in the NSA?

3

A

Washington Mutual, as a bank, is a very

4

diversified corporate holding.

The NSA forecast forms

5

that we've included are before rates and after rates

6

volume forecasts. We are able to very accurately

I

identify exactly - - through my testimony, we are able

8

to evaluate the before rates and after rates

9

forecasts.

If we were to start including a lot of the

10

other Washington Mutual mail volume over which we did

11

not have historical information or future guidance on

12

how that mail volume would go, we would be at a

13

disadvantage in setting thresholds and allowing that

14

mail volume to be part of the NSA.

15

Q

Do I understand your answer to say that you

16

would have a difficult time forecasting volumes?

11

That's the main reason?

18

19

20
21
22

23

A

Evaluating the forecasts provided by

Washington Mutual Bank.

Q

I'm sorry.

Could you repeat that?

I didn't

hear it.
A

We would have problems evaluating the

forecasts provided by Washington Mutual Bank.

24

Q

Okay.

25

A

I think that part of the reason also is

Is that the only reason?
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1

because we were dealing directly with the credit card

2

group within Washington Mutual Bank, which, at the

3

time, was Providian. When they did the merger, we

4

decided to only include the previous Providian, which

5

is now the credit card side of Washington Mutual Bank

6

in the NSA agreement.

7

life insurance, brokerage, or home equity loans and

8

mortgages, that would require us to evaluate different

9

volumes in the historical information, and, moving

If we were to include, say,

10

forward, we dici not feel that was appropriate at that

11

time.

Q

12

So it all comes back to the ability of the

13

Postal Service to evaluate the customers' mail

14

volumes.

15

A

That is correct.

16

Q

And that's, I guess, the only reason.

17

A

That is correct.

18

Q

Okay. Now, on a related issue, let's look

19

at 21(b), and we asked you a question about whether

20

WMB

21

other customers, and there's two parts to this, but

22

you say, this provision which prohibits mailings, WMB

23

entering other people's mail, "this provision is

24

intended to ensure that the incentives embodied in the

25

declining block structure work as intended and to

could use the incentives to mail on behalf of
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1

prevent WMB, in this instance, from obtaining larger

2

thresholds by acting as a mail consolidator" and

3

thereby get deeper discounts, I assume.

Correct?

4

A

That is correct.

5

Q

Now, again, if WMB wanted to submit as full-

6

paid, first-class mail, it could act as a

I

consolidator, if it wanted to, could it not?

8

A

It could.

9

Q

For example, in doing so, it might get

10

deeper presort discounts.

11

A

That is possible.

12

Q

If WMB, instead, wanted to use a

13

consolidator, it could do so at full rates but not

14

under the NSA.

15

A

No.

Correct?
Washington Mutual Bank can continue to

16

use mail service providers under the NSA agreement.

17

There are certain limitations on how we identify the

18

permit volume, but there is no limitation as to how

19

Washington Mutual Bank enters the mail into the mail

20

stream.

21

Q

Okay. So WMB is allowed to use mail

22

consolidators, but it's not allowed to become a mail

23

consolidator.

24

A

That is correct.

25

Q

Okay. What's the reason it's allowed to use
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1

2

a mail consolidator?
A

Could you help me with that?

Well, using a mail consolidator is a primary

3

business for Washington Mutual Bank specifically.

4

That is their existing mail practice.

5

experts in developing the mail and entering into the

6

Postal Service, so they use mail service providers, to

I

an extent, to do the entering of mail into the mail

8

stream from the Postal Service.

9

away that ability of Washington Mutual to enter mail

They are not

If we were to take

10

into the Postal Service through MSPs, that would have

11

a negative impact on both the Postal Service and

12

Washington Mutual Bank.

13

Q

Okay.

I understand.

I didn't know it had

14

been addressed before, and I haven't focused on it.

15

If it's in your testimony, I'm sorry.

16

the explanation.

Thank you for

But let me just deal with these restrictions

11

18

that are imposed on WMB under the NSA that we've just

19

discussed, the first one being the content

20

limitations; the second being the fact that it cannot

21

act as a consolidator.

22

restrictions of this sort - - are they typical of

23

competitive markets?

In your opinion, do

24

A

It is my understanding, yes, they are.

25

Q

And tell me how they are typical of
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1

2

competitive markets.
A

Let's take, for example, say, health

3

insurance f o r the Postal Service.

4

health care plan.

5

and my sister can take advantage of those same Postal

6

Service health care liability plans the same way, I

7

think, NSA works for Washington Mutual Bank.

8

Washington Mutual can use the NSA to get lower

9

discounts by increasing their mail volume, but we

We have a very good

That doesn't mean that my brother

10

cannot use it to encourage, say, the insurance side or

11

Capital One or Discover or American Express to give

12

them their mail volume to enter the Postal Service at

13

lower discounted rates.

14
15

Q

And you draw a parallel between eligibility

for health insurance and - -

16

A

If you look at the restrictions - -

17

Q

- - let me finish the question

- - and

18

restrictions on the NSA in this case. You're drawing

19

a parallel. You're saying that that is a marketplace

20

authority for the fact that restrictions on content

21

and on consolidation is typical in highly competitive

22

markets.

23

A

That is correct.

24

Q

And how do you draw the analogy to health

25

insurance?
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1

A

Well, what I was just saying is that the

2

Postal Service gets lower health insurance rates

3

because we are a larger organization.

4

economies of scale don’t apply to, say, other

5

individuals who are outside the Postal Service realm.

6

It‘s a competitive market.

I

rate for our health insurance than, say, another

8

individual.

Those same

We’re getting a better

The same applies in selected content

9

In terms of the NSA, we’re limiting it

10

restriction.

11

to only Washington Mutual Bank’s credit card mailings,

12

and it‘s in the same way a restriction because we can

13

understand we’re only targeting their credit card

14

mailings, we‘re restricting the NSA only to their

15

credit card mailings and not to allow insurance

16

mailings, mortgages, and other credit card issuers to

17

use that mail volume.

la

Q

I’m going to have to think about your

19

analogy. Let me move on to the questions that go back

20

to our earlier discussion of UAA mail.

21

If you could turn to 14, your response to

22

14(a), we say, Please define or describe more

23

completely what you mean by the expression “quality of

24

a mailing list“ as you use that expression, and 90 on

25

and ask some questions about that.

Your response in A
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1

indicates that it refers to the value of a prospective

2

customer and an estimate of response rates.

Correct?

3

A

That's correct.

4

Q

Let me see if I can pose a hypothetical and

5

ask you to work through this with me.

You said, !!The

6

quality of mailing lists, as I describe in my

7

testimony, is meant to include the value of a

8

prospective customer and also an estimate of response

9

rates, which impacts the value calculation."
Suppose you had a particular mailing list,

10
11

and for the mailer, in making his offer to that list,

12

that every customer that he was able to attract had a

13

potential value of $30,000 to his company, and let's

14

assume that the response rate is 2 percent, which is

15

substantially higher, I think you'll agree, than the

16

three-to-four-tenthsof a percent that we discussed

17

earlier about WMB.

18

A

Correct.

19

Q

Okay.

Correct?

And

the third assumption I want you

20

to make is that the UAA rate is 15 percent, which is,

21

I think you'll agree, substantially greater than the

22

4.5 percent for solicitation mail assumed in the NSA.

23

Correct?

24

A

Correct.

25

Q

So we've got each customer with a value of
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1

$30,000, a response rate of 2 percent, UAA rate of 15

2

percent.

3

high response rate, high UAA.

So we've got high value to the customer,

Correct?

4

A

Correct.

5

Q

Under the definition in your response to

6

that interrogatory, this would qualify as a high-

7

quality mailing, wouldn't it?

8

A

It would depend on the economic factors of

9

the customer. The $30,000 revenue might really only

10

mean $100 in profit or $10 in profit or zero dollars

11

in profit.

12

customer are and what industry they are operating

13

under.

14

Q

Well, let's say it's a net value of $30,000.

15

A

If the net value of $30,000 met the ROI of

It depends on what the economics of the

16

the customer, it would appear to be a very good

17

mailing for them.

18

Q

And

in terms of the criteria you set out

19

here in your response, applying your criteria to my

20

hypothetical where we have this high value, high

21

response rate, high UAA, this would qualify as a high-

22

quality mailinq.

23
24
25

A

Correct?

Depending on the individual factors of the

mailer, maybe it could be a high-value mailing.

Q

If we're assuming that he is going to net
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1

$30,000 per person, it couldn't get much better than

2

that, could it?
A

3

But if their average customer nets $50,000,

4

then this might not be - - depending on the costs

5

associated, they would have to evaluate the ROI.

6

That's why we need to look at individual customers

7

when we look at this.

8

good to me and you, but to, say, another company where

9

they are generating $50,000 net from each customer, is

Thirty thousand might look very

10

it worth the probability of going after $30,000 for

11

them?

Q

12

Let's assume it's WMB, you know, a

13

hypothetical, and they are going to make $30,000 per

14

year on a custorr.er. That's probably a lot compared to

15

most customers.

16

A

I would believe so.

17

Q

Okay.

18

for WMB?
A

19

20
21

Would that be a high-quality mailing

for

That would be a very high-quality mailing

--

Q

Okay.

When a mailing elicits that kind of

22

high response rate from high-value prospective

23

customers, the m?.iler could make a bundle on it.

24

Correct?

25

A

That is possible.
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

Q

Does the Postal Service get anything extra

under that circumstance?
A

Are you suggesting that we're sharing that

$30,000 net value?

Q

Does it get any extra money in any way,

depending on the return and the value of the customer?
A

The Postal Service only generates through
I think one of the issues you've

8

additional volume.

9

left out is the cost of acquiring that customer in

10

your assumption.

11

response rate, and a UAA rate, but we don't have what

12

the cost is to capture that volume.

13

mail a billion pieces?

14

million pieces?

15

I think it is that they need to understand exactly

16

what the cost of acquisition is.

17

Q

We have a $30,000 value,

2

percent

Do they have to

Do they have to mail a hundred

From Washington Mutual's perspective,

Well, we did have an assumption that the

18

response rate was 2 percent, which was substantially

19

higher than the WMB assumptions of three-tenths to

20

four-tenths.

21

A

But the cost of acquisition for each
they would have to look

22

customer, we'll say

23

at that, too, in comparison.

24

correct, but you would need to have cost of

25

acquisition in that example.

$20,000;

I think your analogy is
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1
2

Q

Well, let's assume we're just mailing

standard packages out of WMB.

3

A

Okay.

4

Q

I don't know what the cost per package is.

5

Maybe you do, but assume it's the same.

6

A

Okay.

7

Q

Then we are dealing with, under your

8

definition, a high-quality mailing.

9

A

That is correct.

10

Q

And the Postal Service is not getting any

11

extra compensation because it's such a good deal for

12

the mailer.

13

A

That's correct.

14

Q

Okay.

Correct?

But when the UAA rate is very high,

15

as it is in this hypothetical, the mailer is not

16

paying any extra postage to the Postal Service as a

17

result. Correct?

18

A

Correct.

19

Q

They are just paying their discounted

20
21

postage rate - - correct?
A

--

if it's under the NSA.

If it's under the NSA, they would be paying

22

o n l y their discounted rate.

23

does, it does work to improve the UAA rate, so you

24

would see

25

Q

Correct.

But as the NSA

--

We'll get to that.

No, I understand.
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1

the UAA rate is very high, the mailer pays no extra

2

because of that. I understand there are things that

3

you do in your NSA to try to mitigate it, but when the

4

UAA rate is high, the mailer doesn't pay more.

5

Correct?

6

A

They do not pay more to the Postal Service.

7

Q

So the Postal Service bears all of the

8

additional costs of that UAA mail.

9

A

That is correct.

10

Q

So if you have higher-than-anticipated UAA

11

rates, it causes the Postal Service profit on the NSA

12

or contribution to institutional costs, whatever you

13

want to call it, to be lower than anticipated.

14

Correct?

15

A

That is correct.

16

Q

And just to stay with the hypothetical €or a

17

minute, solely from the standpoint of the Postal

18

Service, from the perspective of the Postal Service,

19

would you define this mailing with a 15 percent UAA

20

rate, the hypothetical I've been using, as a high-

21

quality mailing?

22

A

No, I would not.

23

Q

And, again, solely from the standpoint of

24

the Postal Service, do you have an opinion as to at

25

what UAA rate the Postal Service would be defined as a
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1

2
3
4

5

high-quality mailing?
A

I do not have insight into what the Postal

Service would qualify as a high-quality mailing.

Q

But it would certainly be a lower-than-

average UAA rate.

Correct?

6

A

That is correct.

7

Q

So if the average, I think, is 1.23 percent

8

f o r all first-class mail, you say, and then 1.70

9

percent for first-class automation and presort - - is

10

that correct? - -

11

A

That is correct.

12

Q

- - that it would have to be lower than those

13

averages in order to be high-quality mailing for the

14

Postal Service. Correct?

15

A

In terms of address quality - - I don't think

16

you can look at it that way in terms of average. As

17

long as the customer is doing all of the processes for

18

address hygiene that are required and are exceeding

19

those, that's a high-quality list.

20

average that we're talking about is you can't compare

21

the total average individual customer - - if Washington

22

Mutual Bank wasn't doing all of the processes that

23

they aren't going to do under the NSA and they are

24

currently doing, their UAA rate might have been, say,

25

30 percent, as an example, but because of the

I believe the
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1

processes that they are committed to in the NSA and

2

that they are currently doing, their UAA quality is,

3

say, 15 percent.
So if I look at where I ' m starting from and

4

5

where I'm carrying it to, then I would consider that a

6

high-quality list for Washington Mutual.

7

Q

Okay.

Well, let's look at that as to what

8

is changing in the NSA.

9

A, we just discussed, was 1.23 percent UAA for all

10

first-class mail.

11

A

12

class mail.

13

Q

Your response to the Section

Correct?

For all mail - - correct - - for all first-

First class.

Correct?

Okay.

And for

14

first-class automation and presort, it's 1.7 percent.

15

Correct ?

16

A

That is correct.

17

Q

So if automation and presort have a higher

18

UAA rate than average for all first-class mail, do you

19

have any estimate of what the

20

remainder of first-class mail?

UAA

rate is for the

21

A

I do not.

22

Q

It would be perhaps around one percent

23

A

One percent.

24

Q

Do you happen to know what the trend is in

25

Correct.

UAA mail €or all first-class mail; say, if it's 1.23
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1

now, what it was five or 10 years ago?
A

2
3

I do not have an understanding of the trend.

My understanding is that it has slightly increased.

Q

4

But in your response to Part D of our

5

interrogatory, you confirm that the assumed rate for

6

WMB's

7

percent.

first-class mail marketing program is
Correct?

8

A

That is correct.

9

Q

Is that

10

A

Have you changed questions?

11

4.5

4.5

percent

--

Are you still

on Question 14?

Q

12

No.

I'm on nine.

13

didn't refer you to nine.

14

1.23 and 1.70 - -

I'm sorry.

Sorry.

I guess I

That's where the

15

A

I have those down to memory.

16

Q

I thought you would have those.

I'm sorry.

17

I should have referenced Question 9. But in your

18

response to nine - -

19

-

20

have the 4.5 percent for WMB's first-class marketing

21

mail.

let me see if I can find it now -

9(d) at the top of the next page, that's where you

Right?

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

Okay. And I wanted to ask you what that's
Is that based on the Postal Service's

24

based on.

25

experience with other NSAs, prior NSAs, or just WMB?
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1

2
3
4

A

That is a specific number as to Washington

Mutual Bank.

Q

Okay.

And if you take

million letters, that's

45,000

4.5

percent of just a

UAA letters.

Correct?

5

A

That's correct.

6

Q

And here, UAA, as you're using it, means

7

mail that is undeliverable as addressed and not

8

forwardable either.

Correct?

9

A

That is correct.

10

Q

So if you add the pieces that are

11

forwardable that require additional cost, that would

12

raj-se it beyond

4.5

percent.

Correct?

13

A

That is correct.

14

Q

And you don't know what that number is.

15

Correct?

16

A

At this time, we do not know.

17

Q

Is any effort being made to find out what

18
19

20

21

the rate of forwarding is for NSA participants?
A

It is one of the data requirements in all of

the NSAs that have gone forward so far.

Q

But you feel that there is no useful data

22

that you've obtained in the past that would help you

23

put in a response in this case as to what you

24

anticipate.

25

A

Based on our experience, it differs
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1

according to the company, and to use a number, an

2

average, to Washington Mutual would not be, I think, a

3

fair estimate at this time.

4

Q

Let's look at ll(d), and this will give you

5

an opportunity to expand on what you started to get

6

into before about the specific provisions in this NSA

7

to reduce UAA.

8

consideration, if any, do you give to the goal of

9

reducing the volume of UAA mail when the mailing lists

10

used are known to contain percentages of UAA mail that

11

far exceed the average in first class?" Do you see

12

that?

In 11 (d), we ask you, "What

13

A

That is correct.

14

Q

And you respond by saying, "The NSA

15

encourages the conversion of mail that results in a

16

higher overall net contribution to the Postal Service

17

we balanced against the risk of higher UAA costs,

18

however, by including provisions in the NSA to reduce

19

the amount of

20

talking about a minute ago, is it not?

UAA

mail." And that's what you were

21

A

That i s correct.

22

Q

Okay.

Just to clarify, are you saying that

23

the 4 . 5 percent estimate is after the Postal Service

24

gets the benefit of the provisions in the NSA that

25

reduce the level of UAA mail for WMB?
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1
2

3

A

The 4.5 percent is their historical

calculation of UPA mail volume.

Q

So the 4.5 percent is not what you're

4

expecting under the N S A .

5

that's lower than that.

You're expecting a number

6

A

We expect it to change, to decrease.

7

Q

And do you have any number €or what you

8

expect it to move to?
I do not.

9

A

No,

10

Q

I € the UAA rate were 4.5 percent, it still

11

would be over two and a half times the 1.7 percent UAA

12

rate €or automation and presort, wouldn't it?

13

A

That is correct.

14

Q

Without this NSA, WMB would likely continue

15

to enter its solicitation mail at standard mail rates,

16

would it not?

17
18
19

A

There is a high probability that that is

true.

Q

And

when

WMB

enters its mail at standard

20

mail rates or standard regular rates - - it would be

21

standard regular.

Correct?

22

A

That is correct.

23

Q

When it enters solicitations at standard

24

regular rates, some portion of that is likely to be

25

UAA as well, perhaps four and a half percent or
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1

perhaps more.

Correct?

2

A

Correct.

3

Q

So when you say that the NSA,

and this is in

4

your response - - I just have to find exactly where it

5

is

6

quotation that I'm about to read to you, and so I

7

apologize for that.

8

anyway.

--

I'm sorry.

I can't find my reference to the

Maybe you can answer it for me

At one point, you say that this NSA reduces

9

10

the amount of UAA mail for WMB.

11

language?

Do you recall that

12

A

I think I do.

13

Q

The reference I was trying to find is in our

14

13(a) (i), and there you talked about the benefits to

15

the Postal Service, and you say that it lowers the UAA

16

rate on current first-class mail solicitations,

17

thereby increasing the amount of net contributions

18

from th s mail.

Do you see that?

19

A

Yes, I do.

20

Q

It actually is reducing the UAA rate from

21

4.5,

which is, you say, historic for WMB.

Correct?

22

A

That is correct.

23

Q

So it's reducing it from this very high

24

rate, which was two and a half times what the first-

25

class automation and presort rate is, down to some
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1

level that you don't know what it's going to be.

2

Correct?

3

A

That is correct.

4

Q

What does the Postal Service do with

5
6
7

standard regular mail that's UAA?

A

It is my understanding that that mail is

trashed.

8

Q

Destroyed?

9

A

Destroyed.

10

Q

Is it fair to say that for standard regular

11

mail that's UAA and not forwardable that standard

12

regular mailers, in general, don't have any interest

13

in learning about which pieces were forwarded or which

14

pieces were not forwarded or UAA?

15

A

I think what you're asking is, €or standard

16

mail, do the customers not care about the UAA rate?

17

would say that depends on the customers.

18

Q

Not the rate.

I

I ' m sure they would care

19

about the rate becaxse it's the percentage of their

20

mail that isn't beneficial, but they would not care so

21

much about the information coming back with a correct

22

address. Would that not be fair to say?

23

A

That is fair to say.

24

Q

And, in fact, if they wanted it, they could

25

ask for it and get it and pay for it.

Correct?
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1

A

That is correct.

2

Q

But what I ' m trying to get at, and I've

3

never understood in any of this discussion, is if WMB

4

converts its mail from standard to first class, and it

5

didn't care what the correct address was when it was

6

in standard, why would it care to get the electronic

7

UAA information?
A

8
9

time

--

I think they care.

I think the costs at the

the list price for standard, the costs of

10

getting that return information doesn't make it a

11

profitable mailing if they were to capture that

12

additional information.

13

ACS information even in standard mail, but for that

14

mailing list, f2r that quality, or for the costs

15

associated at that time, it didn't make sense for them

16

to invest in that data.

17
18
19

20
21

22

Q

I believe they do value that

Are you saying that WMB owns the mailing

lists that it does its solicitations to?
A

I believe it owns some of the lists, and

some of them are rented.

Q

For the ones that are rented - - do you know

which is the majority?

23

A

I believe the majority is owned.

24

Q

For the ones that are rented, do you know

25

what it would do with the information if it gets it?
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A

I believe they will provide that information

to their own database people and address-management
people.
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

11

Q

Do you know if WMB typically uses a rented

list more than once?
A

I carnot speak to how Washington Mutual Bank

uses their rented lists.

Q

And if it wasn't used more than once, it

wouldn't have any value to them, would it, the
address-correction information?
A

I do not agree with that statement.

I

12

believe, from past experience, we've seen that even

13

customers when they just rent a list, they are able to

14

use ACS transactions to build databases of corrected

15

addresses, which they then use against future mailing

16

lists. There is a high probability that certain names

17

or individual addresses show up on more than one list.

18

We might be on lists A , B, and C, and when you run B

19

and C mailing lists, if you capture that information

20

from mailing list A, you would be able t o c o r r e c t

21

mailing l i s t s B and C.

22

Q

So it's your testimony that WMB plans to

23

take the electronic UAA information, create a

24

database, and run its subsequent mailing lists against

25

that.
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A

1

I can't speak to exactly how they will use

2

the ACS information, but I believe they have intents

3

to use ACS information in updating their address base.

Q

4

Let me ask you to speculate with me f o r a

5

moment.

Suppose they don't use it that way.

6

they have no more interest in getting it in first

7

class than they did in standard mail, had no plans to

8

use it.

9

considered, in one of these NSAs, having an agreement

Just assume that for a moment.

Suppose

Have you ever

10

with a mailer that the first-class mail piece be

11

treated as though it were standard mail and allowed to

12

be trashed or destroyed?
A

13
14

I believe the piece is being trashed and

destroyed when Washington Mutual Bank commits to ACS.

Q

15

Fair enough, but without the benefit of

16

electronic return.

17

completely.

18

A

In other words, get rid of it

I can't speak to other discussions within

19

the same environment if that has been discussed or

20

not.

21

Q

I'm sorry.

22

A

I haven't been privy to any NSA discussions

Why can't you?

23

where we have considered treating first-class mail

24

outside without the forwarding or returns.

25

Q

So the answer is it hasn't been discussed,
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1

2
3
4

to your knowledge.
A

It may have been discussed.

To my

knowledge, yes.

Q

Thank you.

Do you recall we had a couple of

5

questions - - it was four and 2 1 - - there is no need to

6

go to them perhaps - - that dealt with the ability of

7

similarly situated mailers to have access to an NSA

8

like this. At one point, you talked about the

9

availability to other mailers and then about the

10

barriers for other mailers.

Correct?

11

A

That's correct.

12

Q

If there were lower barriers, if there were

13

no caps, and if caps really were a barrier, as you say

14

in your testimony, and if there were no transactional

15

costs, no litigation costs, and no delays, and people

16

were able to get them quicker, wouldn't it be true if

17

mailers were like WMB, you would wind up in first-

18

class mail with a lot of mail that had a 4.5 percent,

19

let's say, UAA rate instead of the lower return UAA

20

r a t e s t h a t a r e there now?

21

A

Well, I think you're comparing apples and
The 1.7 percent for automation presort

22

oranges here.

23

includes all types of mail.

24

marketing mail.

25

4.5 percent marketing mail, it's all probability that

It doesn't just include

So when you compare the 1 . 7 to the
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1

other people who use first-class mail for marketing

2

purposes, their UAA rate is very different than the

3

1.7 percent identified.

4

of customers who might have a 30 percent UAA rate and

5

customers who have a zero percent UAA rate.

The 1.7 percent is an average

For example, Washington Mutual has under

6

7

statements and correspondence mail a one percent

8

response UAA rate and a

9

quantity of their marketing mail was to go down to

4.5

percent UAA rate.

If the

10

zero, they would have a UAA rate of one percent.

11

would not be in the best interests of the Postal

12

Service because we would lose a lot of contribution-

13

positive, first-class mail volume.

14

question the way you're talking about it, we would

15

have to look and see exactly what are the UAA rates

16

for marketing mail.

17

18
19

Q

That

To understand the

You're not actually saying there are mailers

that have 30 percent UAA rates, are you?
A

Your analogy on your

percent.

15

There

20

might be a mailer out there who is a novice mailer,

21

and they do a one-time mailing.

22

but the 1.7 percent, as an average, means that there

23

are people disposed around that average.

24
25

Q

I can't speak to it,

Right, but if that's the average, and if

you're entering new first-class mail, and it has a
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1

four-and-a-half-percent UAA rate, aren't you

2

necessarily increasing the average for all mailers

3

because it's averaged across all mailers?

4

A

You would be if you were to encourage a

5

large proportion.

Even if you were to encourage all

6

of Washington Mutual's mail volume - - I think 90

7

billion pieces is the current first-class mail base - -

8

of that 90 billion pieces you're only going to be

9

adding an additional three or 400 million pieces under

10

their agreement, so it's not going to drive the

11

average significa.ntly.

12

Q

Now, that's exactly what you said in your

13

response to 21, and what I ' m trying to say is, you

14

want to have NSAs readily, easily, cheaply available,

15

and I'm saying if you make this available to other

16

similarly situated companies the way that, at one

17

point, you say in the testimony - - you say that you

18

think this would be one.

19

didn't do a follow-on to the Cap One NSA.

20

it to be a baseline.

21

others that would come to be similarly situated to it.

22

Is that not correct?

You made it a baseline.

You wanted

You were hoping there would be

23

A

That is correct.

24

Q

Okay.

25

You

If your dream comes to fruition, and

if the Commission streamlines procedures to Mr.
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1

Plunkett's wildest imaginations, and you're allowed to

2

have no transaction costs virtually and just have many

3

people mail them, and they are coming in at 4.5

4

percent, I ' m saying, eventually, aren't you raising

5

the costs of UAA mail within first-class mail, and

6

isn't that going to have to be built into an averaged

7

across all of the first-class mail rates?

8
9

A

No.

1 do not agree with that statement.

I

believe because even if we were encouraging that 4.5

10

percent, that cost exists in standard mail currently.

11

So say Washington Mutual was never to convert that 4.5

12

percent mail from standard into first class. Without

13

an NSA, that mail would.have continued to be mailed in

14

standard rates, and you would have continually

15

incurred a cost of four and a half percent on that

16

standard mail deck, but by converting that mail to

17

first-class mail, you might get a UAA transaction the

18

first time, but the second time we would fix that

19

address, and in the aggregate, we're lowering that UAA

20

rate.

21

So the benefit is we would lower total

22

contribution costs, and the Postal Service, as a total

23

in contribution, would be much better of€ if we were

24

to get lots of mailers to come in, even if they had a

25

four-and-a-half-percent return rate, and get them to
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1

adopt the processes Washington Mutual has committed to

2

and get them to commit to 90 percent of their

3

marketing mail volume in first-class mail, it would be

4

a positive contribution for the Postal Service.

5

Q

Well, that's a nice overview from the

6

standpoint of the Postal Service, but I can assure you

7

that first-class mailers care about the rates that

8

they pay, as each class of mail does, and people tend

9

not to look at cosmic benefit to the Postal Service.
So my question is, is it not true that if

10

11

you attract many similarly situated mailers with tens

12

and. hundreds of millions of pieces into first-class

13

mail, and it has faur-and-a-half-percentUAA rates or

14

something similar to that, and right now the

15

percentage is much less than that, doesn't that

16

increase the costs of first-class mail, UAA, and don't

17

those costs have to be borne by first-class mail and

18

built into the rate base, so don't rates go up?

19

A

I believe that the pieces they are

20

converting, there is still a contribution depositor.

21

There is still an increase in contributions to the

22

Postal Service, so the total costs will not go up, as

23

you say.

24

involved in this, customers like Washington Mutual,

25

Capital One, Discover, Chase, Bank One, the ones who

I would think if there was a customer
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1

are the large statement providers, combined, the five

2

NSA customers mail over maybe three and a half

3

billion, four billion statements.

4

users of first-class mail.

5

driving the cost of postage on those statements up by

6

converting mail that's going to drive up the total

7

cost.

0
9

Q

They are large

They are not interested in

Well, they are not paying the total cost of

what they are driving up.

They are paying only a bit

10

of it.

11

first-class mail, is much more expensive to handle

12

from the standpoint of the Postal Service.

13

you deny that that's going to have to be built into

14

the rate base and be shared by all first-class

15

mai 1ers?

16

A

They have mail that, vis-a-vis other existing

How can

We do not believe it's going to drive a

17

significant change in the UAA rate for first-class

18

mail as a whole.

19

you say that Washington Mutual paid a lower rate.

20

They are still going to be paying the list rate on 490

21

million pieces of their first-class mail volume, which

22

is a significant portion of their existing first-class

23

mail base and their projected volume.

24
25

Q

I take exception to the fact that

My question only has to do with the mail

that is under the NSA.
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1

A

I do not believe that 1.7 percent for a

2

total automation rate will change drastically by

3

encouraging greater conversion from standard to first-

4

class mail through the NSAs.

5
6
7

Q

So is it your position it would increase but

not increase drastically?
A

Correct.

In a statistically valid way

8

either, I real.ly doubt you would be able to drive any

9

meaningful change in the 1.7 percent.

10

Q

11

too small.

12

A

It's too small. Correct.

13

Q

The total number of pieces of credit card

14

It simply disappears in the rounding.

It's

solicitation nail, you said was what?

15

A

For Washington Mutual?

16

Q

No.

17

A

I said for statements, they maybe mailed out

18

19

For the whole - -

4 billion statements to the NSA customers.

Q

I thought you had speculated as to what the

20

total - - let me ask you that. Do you know that if all

21

other credit card offerors were to come in and get a

22

similarly situated, functionally equivalent NSA, how

23

much volume in first-class mail that would generate?

24

25

A

I think the latest number I saw, I think,

was Dow Jones said there was anywhere from about 6
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1

billion pieces of credit card solicitations in the

2

mail stream.

3

that were mailed first class, that would be about 5.4

4

billion pieces.

5

pretty sure we don't have 90 percent of the credit

6

card solicitation volume in first-class mail.

7

were to happen, you could convert - - if everyone were

8

to jump along, you would have about 4.5 billion pieces

9

of additional first-class mail.

Q

10

If you were to assume that 90 percent of

Currently, of that 5.4 billion, I ' m

If that

Can you take a look at your response to

(d), please?

This is my last question, you will be

11

4

12

glad to know. We asked you, "Please explain fully all

13

reasons why the three conditions on page 12, lines

14

to 8, of your testimony could not be incorporated into

15

a set of requisite conditions for either a niche

16

classification or a new, first-class, bulk-

17

solicitation subclass." Do you see that?

6

18

A

That's correct.

19

Q

And y o u r response was, " I have not attempted

20

to identify

21

A

E

22

Q

E?

- - I '

Did I read you D or E?

I'm sorry.

You say, "1 have not attempted to

23

identify all of the conditions that would have to

24

exist to support the creation of a niche

25

classification as herein described, nor have I
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1

attempted to design prices €or a subclass of this

2

kind." Is that correct?

3

A

That is correct.

4

Q

And

then, in D, we asked you, "Why is a

5

series of NSAs, each of which is exclusive to an

6

individual mailer and which may exclude many similarly

7

situated mailers, more fair and superior to a niche

8

classification or a new, first-class, bulk-

9

solicitation subclass?"
Your response there was, in part, in the

10

11

second sentence:

"1 did not attempt to evaluate the

12

relative superiority of the NSA relative to

13

alternative approaches.8o Correct?

14

A

That is correct.

15

Q

And one of the alternative approaches was

16

the niche we asked you about in the question.

17

A

That is correct.

18

Q

Okay.

19

You are the only Postal Service

witness in this case. Correct?

20

A

That is correct.

21

Q

And

22

there is another witness that Mr. May

has from WMB, who is Mr. Rappaport.

Correct?

23

A

That is correct.

24

Q

Do you know, in your testimony, did you

25

compare this NSA to a niche classification?
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1

A

No, I did not.

2

Q

Did Witness Rappaport do that?

3

A

No, he did not.

4

Q

Why did you not do that?

5

A

The NSA process, as we've identified it, I

6

think, doesn't work well within a niche

7

classification. As I've mentioned previously, part of

8

the use of discounts is to drive - -

9

Q

I'm sorry.

Can I just interrupt just to

10

make sure you're answering the question because I

11

wasn't sure?

12

niche versus NSA.

13

A

I just asked you why you hadn't analyzed
Go ahead if that's your answer.

It's something we've discussed previously

14

also in the NSA process. One of the limitations is

15

that discounts encourage greater mail volume.

16

not found it a reliable way, as of yet, to ensure that

17

the customers we're working with in the NSA process

18

are really committing to an increase in after rates

19

volume that is solely a response to the discounted

20

rates.

21

Q

We have

Let me ask you this. Are you familiar with

22

the rules of the Commission that govern consideration

23

of baseline NSAs?

24

A

Yes.

I'm somewhat familiar with those.

25

Q

And there is an attachment to the NSA
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1

request - - it's page E-11.

2

that there.

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

It says:

I don't know if you have

I ' m there.

"The rule states that the Postal

5

Service request for a baseline negotiated service

6

agreement shall include, one, a written justification

7

for requesting a negotiated service agreement

8

classification &s opposed to a more generally

9

applicable form of classification." I'll skip two.

10

That's not what Y'm asking about at the moment.

11

The response is, "These requirements are

12

discussed in the request and in the testimonies of

13

Witness Ali Ayub and Michael Rappaport."

Is it fair to say that it's not discussed in

14

15
16

your testimony, as you just said?
A

You talked about an evaluation of why a

17

niche classification would be superior to that.

18

did not evaluate why a niche classification is

19

superior to a baseline approach. What we did discuss

20

is why this works as a baseline agreement.

21

Q

Okay.

We

Why it works as a baseline agreement

22

but not as opposed to a more generally applicable form

23

of classification. Correct?

24

A

That's correct.

25

Q

And the same for Mr. Rappaport. Your
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1

testimony, I noticed, said that you read his

2

testimony, and it's reliable, so I assume you're well

3

familiar with his testimony, and, to your knowledge,

4

he did not do this either.

5

6

A

MR. OLSON:

I have.

Thank you, Mr. Ayub.

Is there any follow-up

cross-examination?

11

(No response.

12

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

13

the bench?

Are there any questions from

Commissioner Hammond?

14

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

15

THE WITNESS:

16

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

17

That's all

I appreciate it.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

9

10

He did not evaluate the benefits of a

baseline in a niche classification, I believe.

7

8

Correct?

Good morning.

Good morning.
I have a couple of

questions.
Are you familiar with the Commission's

18
19

concern that the Postal Service might give excessive

20

discounts to mail that would have been sent even if no

21

discounts were available?
THE WITNESS:

22

23
24

25

Yes.

I'm aware of that

concern.
COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

Okay.

Would you

agree that factors other than price affect mailers'
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1

decisions to send mail or not send mail?

2

THE WITNESS:

That is correct.

3

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

It is very likely

4

that over a three-year period there would be numerous

5

changes, economic changes, social changes, whatever,

6

that are likely to affect the volumes of mail sent by

7

any particular mailer.

8

THE WITNESS:

9

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

That is correct.
Okay.

So how does

10

the Postal Service account for those effects whenever

11

you're negotiating NSAs?

12

THE WITNESS:

I believe our evaluation of

13

the before rates forecast is our best attempt at

14

understanding what the market environment that the

15

customer is working in will operate under.

16

that the risk-mitigation strategies you've written

17

into the contract, such as adjustment of the

18

threshold, allow us to eliminate the fear and the

19

concern that we have about discounting any - - volume

20

in years two and three of the agreement.

21

I think

The threshold adjustment is based off of

22

what happens in the actual year.

Say we are wrong one

23

year and that there are exogenous factors that drive

24

an increase in volume.

25

will have an impact in total number of accounts. By

That rise in exogenous volume
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1

adjusting the thresholds in years two and three by the

2

change in the number of accounts, we've adjusted for

3

that change in economic factor, the marketing

4

perception €or Washington Mutual Bank or any other

5

customers.

6

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

So after an NSA is

7

implemented, does the Postal Service have a specific

a

procedure for determining nonprice factors have

9

affected the volume sent?

10

THE WITNESS:

We look at it through the data

11

collection plans and try to evaluate what exactly was

12

driving the volume responses.

13

customers to talk with them during the terms of the

14

NSA agreement about how are they using the discount,

15

and what are the benefits for them.

We also work with our

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

16

So is that a specific

17

procedure?

ia

me, what the specific procedure is?

Is that what you have just explained to

That is correct.

19

THE WITNESS:

20

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

So when such occurs,

21

can you provide the Commission with a copy of this

22

procedure?

23

THE WITNESS:

I believe it's included in the

24

data collection plan, some of that information, for

25

the previous NSAs, and I believe it is part of the
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1

data collection requirement for this NSA also.
COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

2

So it's probably

3

contained in there, but if not, you would be willing

4

to get it to us.

5

THE WITNESS:

Correct.

6

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

Okay.

All right.

I

7

had one other area that I wanted to try to understand

8

a little better.

9

penalty or whatever you want to call it involved in

I believe there is a fine or a

10

this NSA if Washington Mutual essentially doesn't mail

11

a certain volume under the agreement.

12

me, from the Postal Service's viewpoint, because I

13

assume Washington Mutual will have a different

14

viewpoint, but can you tell me, from your viewpoint,

15

why the figure, $250,000, why that is the correct

16

amount?

17

THE WITNESS:

Can you tell

I believe both penalties are

18

$250,000. Are you referring to the penalty for the 90

19

percent commitment of marketing mail or the $250,000

20

penalty for 350 million pieces of first-class mail?

21
22

23

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

I would like to hear

a b o u t all of it.

THE WITNESS:

Generally speaking, I believe

24

the $250,000 was the number that management felt was

25

penalty enough to ensure that the customers were
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1

serious about the process of moving forward in the NSA

2

and that they would commit to certain volume levels

3

that would result in contribution for the Postal

4

Service.

5

chosen or, say, $500,000, but the $250,000, I believe,

6

Postal Service management believed was a significant

7

deterrent to the customers to ensure that they were

8

interested in pursuing the NSA agreement.

9

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

I cannot speak to exactly why $250,000 was

Well, okay.

10

yourself don't know whether $250,000 is the

11

appropriate amount.

12

THE WITNESS:

So you

I believe it is an appropriate

13

penalty amount to our customers if they do not fail to

14

meet the requirements in the NSA.

15

process is the penalty of $250,000 isn't something

16

that the Postal Service just chooses.

17

the negotiation process.

18

work with identify - - say, we talk about a penalty of

19

a million dollars, even if they don't believe that

20

that penalty will be enforced, they have to manage

21

that million-dollar penalty.

22

negotiations, the Postal Service identifies what do we

23

have to give up to increase that $250,000 penalty.

I think part of the

It's part of

So when the customers we

During the course of

24

I think both the Postal Service and the

25

customers do not believe that the penalty will be
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1

applied, but we want a significant penalty that

2

illustrates to the Commission and to the other

3

observers that the penalty is a real penalty; it's not

4

there €or show.
COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

5
6

don't understand.

7

might not be applied?

9

Why do you say that the penalty
What do you mean by that?

THE WITNESS:

8

Well, maybe I just

I think it's in neither the

Postal Service's or the customers' interests that the

10

penalty be applied.

11

mail volumes to increase. The penalty is there to

12

ensure that if the business environment changes or

13

something changes at the customer level, and they are

14

not able to pursue the NSA the way it was meant to be

15

implemented, there is a transaction penalty cost for

16

them.

17

$250,000.

18

I think we both want to drive

That transaction penalty cost is identified as

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

Okay.

So basically,

19

you have just answered why.

20

I think that's all I have for right now.

Okay.

THE WITNESS:

22

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

23

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

25

Great.

Thank you.

Thank you.

21

24

A l l right.

Commissioner Tisdale?
Could I just ask one

brief follow-up on Tony's last question?
Does that penalty relate at all to what the
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1

potential costs would be to the Postal Service if the

2

guarantees aren't met, or is it just a number out of

3

the hat?

4

5
6

THE WITNESS:

I think it is supposed to

cover the transaction costs of pursuing the NSAs.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

But not the losses

7

the Postal Service might experience if the volumes

8

aren't met.

9

THE WITNESS:

If the volumes are not met,

10

the Postal Service doesn't really have any loss

11

because we would not have paid any discounts out in

12

terms of incentives.

13

applied, Washington Mutual would have earned zero

14

dollars in incentives, so the Postal Service's loss

15

would be zero in terms of providing any incentives.

For these penalties to be

16

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

17

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

18

VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE:

Okay.

Commissioner Tisdale?
I just have a couple

19

of questions, one concerning your answer to OCA

20

Interrogatory 2 5 .

21

THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

22

VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE:

In your response,

23

you provide a formula there that includes cross-

24

elasticities.

25

THE WITNESS:

That is correct.
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VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE:

1

But you say that you

2

can‘t use the formula because Washington Mutual’s

3

volume estimates can be used only to obtain cross-

4

elasticity of a known price elasticity but not both.
That i s correct.

5

THE WITNESS:

6

VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE: You also say i n that

7

answer that the main factor that affects volume in

8

this NSA is the cross-elasticity. Is that correct?
THE WITNESS:

9

That is correct.

VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE: And the Postal

10

11

Service accepts Washington Mutual’s claim that all of

12

the standard mail will convert to first class in

13

response to discounts.

14

THE WITNESS:

15

Yes, up to 9 0 percent, we

be 1ieve .
VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE: Up to 9 0 percent?

16
17

Okay.

Isn’t that basically what a cross-elasticity

18

is, a measure of how much mail would change from one

19

class to another?

20

THE WITNESS:

21

VICE CHAIRMAN TISDALE: Okay.

22
23
24
25

That is correct.
That’s all I

have.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Is there anyone else who

wishes to cross-examine the witness?
(No response.)
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2

There being none, Mr.

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1

Alverno, would you like some time with your witness?
Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

3

MR. ALVERNO:

4

Maybe, like, four minutes or so?

5

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

6

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

7

CHAIF"

OMAS:

Fine.

Thank you.

Mr. Alverno, before you

8

redirect, I wculd like to ask the witness a couple of

9

questions, if I may.
Mr. Ayub, in your discussion with Mr. Olson,

10
11

you said that y3u thought that perhaps the Postal

12

Service's marketing department had done some research

13

about the relative value that customers place on

14

first-class and standard mail.

15

be a good idea to review this research before

16

negotiating an NSA?
THE WITNESS:

17

Do you think it would

I believe the data that we're

18

looking for in terms of the mail moment is what Mr.

19

Olson was getting to, and I don't want to speak for

20

him, but the Postal Service is looking at what can we

21

do drive total response rates.

22

believe that the introduction of the credit card

23

solicitations will degrade that first-class mail

24

moment.

25

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

I don't think we

You also indicated earlier
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1

that you do not go into negotiations with a sense of

2

relative value that a potential NSA partner places on

3

first-class or standard mail.

4

that mailers probably do study this issue.

S

place the Postal Service at a disadvantage in the

6

negotiation if the mailers understand how it values

I

classes of mail, and the Postal Service doesn't?

8

THE WITNESS:

9

the response came out.

You also seem to agree
Doesn't it

I apologize if that's the way
The Postal Service does

10

evaluate how customers use first-class mail and

11

standard mail.

12

in the past and what the trends have been in first

13

class and standard.

14

impact is to them and how their marketing budgets

15

changed, we look to see how their allocation moves

16

between first and standard. What we don't do is

17

evaluate exactly what's the value they place on a

18

customer that they captured through first-class mail

19

versus one they gained through standard mail.

What we do is look at how they used it

So when we see what the cost

20

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

21

Mr. Alverno?

22

MR. OLSON:

23

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, before you go to

redirect, could I follow up on something you asked?

24

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

25

MR. OLSON:

Yes.

Mr. Ayub, in response to
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1

Chairman Omas's question, did you use the phrase

2

Ilfirst-class mail moment"?

3

THE WITNESS:

That is correct.

4

MR. OLSON:

5

THE WITNESS:

Could you define that for us?
It is my understanding that

6

there is a study within the Postal Service that

7

describes the mail moment, then identifies exactly

8

what the characteristics are of consumers who, when

9

they open the mail stream, what are their reactions,

10

and what type of mail they capture.
So, in other words, when someone

MR. OLSON:

11
12

opens a piece of first-class mail, there is something

13

special about it to them.

14

would show?

16

Is that what you're saying?

THE WITNESS:

15

That is correct.

That is my

understanding of the study.
MR. OLSON:

17
18

know?

19

that?

Is that study public?

Do you

Is there a library reference or anything like

20

THE WITNESS:

21

MR. OLSON:

22

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

23

Mr . Alverno?

24

MR. ALVERNO:

25

Is that what this study

I do not know.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Olson.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We

only have two brief questions on redirect for Witness
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1

Ayub .
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

2

BY MR. ALVERNO:

3
4

Q

Mr. Ayub, when you were having a discussion

5

with Mr. Olson concerning standard mail and it being

6

discarded if it was UAA, that is, undeliverable as

7

addressed, when, in fact, is that true?

8

standard mail discarded?

9

A

When is UAA

To clarify my position, UAA standard mail is

10

only destroyed if it does not bear any additional

11

endorsements that require either forwarding, return to

12

sender, or any other auxiliary services.

13

Q

Thank ycu, Mr. Ayub. Also, in your exchange

14

with Commissioner Hammond, you mentioned - - I believe

15

you used the words "if the NSA is enforced.I1 Could

16

you clarify your statement, please, when you're

17

referring to the term "enforcement of the NSA"?

18

A

I apologize.

The Postal Service will

19

enforce all aspects of the contract with the NSA.

20

penalty, though, will be enforced if we have to apply

21

it. When I talked about enforcing the penalty, what I

22

meant is there night be circumstances that exist under

23

which the penalty might not be applied, not enforced.

24

25

Q

The

And by applying the penalty, you're

referring to the set of circumstances that would give
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1

rise to the penalty in the first place.

2

correct?

3

A

5

That is correct.
MR. ALVERNO:

4

Is that

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

That's all I have.
Thank you, Mr. Alverno.

6

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

7

Mr. Ayub, that completes your testimony here
We do appreciate your appearance and your

8

today.

9

contribution to our record, and you are now dismissed.

10

Thank you.

11

THE WITNESS:

12

(Witness excused.)

13

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Thank you.

Mr. May, before we begin

14

with your witness, I thought maybe we would take a 15-

15

to-20-minute break, and we'll come back and begin with

16

Mr. Rappaport. Thank you.

17

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

18

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. May?

19

MR. YAY:

20
21

22

23
24

I call Michael Rapaport to the

stand.
Whereupon,
MICHAEL WPAPORT,
having been duly sworn, was called as a
witness and was examined and testified as follows:

25
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

1

BY MR. YAY:

2
3
4

5

Q

Would you, please, identify yourself and

your position with Washington Mutual Bank?
A

Yes.

My name is Michael Rapaport and I am

6

the executive vice president for marketing services

7

for Washington Mutual Card Services.

8

9

Q

I've previously showed you two copies of a

document captioned "revised direct testimony of

10

Kichael Rapaport, on behalf of Washington Mutual Bank,

11

WMB-T-1." Did you have a chance to examine those two

12

copies?

13

A

Yes, I did.

14

Q

And I have given those two copies to the

15

reporter. Do you adopt those as your testimony today?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

And if you were to testify fully, this would

18

be your testimony?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

Are there any changes to this testimony?

21

A

No, sir.

22

MR. MAY:

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I move

23

the admission of the testimony of Michael Rapaport

24

into the record.

25

record, we decided to print non-Postal witnesses €or

And instead these be appended in the
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1

clarity.

2

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

3

(No objection.)

4

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Is there any objection?

Hearing none, I will direct

5

counsel to provide the reporter with two copies of the

6

corrected direct testimony of Michael Rapaport. That

7

testimony is received into evidence.

8

proponent testi.mony, it will be transcribed.

However, as

(The document referred to was

9

10

marked for identification as

11

Exhibit No. WMB-T-1 and was

12

received in evidence.)

13

//

14

//

15

//

16

//

17

//

18

//

19

//

20

//

21

//

22

//

23

/I

24

//

25

//
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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF
MICHAEL RAPAPORT
ON BEHALF OF
WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK

8
9

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
My name is Michael Rapaport. I manage the Marketing Services Group for

10

Washington Mutual Bank’s Credit Card business (“Card Services”). My group’s

I1

responsibility includes direct marketing campaign execution and marketing analysis. I

12

have been in my current role for 3 years. Prior to that, 1 spent 14 years at Fair, Isaac and

13

Company in a variety of roles including developing some of the earliest FICO scoring

14

models and ultimately managing the FICO Score line of business for North America.

15

(The FICO Score is used by most lenders to determine a consumer’s creditworthiness

16

prior to granting additional credit). I graduated from Stanford University with a degree in

17

Mathematical and Computational Sciences.

18
19

1.

20

baseline Negotiated Service Agreement (“NSA”) with respect to WMB’s Card Services,

21

which is now the subject of this proceeding. My testimony will provide a brief history of

22

WMB Card Services, explain Card Services’ approach to marketing, its use of Standard

23

Mail and First-class Mail and demonstrate why the NSA will encourage Card Services to

24

shift its usage from Standard Mail to First-class Mail. My testimony will also provide

25

information on Card Services’ address hygiene practices and return mail volumes.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The Postal Service and Washington Mutual Bank (“WMB) have entered into a

26

1
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HlSTORY OF WMB CARD SERVICES
WMB Card Services was created on October 1,2005 when Washington Mutual,

1
2

11.

3

Inc. successfully completed its acquisition of Providian Financial Corporation

4

(“Providian”). At the time of its acquisition, Providian was the eighth largest card issuer

5

with 9.7 million customers and $20 billion in managed credit card receivables. After its

6

acquisition, Washington Mutual established the Card Services group as its fourth

7

business line in addition to Retail Banking and Financial Services, Home Loans and

8

Commercial Banking. The proposed NSA applies only to WMB’s Card Services

9

business.

10

111.

W.MB CARD SERVICES’ MAIL TYPES

I1

While WMB’s other three business lines use multiple marketing channels

12

including television, radio and print advertisements, WMB Card Services relies virtually

13

exclusively on direct mail and telemarketing to promote its business. Like other card

14

issuers, WMB Card Services mail types can be generally divided into two ( 2 ) kinds of

15

mail: operational mail and marketing mail. Operational mail usually includes periodic

16

statements, communications with customers regarding their card account and mailings of

17

new or replacement cards. Marketing mail generally includes marketing materials

18

designed to attract new customers or encourage existing customers to utilize their credit

19

card and related products and services. While operational mail is sent using First-class

20

Mail, marketing mail may be sent via either Standard Mail or First-class Mail.

21
22

IV.

23

consistently from 2003 to 2005. WMB Card Services’ total mail volume

FIRST CLASS MAIL AND STANDARD MAIL VOLUME HISTORY
As shown in Table 1 below, WMB Card Services’ total mail volumes grew

2
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1

grew from 41 0 million pieces in 2003 to 543 million pieces in 2004 and 647 million

2

pieces in 2005.’ The increase in total volume from 2003 to 2005 was largely a result of

3

the success of Providian’s restructuring efforts which commenced in 2001. As recently

4

as the first calendar quarter of 2@03,Providian experienced a 17% charge-off rate which

5

directly impacted mail volumes by: 1) reducing the total number of active accounts; 2)

6

reducing the total marketing budget; 3) requiring significant portfolio sales, which also

7

reduced the number of active accounts; and 4) yielding regulatory limitations on the types

8

of customers to whom Providian could solicit. Also, as part of the restructuring,

9

Providian developed a new marketing strategy, testing of which began in the second half

10

of 2002, and was fully rolled out throughout 2003. By 2004, Providian’s “turnaround”

11

was largely successhl and the company’s new marketing strategy was fully implemented

12

with an increased budget allowing total mail volume to increase from 410 million in 2003

13

to approximately 543 million in 2004.

14

In 2005, total mail volume increased to 647 million due to several factors.

15

Increased growth in the card portfolio prompted an increase in the marketing budget for

16

2005. thereby enabling more marketing mail. Additionally, as the credit quality of the

17

portfolio improved, there were more existing customers to whom marketing materials

18

could be sent. Specifically, marketing mail to our existing customers rose from 35

19

million pieces in 2004 to 70 million pieces in 2005 (exclusively First-class). Also,

20

notably, Washington Mutual’s acquisition of Providian was completed in October, 2005

21

and as a result a one-time merger notification to existing customers was mailed using

22

First-class Mail. Further, and in connection with the merger, management made

’ Note that these historical volumes and those in Table I do not include a small amount of Standard Mail
fulfillment volumes (an average of about 3-5 million pieces per year) because they would be unaffected by
the NSA.
3
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1

additional marketing budget available to cross-sell the new WMB credit card to existing

2

WMB customers. Table 1 sununarizes the Historical Mail Volumes.

3

4
5
CY 2003
First-class Mail

393
118
275
17
410

Operational
Marketing
Standard Mail Solicitations
Total Mail Volume

CY 2004
362
119
243
181
543

CY 2005
524
121
403’
123
647

6
7

8
9

V.

FIRST CLASS MAIL AND STANDARD MAIL VOLUME FORECASTS
To understand how WMB Card Services arrived at its volume forecasts for the 3

years of the proposed NSA, some background into the Marketing Strategic Planning

10

Process may be useful. Next, I will discuss the methodology we employed to determine

I1

our forecasts, and more specifically, to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of the

12

proposed NSA

13

WMB Card Services’ process begins by establishing yearly account goals

14

consistent with the business’ strategic growth targets. With account goals established, we

15

determine a marketing budget by estimating the costs to acquire an account. Factors

16

which affect these ‘account acquisition costs’ include competitive pressure, an economic
’This figure is approximately 124 million pieces higher than the estimate included in my testimony as
originally filed. There are h+o major reasons for this discrepancy. First, the 2005 volumes that were
originally reported inadvertently excluded all solicitations (70 million pieces) sent to existing cardholders.
Second, the original 2005 volumes did not reflect the additional volumes - including a one-time merger
notification sent to the bank’s credit cardholders ( I 1 million pieces) and cross-sell solicitations sent to
Washington Mutual customers (20 million pieces) -that resulted f?om the merger with Washington Mutual
Bank. The 403 million piece First-class Mail marketing volume figure included in this revised version of
my testimony includes all of these volumes.

4
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1

downturn or higher solicitation costs, all of which increase the acquisition costs, and

2

improved response models, new market expansion or lower solicitation costs, which may

3

reduce the acquisition costs.

4

During the year, WMB Card Services monitors its performance with respect to its

5

account goals. Should account acquisition costs change, Card Services re-optimizes its

6

mail strategy within the same budgetary constraint. Thus, if the account acquisition costs

I

increase such that the established marketing budget is no longer adequate to obtain the

8

account goal, Card Services will reallocate its spending among marketing campaigns

9

most likely to achieve meaningful results. If account acquisition costs decrease such that

10

unused marketing budget is available, Card Services will consider investing the

I1

additional spend in developmen: efforts such as testing.

12

Based on our analysis of past response and booking rates as well as the

13

competitive environment, to meet our account goals for Year I (2006) acquisition efforts,

14

Card Services estimates that we will mail a total of 564 million acquisition mail pieces

15

(which do not include solicitations sent to existing cardholders) (or approximately 118

16

million more acquisition mail pieces than we sent in 2005) using a combination of

17

Standard Mail and First-class Mail. While this mail volume forecast is derived from

18

2006 account goals, not prior year volume, we note that the 118 million piece change in

19

total acquisition volumes from 2005 to 2006 is larger than the 57 million piece change in

20

the previous year. It is the account goals for Year 1 (2006), and not the prior year’s

21

volume which drives the 564 million total acquisition mail volume estimate.

22
23

Next, to forecast the mail class mix, we used the mail class mix from the last two
(2) quarters of 2005 (58% First-class, 42% Standard) and applied it to this estimated total

5
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1

acquisition mail volume to determine mail class volumes for 2006 (327.1 million First-

2

Class, 236.9 Standard), as shown in Table 2.3

3

Next, Card Services assumed a 5.4 percent postal increase for all mail classes,

4

beginning in January, 2006. To cover the increased postal costs, we would either have to

5

reduce our total mail volume or shift volume to Standard Mail from First-class Mail and

6

our strategy is to perform the latter. Therefore, in order to keep mail volumes constant

7

without additional marketing budget, Card Services shifted more than 20% of the First-

8

Class volume to Standard, thereby reducing the First-class volume to 250 million mail

9

pieces. as shown in Table 2. Additionally, in 2006, the use of First-class Mail for

10

acquisition mail is expected to be heavier in the first half of the year, and as marketing

11

budget is expended, Standard Mail volumes are expected to increase.

13

Table 2: Year 1 Acquisition Mail Volumes
Acquisition Mail Volumes

1

Total

Standard

First

Baseline Acq Mail

564,000,000

236,880,000

327,120,000

Mix Adj.- Postal Increase

564,000,000

314,000,000

250,000,000

14

15
16

17

These 80 million pieces are included in Table 3 below

Our operational mail volumes and the volume of marketing mail that we send to

18

our cardholders are also a result of our account goals. Given our account goals, we

19

expect 2006 operational and customer solicitation volumes to be similar to 2005 volumes.

' We excluded cross-sell marketing mail pieces to Washington Mutual customers when calculating this
mail class split percentage. This is because, when we began these mailings immediately after the
Washington Mutual acquisition in 2005, we mailed ail of the cross-sell pieces using First-class Mail while,
in 2006, we expect to mail these pieces using a similar mail class split as all other marketing pieces.
6
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To determine Before Rates volumes for Years 2 and 3 of the proposed NSA, Card

1

2

Services assumed that volumes would grow by approximately five ( 5 ) percent a n n ~ a l l y . ~

3

This assumption was driven by 2 factors: 1 ) internal projections forecasting account

4

growth of five ( 5 ) percent per year for each of Year 2 and Year 3; and 2) expectation of

5

higher acquisition costs per account due to increased marketplace competition and “list

6

fatigue” which occurs when the same prospects are mailed repeatedly without any

7

development efforts. resulting in lower response rates over time. Table 3 shows the Card

8

Services’ three (3) volume forecasts without the rate discount provided by the NSA.

9

Table 3: Mail Volume Forecasts (Before Rates)

IO

Mail ClassKype

Year 1’

Year 3

Year 2

First-Class Mail
Operational

450
120

475
125

Marketing

330

350

130
370

Standard Mail Solicitations
Total Mail Volume

314
764

330
805

345
845

500

AFTER RATES VOLUME AND THE IMPACT OF THE NSA
Card Services expects that the NSA will cause it to mail virtually all, if not all, of

12
13

VI.

13

its solicitations as First-class Mail. As discussed in Section V, at current rates, it is cost

15

effective to mail a significant portion of our acquisition mail as Standard Mail. This is

16

because, for much of our acquisition mail, the lift (Le., the higher response rate) from

%ote [hat, after increasing the volumes by five percent annually, Years 2 and 3 volumes were rounded to
the nearest five or ten million pieces as deemed appropriate.
Note that the reduction in total Firs-Class Mail volume from 524 million pieces in 2005 to 450 million
pieces in 2006 is driven by the change in the mail class split for acquisition mail discussed above, not by
reductions in total mail volume. In fact. Card Services plans to mail nearly 117 million more mail pieces in
2006 than in 2005.
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1

using First-class Mail rather than Standard Mail does not justify the average ten-cent

2

higher First-class Mail postage.

3

We performed a breakeven analysis using our targeting engine. The targeting

4

engine found that reducing the postage difference between First-class Mail and Standard

5

Mail to six cents (a four-cent reduction) would justify switching all of our acquisition

6

mail to First-class Mail. Our targeting engine found that at a four-cent discount (the

7

“breakeven discount”), the response rate lift from using First-class Mail (nearly 20

8

percent) offsets the higher First-Class Mail postage cost. At the breakeven discount and

9

assuming a constant budget, Card Services would mail less acquisition mail pieces

IO

(approximately 84 pieces of First-class Mail would replace every 100 pieces of Standard

II

Mail), but the lift from using First-class Mail would allow us to acquire the same number

12

of customers.

13

The response rate lift from using First-class Mail is the result of two different

14

sources. First, as mentioned above, consumen simply respond more to First-class Md

15

than to Standard Mail. Second, sending a smaller volume of First-class Mail (than if the

16

acquisitions were sent as Standard Mail) allows us to mail only to the better prospects on

17

our list.

18

Applying this analysis to the NSA, the discounts (which average slightly more

19

than four cents per incremental piece of First-class Mail) will cause WMB to replace 3 14

20

million Before Rates Standard Mail pieces with 263 million First-class Mail pieces in

21

Year I . As shown in Table 4, similar shifts would occur in Years 2 and 3.

22
23

The NSA would also produce a secondary effect on Card Services acquisition
mail volumes. Card Services plans to reinvest the discount above four cents in additional

8
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1

2
3
Mail CIassRype

Year 1

First-class Mail

713
120
593
0
713

Operational
Marketing
Standard Mail Solicitations
Total Mail Volume

Year 2

Year 3

750
125
625
0
750

705
130
655
0
785

4
5
6
7

\lI.

CAPPIKG DISCOUNTS AT COST SAVINGS IS NOT ECONOMICALLY
VIABLE
As discussed above, I fully expect that the NSA discounts will induce Card

8

Services to mail all of its solicitations as First-class Mail. This will increase our First-

9

Class Mail volumes by 250 to 300 million pieces per year and thereby significantly

10

11

increase the contribution of our mail to Postal Service institutional costs.
We are aware that the Commission has conditioned approval of previous NSAs on

12

the imposition of a cap on the total amount of the discounts. However, those NSAs were

13

functionally equivalent to the Capital One NSA. Our NSA is not. This is a baseline

14

agreement that depends on its own internal values and economics, and not on the fact that

15

it is like some previously approved NSA.

16
17

In this case, capping discounts at cost savings will significantly reduce, if not
entirely eliminate, the increased contribution. To induce the desired change in behavior,

' I did not update the analysis shown in Exhibit A and the resulting Afier Rates forecasts based upon the
renegotiated declining block rate schedule because the new schedule will not have a significant impact on
our Afler Rates volumes. While the renegotiated schedule reduces the economic benefit of the NSA to
Card Services ( e g . by $100,000 in Year 1 ) that can be reinvested into additional First-Class Mail, it still
provides enough total discount to make it cost effective for us to migrate all of our marketing mail to FirstClass Mail.

9
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the Postal Service will need to offer Card Services postal discounts in excess of $10
million per year. I understand from the Postal Service that a cost savings cap would be
about fi 10 million over the entire three-year duration of the NSA. Thus, the NSA
discounts would be exhausted one year into the deal. Once the cap on discounts is
reached, WMB Card Services would revert to its lower-contribution “Before Rates”
mailing patterns. This is because once the cap is reached and WMB is ineligible for
additional NSA discounts, First-class Mail postage will again be about ten cents higher
8

than Standard Mail postage. As discussed in Section VI, for much of our acquisition

9

mail. the lift from using First-C!ass Mail does not justify the ten-cent higher postage cost.

10

Further, since the NSA as negotiated just exceeds breakeven for WMB Card

II

Services. I believe that implementing the agreement’s requirements would not be

I?

economically justifiable if Card Services only received postage discounts for a year.

13

Given this, if the Commission imposes a cap of approximately $10 million on postage

14

discounts, the economic rationale for WMB Card Services’ participation in the NSA

15

would be lost. This would be unfortunate because 1 believe the NSA as executed benefits

16

both parties.

17
18

VIII. ADDRESS HYGIENE AND RETURN MAIL VOLUMES
As required under the NSA. Washington Mutua1 will continue its practice of only

19

using addresses that have been processed against National Change of Address / Coding

20

Accuracy Support System databases within the 90 days prior to mailing. Based upon this

21

practice, our recent return rates were approximately 1 percent for operational mail and

22

4.5 percent for marketing mail.’ Also, as part of the agreement, WMB Card Services has

These return rates were calculated using 2005 data for acquisition mail and 2003-2004 data for mail
(including operational and marketing pieces) sent to existing customers.

10
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agreed to update its databases for soliciting non-cardholders using ACS data. While
using ACS data could reduce our return rate, thereby reducing Postal Service costs and
increasing the value of the agreement to the Postal Service, I conservatively estimate that
our return rates for the duration of the NSA will be similar to our recent return rates.

While these requirements have value to the Service, the principal value of the NSA to
USPS is the significant increase in First-class Mail volumes and net contribution to
institutional costs.
8

CONCLUSION

9

The proposed NSA creates strong economic incentives to Card Services to

10

redirect Standard Mail volume tu First-class Mail. We are not asking the Commission to

11

approve this NSA because of the inc;dental cost savings that are part of the deal; rather,

12

this NSA is a baseline agreement; it is not fimctionally equivalent to previous

13

agreements; and it should be judged on its own merits. We believe that the volume

14

projections before- and after-rates are quite realistic and, because of that, should mitigate

15

concerns about potential losses to the Postal Service. In the deals struck in previous

16

NSAs, where caps were imposed in order to limit potential losses to the Postal Service,

17

the cap still permitted the agreements to have economic viability for the partners. That is

18

not the case here. This deal will not work for Card Services if the amount of the

19

discounts is capped so that no discounts are available in Years 2 and 3. As we testify,

20

that would lull this deal for Card Services. There would be no economic incentive to

21

convert Standard Mail to First-class and, therefore, there would be a reversion to the

22

sfulus quo unre, and a very large conversion of First-class Mail to Standard Mail in Years
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1

2 and 3. That makes no sense for Card Services and it certainly would make no sense for

2

the Postal Service. We urge the Commission to approve the deal that we made.

12

Exhibit A. Calculation of After-Rates First-class Mail Volume (in Millions)

[1],[2].[3] WMB-T-1, Table 3
[3]All of these pieces are acquisition mailpieces.
[4] Approximate number of acquisition First-class Mail pieces required to obtain the same number of responses as the Standard Mail pieces in [3]. Further,
with 4-cent discount. these First-class Mail acquisition pieces can be mailed at about the same total cost as the Standard Mail pieces in (31.
[5] NSA discount for mailing combined First-class Mail volume in [2] and [4]. (Calculated sssuming 5% per year increase in the volume threshold.)
[61=[511[41
[7]=[4)'( [6]-$0.04)
[e] Approximate First-class Mail volume that can be sent with "benefit" in [7].
l93=[21+[41+~~1
Note: To protect confidentiality. numbers in this exhibit are approximations.

N
0
4
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CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1

Mr. Rapaport, have you had

2

an opportunity to examine the packet of designated

3

written cross-examination that was made available to

4

you this morning?

5

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

6

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

If the questions contained

7

in that package were posed to you orally today, would

8

your answers be the same as those previously provided

9

in writing?

10

THE WITNESS:

11

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1;

Are there any corrections or

additions you would like to make to those - -

13

THE WITNESS:

14

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

15

Yes.

No.
- - answers?

Counsel, would

you, please, provide two copies of the testimony - That's this - -

16

MR. MAY:

17

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Okay.

Is there any written

18

cross-examination for witness - - excuse me - - is there

19

any additional cross-examination for Witness Rapaport?
(No Response. )

20

?l

(The document to was marked

22

for identification as Exhibit

23

No.

24

received in evidence.)

25

OCA WMB-T-1-11

//
Heritage Reporting Corporation
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(c)-(d) I haven’t developed strong beliefs regarding how these factors will change over the next

few years Section V of my testimony discusses the basis of my before-rates volume forecasts.

(e) Section VI of my testimony explains how Card Services developed its after-rates volume
forecast. l‘hc impact of the NSA on acquisition mail volume is driven by the “lift” from using

First-Class htail. not by interest rates and the state of the economy. My belief is that “lift” is not
inipcted by interest rates or the state ofthe economy.

213

OCA/WRlB-TI-Z.

Please refer to lines 5-6 of page 7 of your testimony. You refer to “the

response rate lift from using First-class Mail (nearly 20 percent). . . .” Has WMB ever tested
relative response rates of First-class and Standard Mail using identical (other than indicia)
pieces‘.) I f so. please describe any such tests in as much detail as possible. If not, what is the
basis for the “nearly 20 percent” lift?

RESPONSE

Yes. \ye h a \ e tested relative response rates of First-Class and Standard Class Mail.
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OCA/WRIB-Tl-3.

Please refer to lines 13-15 of page 7 of your testimony. When planning a

mailing campaign, does WMB sort prospects (or lists ofprospects) by
a.

expected present value to WMB,

b.

expected response rate,

c.

some other basis?

Pleasc describe in as much detail :is possible h w WMB determines how many pieces of mail to

send as part of a single inailing campaign

RESPONSE
\\'hen planning
m i x i m i x 5

tciL

;I

mailing campaign. we geiirrally use a proprietary targeting engine that

rcturn on iiiwstincnt subject to hudget constraints. Our targeting engine takes the

t o r \ dclitifictl i n

of

p i L ' L u I(I

t,iL

IIII,

1ti.it

( ' 1 ) ;iiid

( b ) ofthis iiiterrogatory into account when determining the number

\end. tlic c I a \ \ ofinail to tise, a n d to whicli prospects pieces should be sent. Other

the ciiyine i:ikc\ into account i i ~ c I u d cespccted credit loss rates of a given campaign

215

OCAIWRIB-T1-4.

At page 4, lines 9-21. you discuss the effects of changes in “account

;icquisition costs.“
3.

Please explain how “competitive pressure” increases acquisition costs.

b.

Please explain how “an economic downturn” increases acquisition costs.

c.

Please describe i n as much detail as possible all components of “solicitation costs.”

(1

Please explain how “improved response models” reduce acquisition costs.

c

Please explain how “new market expansion” reduces acquisition costs.

RES POKSE
(:I

1 C‘ompctiti\c pressurcs generally reduce response rates, thus increasing the cost to acquire a

:lL’collnI

IlL’\{

i 11 I

1)uiniig cc‘oiioiiitc do\\ i i t i i r n x . credit constraints on campaigns may he tightened. This reduces

IIIL.

ii[tiiih,r

I

I

0 1 III:II!,L~I;II~IC picihpects. \vhtch incrc;ises t h e cost to acquire.

I I ~ Lpi. iiii.ii-!

i 1 i . i i \\ i t i i L ’ \ . \

\

111

Lxibt\

111,

.\>iih

wlicit:itioii

I

;in1

c*v’sitiiiI:ir

tcstiniciny

arc po\tagc ;ind production costs. I understand

Atlachinetit 2 to h i s

in

Appendix

not comliirt;ihlc providing ;in e a c t estimate of the production

f o r if111%
ni;iilpicccs. I understanrl

lc~titiion>i i i c

L.O>I\

( I lSl’h-’l - I ) c;iIcuI;ites \\‘hll%.sawrage postage by class of niail

I L - ~ . I I I I ~ ~ ~ I ~\\‘liilc
~

c\tini:iich i i i

\

L . o i i i p o i i L m l \ o!

t11;it M itness

t3uc (w(‘-L?)
provided production cost

t e s t i n i o n \ i n Ih ~ t i e bo.
t
hl(’200-1-3.

siiiii1;ir to t l i c itciiit, we \ ~ o u l diiic4uile 111 our mail

l’hc items described i n his

c:tinp;tipn and the costs arc also

(although postal ratcs :inti production costs h a w tncrcased since Lvitness Buc‘s

\\;IS

witten).

((1) Impro\ ing oiir models iiIlo\vs u s to target oiir mailings to better prospects. increasing
rcsponx riites ;itid reducing the cost to acquire an account.
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( e ) Response rates in expanded credit card markets are generally higher than in established
markets. l h e higher response rate reduces the cost to acquire an account.

217

OC.L\/WMR-Tl-5.
a

Please refer to page 4, lines 22-24. of your testimony.

Please describe in as much detail as possible the process that led from “our account goals
for Year I ” to “a total of 564 million acquisition mail pieces.”

b.

Please define the term “booking rates” on line 22.

RESPONSE
(a) We first determine how many new accounts we need to acquire to meet our growth targets
Then. we determine how many solicitations we need to send to acquire those accounts. In
general ternis. the number of acquisition mailpieces is equal to the number of new accounts
divided ti? thc product o f t h e expectcd response rate and the expected booking rate.

218

OC'A/\VRlR-TI-6.

Please describe in as much detail as possible the process by which WMB

determines whether to use First Class or Standard Mail in a mail marketing campaign.

RESPONSE
Ilesponse rate assumptions and postage costs tor First Class and Standard Class mail are inputted
i n t o o u r proprietary targeting engine. Thc m a i l class decision is made using the targeting engine
d i s c u s s e d i n OCA/WMB-T1-3. In general tenns. First-class Mail will be chosen

justt tie\ thc xklitional cost.

if the lift
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OC’A/W’blR-TI-7.

Please define the term “development efforts” on line 2 1 of page 4 of your

testimony Pleaxe define the term “development efforts” on line 7 of page 6 of your testimony

RESPONSE
In general. development efforts refer to activities which have the potential to generate additional
\ . d u e beyond ciirrrnt practices. Examples of development efforts include, but are not limited to,

ne\v credit card products. revised pricing or new creative packages.

220

OCAIWMB-TI-8.

Please explain why Operational volume declined from 123 million in 2005

(Table I , page 3) to I20 million in Year 1 (Table 3, page 6).

RESPONSE
As noted on the bottom of page 5 , I expect 2006 operational mail volumes to be similar to 2005
volt~mes.Similar to the process discussed

difference

IS due

to rounding.

in

footnote 2 on page 6 for Years 2 and 3, the

221

OCAWMR-T1-9.

Please refer to lines 16-20 of page 3 of your testimony. Please provide

2005 volumes that have been reconciled with Postal Service records.

RESPONSE
W e are currently revieu ing our 200s \ olumes and reconciling them with Postal Senice records

and will repoit our findings as soon as they are completed.

222

OCNWMB-T1-IO. Please refer to line\ 1.5-16 of page 4 of your testimony Has WMB ever
“reoptimize[d] its mail strategy” for 20067 If so, please descnbe that process in as much detail
a\ possible

RESPONSE

To thrs point, mail strategy for 2006 has not been reoptimized, as campaigns are tracking to
; m o u n t goals and acqiiisitiun costs are in line with expectations.
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OCA/\VMB-T1-11. This interrogatory seeks information on the reaction of Washington
Mutual Bank (WMB) to rate changes. Please refer to your revised testimony at page 6,
lines 6-9, u.hich seems to say that WMB reacts to rate changes by changing the
proportions of First and Standard marketing volumes, subject to the constraints that the
total number of marketing pieces remains the same and the marketing budget remains
the same.
a.

Is this a correct restatement of your testimony? If not, please identify the errors
in the restatement.

h.

Please describe how W M B wI!l react to the R2006-1 rate changes when they
take effect.

RESPONSE
(a)

No. Your restatement describes WhlR's reaction to the most recent rate increase. The
error in your restatement is that it suggests that W h l B will employ this exact same
approach to even' rate chnngc. In reality. we \vi11 analyze each particular rate change and

tleterniinc the best strategy for meeting oiir growth goals subject to our budget constraint.
(h)

Assuming t h a t Ihc KS.4 is in pl2ice. then i t \\,illlikely make sense for WMB to continue to
w i d thc \':is1 mqority ol.oiir marketing ni;iiI :is First-Class Mail. Thus, our most likely
re;ic'tion to the I < ? ( N M I - I r;itc iiic'rc;i\e \ \ ( i u l d he to modestly reduce our total marketing
ii1;ii I \.olumc.
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RESPONSE OF WMB WITNESS RAPAPOK'I' 'IO PRESIDING OFFICER'S
INFORMATION REQUEST N O . 1

2005

1

Year 1

j

Year

)'car2

110

Year 2
~.
I;

IO

si

II S 3''

I,

'ear 2 tc
Year 3
7
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226

\.c:ir 2 a n d \'ear 3 forecasts include hill year volumes for crecht card c r o s > - x l l
programs

IO

\X%fB cus1onicrs a n d the change in marketing strategy

card customers. This results in a more significant volume gain
iiicrcaws in Years 2 arid 3.

I

111

to

ex~stiiigcrrdii

\'ear 1 \vitii siii:iller
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I<l<SPONSEOF WMB WITNESS RAPAPORT TO P R E S I D I N G OFFICER'S
I N F O R M A T I O N R E Q U E S T NO. 1.

Own-Price
Change i
% Change Elasticity of
First-class
in Price
First-Class
mail

O'

228

f<i;CI'ONSE OF W B WITNESS RAPAPORT T O PRESIDING OFFICER'S
INFORMATION REQUEST N O . 1

,

l x j r thi\

c p r b t i o n , pleare

refer

to

l a h l e 5 below

Table 3
i

Ye.ir 1
2005 After
Rates

-1
I

Average

Own
Price
Per Piece
Elasticit
Class
Per Piece
Class
of Firstof FirstVolume Volumes
of FirstClass
Class
(hlillions (MiIlions)
Class Mail M a i l
Mail

Price
Per
Piece
Before

/O

Change

lncreast '/o Change
Discount
in FirstFirstin Price

Rates
($)
I

~
~

1

2

-t-

1

I

(2a -la\

f - -?----t

229

I 1

I'lcasc account for the diffcrencc i n cstiniates of the own-price elasticit\- o f Firsr-

(;I:is!.
I)[

li ES PONS E

h1:iil slio\vri in c)i~csuon2. Table 1,of negauve 3.2. and Quesrion 3. Table 3,
negative 1 1 .EO.
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CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1

This then brings us to oral

2

cross-examination. No participants filed a request

3

for oral cross-examination of this witness.

4

any participant, who wants to cross-examine Witness

5

Rapaport?

6

(No Response.)

7

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Is there

There are questions, Mr.

8

Rapaport, that will be asked to you from the bench

9

later on.

I will - - the Commissioners have a number

10

of questions that they will ask you later.

We ask

11

questions and the presiding officer's information

-L9
/

requests concerning how two recent decisions might

2
- 2

impact Washington Mutual Bank NSA.

You responded that

-.
- Y

you thought about those decisions, but didn't change

15

your current proposal in response to those decisions.

16

Is that correct?

17

THE WITNESS:

18

CHAIRMAN

OMAS:

That's correct.
Let me briefly explain my

In one of those decisions, the Commission

19

concern.

20

felt obligated to impose a cap on discounts.

q,
L A

the Bank One NSA.

22

didn't want your NSA limited to a cap.

23

my questions is going to be to explore whether the

24

proposed Washington Mutual Bank is sufficiently

25

different from the Bank One NSA to justify proceedings

That was

I know you have testified you

The focus of

Heritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1

without a cap.

First, how far in advance do you plan

2

your marketing?

3

three months, or a year, or does that vary?

Do you plan for the period such as

THE WITNESS:

4

It varies; but, typically, we

5

plan for a year at a time and we, also, have a five-

6

year plan that the Bank has in general around our

7

growth targets and our balance targets.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

8

9
10

How do you determine the mix

of first-class instead in mail you're using any one
marketing cycle?
THE WITNESS:

1
:

Essentially, the way it works

12

is that if you think about our statement mailing and

13

our typical customer solicitation mailing to our

- "
-7

existing customers, that's all first-class mail for

15

various reasons. Obviously, for statements, I think,

16

most would agree that statements need to go first

17

class.

18

then for customer mailings, largely, since they are to

19

o u r existing customers, sometimes having checks in

20

them, et cetera, those go first class.

21

There are regulations around it, as well.

And

Then, our solicitation mailing for new

22

customers, there's a set of those potential customers

23

for which the returns that we s e e , if one of those

24

customers were to respond and book an account with us,

25

are sufficient enough to warrant the use of firstHeritage Reporting Corporation
(202) 628-4888
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1

class mail to solicit those people.

And, typically,

2

those are targeting engine, which is a sort of an

3

optimization routine, mathematical optimization

4

routine, will tell us that a first-class stamp on

5

those solicitations will get us the returns that we

6

need.
And then there's a set beyond that, where

7
8

there is sort of an incremental benefit and a response

9

benefit, if we mail those folks, but it doesn't equate

10

to sending a first-class stamp, in which case we would

7

-

* L

send a standard class mail to those prospects.

..

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

*..

Does the effectiveness of

-~

one marketing campaign impact a type of campaign you

- 7

will use in the future?

.i

THE WITNESS:

. -

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

A b

Absolutely, yes.
Here is the nub of my

The Postal Service is in a public monopoly

17

problem.

18

and the Commission can't authorize giving excess

19

discounts for mail that would have been sent anyway

20

without a discount. You have asked for a three-year

21

NSA,

22

estimates for that far in advance into the future are

23

very speculative. So, the Commission can't really

24

know whether it is being asked to give discounts for

25

mail that would be set even without a discount. Why

even though you feel it meant that your volume
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1

are you requesting a three-year NSA?

2

Service push for a three-year deal or did Washington

3

Mutual Bank?

4

Did the Postal

Or was it really not an issue?

THE WITNESS:

I would say that it really

5

wasn't an issue; but I think from our perspective, for

6

us to go through the work involved to meet the

7

requirements of an NSA, frankly, a longer-term

8

arrangement benefits us, because there is some

9

substantial operational work that we need to go

10

through to take advantage of some of the - - or to meet

11

the requirements of the NSA that are on Washington

12

Mutual's behalf.

13

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

I don't know whether you're

14

aware of this, but last week, the Postal Service filed

15

a request to extend the Capital One NSA.

16

Services asked for a recommended decision from us, in

17

time for them to review and implement it before the

18

current agreement expires on September 1.

19

they're asking for a decision in about a month.

20

Without prejudging anything, let's assume for a moment

21

that the Commission is able to accommodate this

22

request for expedition. Would the ability to renew or

23

extend an agreement in such a short time frame make an

24

NSA of a shorter duration easier to justify?

25

THE WITNESS:

The Postal

So, really,

I would say yes and no. No,
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from the standpoint of if we, Washington Mutual Bank,
makes the commitment to change the way that we do our
mailings to meet the requirements that we have within
the NSA around return mai1,and how we handle it, it’s
important for us to know that this deal will go and
extend beyond just a one-year term.

But, at the same

time, if I knew that it would be expeditious and that
we could get extensions, sure, that would be helpful;
however, it still doesn’t take away from the notion
that for a one-year term, there’s a lot of work
involved to get this - - our requirements done.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Mr. Rapaport, in your

revised testimony at page eight, you mention a
targeting engine - THE WITNESS:
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Yes.
--

that you use to estimate

the first class is more attractive, this standard, if
you get a four cents discount.

Would you, please,

describe for us in more detail?

THE WITNESS: So, as I mentioned, there‘s a
certain set of ous solicitation volume where when we
load in to the targeting engine the expected cost of
that particular mailing and the expected response
rates, the expected booking rates of those particular
responders, and the profitability that we would see
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1

from those particular customers, the targeting engine

2

will evaluate and say a first-class stamp will still

3

pay back your returns in the time frames that we need

4

them to pay back.

5

various reasons, the response rates are lower, the

6

bookings rates may be lower, the profitability for

7

those customers may be lower, such that a first-class

8

stamp is not justified.

9

standard class stamp.

Then, there are others where, for

So, we'll say, mailing

However, in doing various tests

10

of mailing stanclard class and first class to those

11

types of customers, we have been able to determine

12

that the difference of four cents would make it

13

valuable for us to move those standard class pieces to

i- -I f(

first class for those segments of the population.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

15

We are very aware of the

16

need to protect sensitive information. At this point,

17

all we want is a general description.

18

could provide details, that would be very helpful.
THE WITNESS:

19

20

But, if you

Details beyond what I just

talked through?

21

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

22

THE WITNESS:

Yes.
Okay.

In particular, if you

I mean, again, this is not, I think, rocket

23

think

24

science, but, basi.cally, the returns that we see on

25

customers, who are slightly more risky from a credit

--
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1

perspective, the returns are higher there.

2

result of that, in those particular sets of the

3

population, we might mail more first-class mail,

4

because we know that we can get the returns there.

5

addition to that, in those segments of the population,

6

the time between the time we send that mailing and the

?

time these people respond, their credit profiles can

8

change. And as a result of that, the shorter window,

9

which first-class mail provides, between the time that

So, as a

In

10

it's sent and the time we see the returns, allows us

11

to book more of those customers, because their credit

12

profiles have maintained themselves over that period

A i

1 7

of time.

14

and their credit profiles may have degraded some, by

? 2C

nature of our credit risk assessments, as well as

it.

certain regulations that we're under by the

i?

regulators, who regulate our business, we are not

18

allowed to book those particular customers.

19

those areas, first-class mail tends to be the area

20

that we have found works, and that's part of our

21

threshold that we talk about in our testimony and in

22

the deal.

23
24
25

Whereas, if there's a longer period of time

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Could I interrupt to

just clarify that?
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

So, in

Yes.
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1

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So, when I heard this

2

at first, I assumed, obviously incorrectly, that you

3

make more money off the high end affluent people you

4

might mail to.

5

money off those people with the credit risk, because

6

they need new credit cards.

7

But, you’re saying, you make more

THE WITNESS:

Is that correct?

Our profitability tends to be

8

a little bit better there, because we do get their

9

response and we do get good customers. And in

10

addition to that, we have learned over time to find

11

the customers, where we can manage the risk associated

12

with those.

13

And - -

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Okay.

So would that

14

p r o f i l e , as well, of people, who have a little more

15

risk, that you’re making money off of, be people, who

16

move more often, so you might have more change of

17

address with them?

18

THE WITNESS: New movers tend to be a larger

19

proportion of our target market and what we call our

20

middle market, than they do in the more prime market.

21

That s correct.

22

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

23

piece that includes forwarding - -

24

THE WITNESS:

25

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So, a first-class

That’s correct.
- - is more useful to
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those people?
THE WITNESS:

That's correct.

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Let me ask you

this, and if you want to think about it over a couple
of days, that's fine. As I mentioned, the Commission
found that there was essentially no reliable support
for the volume estimates offered in the Bank One case.
If your attorney advised you that your target engine

provided is sufficient reliable means for estimating
volumes, so as to be likely to justify your NSA, would

you be willing to provide it to the Cornmission under
protective conditions? Again, I understand that you
might want to have your attorney review the
Commission's protective condition before making a
decision.
THE WITNESS:

So, you're saying, would I be

willing to provide our targeting methodology and
engine under - CHAIRMAh! OMAS:
yes.

The protective conditions,

And as I said, I'm not asking for an immediate

answer today. We would - - you can take a couple of
days.

But, i f you would like to give us one right

now, we would be happy to accept it.
THE WITNESS:

I think that - -
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CHAIRMAN OMAS:

1
2

Mr. May has worked with us

before under protective conditions and it stays here.
THE WITNESS:

3

I would say on the surface,

I think there's one other factor that we need to

4

yes.

5

consider and that is part of what the targeting engine

6

also considers is our budget.

7

and our estimates of the budget are reflected in our

8

volume commitments over the next three-year period and

9

it's based on our best understanding of where

And the budgets are set

10

Washington Mutdal is going and the growth that we need

11

and the credit-card organization to meet the needs of

12

the overall Bank.

13

targeting engine that needs to be considered and that

14

is the budget that we have for marketing over the

15

course of the next period.

And so, there is one factor in this

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

16

Is there a possibility that

17

that part of it be redacted and still be able to get -

18

-

19

certain.

20

discern some information from that?

THE WITNESS:

I'm not

I think there's information

21

there, yes, that I think we could share.

22

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

23

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

So, yes.

Great.

Great.

Thank you.

Do you

24

have any idea of ways Washington Mutual Bank NSA is

25

sufficiently different from NSAs the Postal Service
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has given other banks, as to justify three years of
uncapped discounts?
THE WITNESS:

I think the most relevant

thing, from my understanding, is that we are making
commitments within the contract to convert our
standard class mail to first class.

And if we don't

make those commitments, there are various penalties
that were discussed earlier.

But, in addition to

that, I think it's relevant to point out that the
Postal Service, also, has the right to terminate this
agreement virtually unscathed, if they should see that
for whatever reason, we are either not making our
commitment or our volumes are different than what they
ancicipated.

I think that's a very relevant piece of

information here, because for the most part, this was

a risk that we knew we were taking when we entered

.* -'

into this agreement, the risk that the Postal Service

le

could terminate with virtually no ramifications to

15

them.

7-1
d

start moving down a path from a strategy standpoint,

21

to moving standard class to first class, and then the

22

agreement is terminated and no discounts are provided,

23

we have taken a tremendous loss in that situation.

24

Because, as I've mentioned, there's a portion of our

25

mailable population where standard class works, but

So, the risk that we're taking is, is if we
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1

first class does not from a return on investment

2

standpoint. That, I think, is probably the most

3

relevant piece from where I sit, as to why it’s

4

different than previous NSAs.
CHAIRMAN OMAS:

5

Thank you, Mr. Rapaport.

As

6

I said earlier, there‘s a number of questions from the

7

bench.

8
9

Commissioner Goldway?
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

First of all, I want

to thank you for your honesty in your testimony and in

10

your written testimony and your frank discussion with

11

the Chairman today. As our questions have indicated,

12

both to the prior witness and now to you, we’re

1 2,

concerned about the possible inaccuracies in volume

*- *,

forecasts and how that might, in some way, damage all

A

i c
.
I

users of mail, even if it might benefit you and the

i6

Postal Service in this particular agreement. So, I

17

guess we‘re trying to figure out how to be confident

18

in the accuracy of your forecasts.

19

willingness you expressed to share some of your

20

targeting formulas with us will help.

21

those forecasts, and you’ve said that you’re more

22

comfortable with one year than for two or three years,

23

is that correct, in general?

24

25

THE WITNESS:

Certainly, the

When you do

In general, it’s correct, yes,

because there are various exogenous factors embedded
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1

2

3
4

in our forecast, as time goes on.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: What are some of
those exogenous factors?
THE WITNESS:

The degree of competition in

5

our industry.

6

effects. Obviously, something like an effect like

7

9/11 had on mailings.

8

forecast, at this point.

9

forecast, as well as we would like, the degree to

10

which the - - how much of our mail volume, how our

11

response rates will hold up and, in addition to that,

7
I

how much of our business is going to be built from

L
-

You know, there could be various

It's not something that we can
We, also, can't necessarily

13

mailings, as well as now from our branch network.

7

i - 1

Because, as you know, historically, Providian National

15

Bank, which was acquired by Washington Mutual, did not

16

have a branch network. And selling through the

17

branches is something we've just begun, so our

18

knowledge of just how much we could expect from a

15

growth standpoint from the branches is still under

20

consideration. And with that said, we have particular

21

growth targets for the organization, for the bank, and

22

we are going to try and do our best to meet those

23

growth targets with the combination of mail, as well

24

as branch solicitations, if you will. And that's

25

something that we're still working our way through.

.
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COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

So, there's a whole

new area of marketing potential, other than mail, that
may factor in, in the next couple of years and change
the balance one way or another?
THE WITNESS:

It could, but I think our

estimates take that into account as best as we can.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

You forecast 450

8

million pieces of first-class mail in year one, if

9

there is no discount.

10

THE WITNESS:

11

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

12

That's correct.
How accurate do you

think that forecast is?
THE WITNESS:

13

I think it's very accurate and

1-1

we're trending very close to that through the first

15

three months of 2006 already.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

16
17

million?

18

mail?

15

Fifteen million?

Plus or minus 10

Fifty million pieces of

Can you give me a sense?
THE WITNESS:

I'll say that I believe that

20

that number relative to our budget and relative to our

21

plans so far are within 10 to 20 million of accuracy.

22

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Would you say that

23

your after rates volume forecast is more reliable than

24

your before rates volume forecast?

25

THE WITNESS:

I think both forecasts are
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1

equally reliable, based on if the NSA is approved, as

2

we’ve set out.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

3
4

forecast will be in that same

5

in terms of accuracy?

10

6

THE WITNESS:

7

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

Do you think your
to

20

million range,

Yes.
If we were all

8

comfortable with a volume forecast that was agreeable

9

among the parties, instead of a cap, would you be

10

willing to accept some sort of other risk-sharing

11

mechanism, if your actual volume fell outside that

-

comfort zone?

7

* L

THE WITNESS:
-4

Depending on what that exactly

is, we would consider it.

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

- 3

Okay, good.

Now, I

16

want to shift gears a bit and ask a couple of

7 - 7

questions about the Bank One reconsideration opinion.

18

Would you say that you understand the alternative

15

framework for NSAs, the one designed to avoid the need

20

for the Commission to judge the reliability of the

L
7 1
-

forecast?

THE WITNESS:

22

23
24

25

Do you understand what those are?
I don’t think I’m an expert on

that, no.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

While this case was

suspended, did you discuss with the Postal Service
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1

working to possibly develop modifications to your

2

proposal that would follow the Bank One proposal more

3

precisely?
THE WITNESS:

4

I don't believe so.

I believe

5

most of the reconsideration during that time was

6

around our volumes.
COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

7
8

really did look at that as an option?

9

looking at the volumes?

10

THE WITNESS:

11

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY:

12

I have any other questions.

Okay.

I don't think

Thank you.

Commissioner Hammond?

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

14

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:
question or two.

You were just

Not to my knowledge.

13

15

So, you never

Okay.

Yes, I have a

Good afternoon, Mr. Rapaport.

16

THE WITNESS:

Good afternoon.

17

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

As I discussed

18

earlier with the Postal Service witness this morning,

19

which you mentioned, there's a penalty or a fine

20

involved in this NSA, if Washington Mutual essentially

21

doesn't mail a certain volume under the agreement and

22

all.

23

from the other side, from your perspective, why

24

$250,000 is the correct amount in this instance?

25

assume you would have preferred nothing.

I j u s t wanted to see if you could tell me why,
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1

the Postal Service would like to have tripled it.

2

But, I'm trying to get to why is this a correct amount

3

for something, for considering what is involved in

4

this particular NSA?

5

THE WITNESS:

A s far as how the $250,000 was

6

set, I think that was a proposal made to us from the

7

Postal Service.

8

context of what is the probability of that that

9

scenario would come to pass; and if that scenario came

We, then, evaluated it, in the

10

to pass, could we afford or could we handle the

L A

3 -

$250,000 penalty.

12

it was something that we were willing to agree to.

And we came to the conclusion that
We

have hopefully no intention of having to go that
1-oute,because our intention is to meet the
requirements of the NSA, as defined.

But, if by some

chance either our volume commitments weren't there or
we could not commit to converting 90 percent of our
volume to first class, we determined that in that
unforseen circumstance, we would be willing to pay
that penalty

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

Okay.

Now, you are

the marketing man, basically; right?
THE WITNESS:

Both the - - I am the marketing

man from the standpoint of my team runs the analysis
that goes into determining who we mail and, also, the
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1

execution of that mail, working with our direct

2

marketing agencies, letter shops, et cetera.

3

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND: Are you responsible

4

only €or Washington Mutual's direct mail campaign or

5

are you involved in other advertising €or Washington

6

Mutual?
THE WITNESS:

7

Basically, I'm just

8

responsible for the credit card side of our direct

9

marketing, so not the broader advertising campaign

10

that Washington Mutual is a part of.
COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

9 ,

L l

- 1
/i

Okay.

I just wanted

to get to your expertise in this - -

-_

THE WITNESS:

..

COMMISSIONER HAMMOND:

- 2

-1

I understand.
- - particular field.

li

Okay, great. That's the only thing I have.

16

you, very much.

.2

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

8

Thank

Thank you, Commissioner

18

Hammond. Mr. May, would you like some time with your

19

witness?

?C

MR. M A Y :

1 1

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

L L

22

Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Okay, thank you.

We will

take a five-minute break.

23

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

24

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

25

MR. MAY:

Mr. May?

Mr. Chairman, for the record, I
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1

would like to clarify one of the answers that Mr.

2

Rapaport made.

3

the Postal Service about the implications of the Bank

4

One case and the Brookbank's case, I conducted

5

discussions with the Postal Service and our consultant

6

did with the Postal Service people.

7

did not.

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

9

MR. MAY:

11
12
7

iJ

But, Mr. Rapaport

But, we, indeed, did have discussions.

8

10

7

While he did not have discussions with

Okay, thank you.

I would like to take you back to

the - C H A I h W OMAS:

Would you like to share what

those discussions were?
MR. MAY:

Yes.

Whether or not - - first of

-9

all, was whether or not there was a way to do the

- 2

.c

Panzer test and the Postal Service's position is that

16

they simply didn't have - - we only had one equation

17

and two unknowns. So, we had no way to get the

18

correct elasticities to perform the Panzer test

19

correctly and consistently. And I believe that's in

20

one of their responses to OCA.

21

it and that was the position they took.

22

was kind of the end of that discussion, as such.

23

was could we really do the test and, if we did, let's

24

do it and what does it show.

25

and our own consultant couldn't do it.

And

that was generally
And so, that
It

In fact, they couldn't
You could kind
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1

of guess of what it might show, but had no way to

2

really do it, or so we thought.

3

thought more in terms of other kinds of changes in the

4

deal that might give comfort to the Postal Service - -

5

to the Commission and the Postal Service about being

6

assured that they're not going to give discounts on

7

anyhow mail, at least to some protection.

8

indeed, I intend to follow up with the witness on some

9

of that discussion, because it relates to questions

So, indeed, we

And,

10

about the Chair and others have asked, if I could

11

proceed.
BY MR. MAY:

1,
13

Q

But, first of all, you were describing these

i;

differences between Bank One and Washington Mutual.

15

Are there other business differences in the - - their

16

deal, which was capped, and the cap that you might

17

have to live with?

18

A

Right.

The other thing that I would say,

15

and it's in o u r testimony, as well, t h e caps, as they

20

were applied

21

those deals were able to continue for whatever reason.

22

In our situation, we've analyzed that a cap based

23

purely on cost savings would not work for us.

24

would not justify the entire move from standard to

25

first class that we've talk about and it wouldn't

in

the Bank One case and o t h e r cases,
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1

justify the additional costs that we would have to

2

incur to make those changes that the NSA requires.

3

So, I think that's another fundamental difference in

4

our analysis.

5

different than some of the others, in the case that

6

the caps at cost savings would just not make the deal

7

viable for us.

8
9

Q

For whatever reason, we appear

Commissioner Goldway, also, asked you

whether you had any ideas about other ways you could

10

give assurances to the Commission, other than the

- 3

kinds of caps they've employed in the past.

And I

don't think you really fully answered that.

If you

*-

._
A -

_ ,

- 7

could supply a Fuller answer?
A

One other thought that we've had is that our

estimates of volume that we have in our testimony is
our best estimates of what we think will happen over
*

3 - 7

the next couple of years.

We would be willing to

16

consider a proposal, whereby if we exceed those

15

estimates, t h e n n o additional discounts would be

20

forthcoming. So, that's another way that we feel we

^ .
A

could satisfy what we would need from this deal to

22

make it worthwhile, to do what we've set out that we

23

were going to; b u t , at the same time, potentially

24

prevent any kind of additional risk to the Postal

25

Service from the concept of anyhow mail.
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would be one idea.

Q

I mean, in effect, you would be treating the

surplus mail as anyhow mail?

6

A

That's correct.

Q

That's the assumption, would be basically no

discount on it.
That's all, Mr. Chair.

7

MR. MAY:

8

CHAIRMAN OMAS:

9

Rapaport.

Thank you, Mr. May, Mr.

That completes your testimony here today.

10

We appreciate your cooperation, your appearance, and

11

your contribution to the record.

12

and thank you.
THE WITNESS:

13

We do appreciate it

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN OMAS: This hearing is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at

ii

1:07

p.m., the hearing in the

16

above-entitled matter was concluded.)
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